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Abstract

Nowadays, geostationary (GEO) satellite infrastructure plays a crucial role for the pro-

visioning of IP services. Such infrastructure can provide ubiquity and broadband access,

being feasible to reach disperse populations located world wide within remote areas where

terrestrial infrastructure can not be deployed.

Nevertheless, due to the expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW), new IP applica-

tions such as Voice over IP (VoIP) and multimedia services requires considering different

levels of individual packet treatment through the satellite network. This differentiation

must include not only the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters to specify packet trans-

mission priorities across the network nodes, but also the required amount of bandwidth

assignment to guarantee its transport.

In this context, the provisioning of QoS guarantees over GEO satellite systems becomes

one of the main research areas of organizations such as the European Space Agency (ESA).

Mainly because, their current infrastructures require continuous exploitation, as launching

a new communication satellite is associated with excessive costs. Therefore, the support

of IP services with QoS guarantees must be developed on the terrestrial segment to enable

using the current assets.

In this PhD thesis several contributions to improve the QoS provisioning over DVB-

S2/RCS Broadband Satellite Systems have been developed. The contributions are based

on cross-layer design, following the layered model standardized in the ETSI TR 102 157

[ETS03] and 462 [10205]. The proposals take into account the drawbacks posed by GEO

satellite systems such as delay, losses and bandwidth variations.

The first contribution proposes QoSatArt, an architecture defined to improve QoS

provisioning among services classes considering the physical layer variations due to the

presence of rain events. The design is developed inside the gateway, including the spec-

ification of the main functional blocks to provide QoS guarantees and mechanisms to

minimize de delay and jitter values experienced at the application layer. Here, a cross-

layer design between the physical and the network layer has been proposed, to enforce the

QoS specifications based on the available bandwidth. The proposed QoSatArt architec-

ture is evaluated using the NS-2 simulation tool. In addition, the performance analysis of

several standard Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) variants is also performed. This

is carry out to find the most suitable TCP variant that enhances TCP transmission over

a QoS architecture such as the QoSatArt.
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The second contribution proposes XPLIT, an architecture developed to enhance TCP

transmission with QoS for DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems. Complementary to QoSatArt,

XPLIT introduces Performance Enhanced Proxies (PEPs), which breaks the end-to-end

semantic of TCP connections. However, it considers a cross-layer design between the

network layer and the transport layer to enhance TCP transmission while providing them

with QoS guarantees. Here, a modified TCP variant called XPLIT-TCP is proposed to

send data through the forward and the return channel. XPLIT-TCP uses two control loops

(the buffer occupancy and the service rate (βi, µi)) to provide optimized congestion control

functions. The proposed XPLIT architecture is evaluated using the NS-2 simulation tool.

Finally, the third contribution of this thesis consists on the development of a unified

architecture to provide QoS guarantees based on cross-layer design over broadband satellite

systems. It adopts the enhancements proposed by the QoSatArt architecture working

at the network layer, in combination with the enhancements proposed by the XPLIT

architecture working at the transport layer.



Resumen

Actualmente, los satélites Geoestacionarios (GEO) juegan un papel muy importante en

la provisión de servicios IP. Esta infraestructura permite proveer ubicuidad y acceso de

banda ancha, haciendo posible alcanzar poblaciones dispersas en zonas remotas donde la

infraestructura terrestre es inexistente.

Sin embargo, en la provisión de aplicaciones como Voz sobre IP (VoIP) y servicios

multimedia, es importante considerar el tratamiento diferenciado de paquetes a través de

la red satelital. Esta diferenciación debe considerar no sólo los requerimientos de Calidad

de Servicio (QoS) que especifican las prioridades de los paquetes a través de los nodos de

red, si no también el ancho de banda asignado para garantizar su transporte.

En este contexto, la provisión de garant́ıas de QoS sobre satélites GEO es una de las

principales áreas de investigación de organizaciones como la Agencia Espacial Europea

(ESA) persiguen. Esto se debe principalmente ya que dichas organizaciones requieren la

explotación continua de sus activos, dado que lanzar un nuevo satélite al espacio representa

costos excesivos. Como resultado, el soporte de servicios IP con calidad de servicio sobre

la infraestructura satelital actual es de vital importancia.

En esta tesis doctoral se presentan varias contribuciones para el soporte a la Calidad de

Servicio en redes DVB-S2/RCS satelitales de banda ancha. Las contribuciones propuestas

se basan principalmente en el diseño ”cross-layer” siguiendo el modelo de capas definido

y estandarizado en las especificaciones ETSI TR 102 157 [ETS03] y 462 [10205]. Las

contribuciones propuestas consideran las limitaciones presentes de los sistemas satelitales

GEO como lo son el retardo de propagación, la perdida de paquetes y las variaciones de

ancho de banda causados por eventos atmosféricos.

La primera contribución propone QoSatArt, una arquitectura definida para mejorar

el soporte a la QoS. Esta arquitectura considera las variaciones en la capa f́ısica debido

a la presencia de eventos de lluvia para priorizar los niveles de QoS. El diseño se desar-

rolla en el gateway e incluye las especificaciones de los principales elementos funcionales

y mecanismos para garantizar la QoS y minimizar el retardo presente en la capa de apli-

cación. Aqúı, se propone un diseño ”cross-layer” entre la capa f́ısica y la capa de red,

con el objetivo de reforzar las especificaciones de QoS considerando el ancho de banda

disponible. La arquitectura QoSatArt es simulada y evaluada empleando la herramienta

de simulación NS-2. Adicionalmente, un análisis de desempeño de diversas variantes de

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) es realizado con el objetivo de encontrar la variante

de TCP más adecuada para trabajar en un ambiente con QoS como QoSatArt.
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La segunda contribución propone XPLIT, una arquitectura desarrollada para mejorar

las transmisiones TCP con QoS en un sistema satelital DVB-S2/RCS. Complementario a

QoSatArt, XPLIT emplea PEPs (Performance Enhanced Proxies), afectando la semántica

end-to-end de las conexiones TCP. Sin embargo, XPLIT considera un diseño ”cross-layer”

entre la capa de red y la capa de transporte con el objetivo de mejorar las transmisiones

TCP considerando los parámetros de QoS como la ocupación de la cola y la tasa de

transmisión (βi, µi). Aqúı, se propone el uso de una nueva variante de TCP es propuesta

llamada XPLIT-TCP, que usa dos bucles para proveer funciones mejoradas en el control

de congestión. La arquitectura XPLIT es simulada y evaluada empleando la herramienta

de simulación NS-2.

Finalmente, la tercera contribución de esta tesis consiste en el desarrollo de un ar-

quitectura unificada para el soporte a la QoS en redes satelitales de banda ancha basada

en técnicas ”cross-layer”. Esta arquitectura adopta las mejoras propuestas por QoSatArt

en la capa de red en combinación con las mejoras propuestas por XPLIT en la capa de

transporte.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Nowadays, geostationary (GEO) satellite infrastructure plays a crucial role for the provi-

sion of IP services. Specially, because satellite systems can provide ubiquity and broadband

access, being feasible to reach different users (i.e. individual clients, international enter-

prises and disperse populations). Such users can be allocated within remote areas where

terrestrial infrastructure can not be deployed. In a global context, satellite communication

systems are seen as the enabler for bridging the Digital Divide, being able to provide ev-

ery user, independently of its geographical location, full access to the Information Society

including the provisioning of IP services.

However, the provisioning of broadband satellite services critically depends on the

availability of the satellite resources (i.e. radio spectrum). In this way, the Broadband

Satellite Multimedia (BSM) working group has standardized in the ETSI TR 102 157

[ETS03] the concept of BSM system, which is defined to provide high-quality interactive

multimedia communications to end-users, including the support of broadband Internet

access. A generic ETSI-BSM system is shown on Fig. 1.1. As it is observed, it is

composed of the following elements: At the space segment, one of more satellite aircrafts

are set up (either in transparent or regenerative configuration). At the ground (also called

terrestrial) segment, a Network Control Center (NCC), a gateway and several Satellite

Terminals (STs) are set up. The satellite terminal is also defined to work in a joint

configuration with the Customer premises Equipment (CPE) allocated at the end-user.

In addition, due to the expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW), the support

of new IP applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) and multimedia services requires

considering different levels of individual packet treatment through the BSM system. This

differentiation must include not only the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters to specify

packet transmission priorities across the network nodes, but also the required amount of

bandwidth assignment to guarantee its transport.

Therefore, the provisioning of QoS guarantees over GEO BSM satellite systems be-

comes one of the main objectives for organizations that manage satellite infrastructures

in Europe such as the European Space Agency (ESA). Mainly because, such organization

requires the continuous exploitation of their current assets, as launching a new commu-

1
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Figure 1.1: Generic ETSI-BSM system

nication satellite is associated with excessive costs. Therefore, the support of IP services

with QoS guarantees over their current satellite communication systems become extremely

important, taking advantage of the new proposals developed for the terrestrial segment.

Nevertheless, it is important to consider the satellite embedded characteristics that

seriously affect the delivery of time critical data to end users. One of the main challenges

that GEO satellite systems face is related to the available capacity or the available band-

width. In particular, satellite systems working within the Ka frequency band (30/20 GHz)

are able to provide higher bandwidths with smaller antennas (compared with Ku band).

However, it presents the challenge of significant signal impairments in the presence of

weather conditions such as rain events [Gia07]. Hence, if the available capacity is affected

(reduced) by atmospheric events, it can be extended to a condition in which the satellite

channel capacity is reduced, reaching its limit.

As a consequence, the greater the channel capacity is reduced, the lower the available

bandwidth will be left to share among flows requiring QoS guarantees. Therefore, the

differentiation of traffic becomes essential in order to guarantee the transmission of time

critical data even though a reduced and limited channel capacity is experienced by the

satellite system.
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To address the challenges posed by the variability of the physical layer, the Dig-

ital Video Broadcasting-Second Generation/ Return Channel Satellite (DVB-S2/RCS)

[ets04][ets05a] systems use the Channel Side Information (CSI) reported through the re-

turn channel by the satellite terminal in order to modify the transmission rates according

to the channel conditions. This situation provides an increase of the system efficiency

by taking advantage of the Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio (SNIR) margin that is

reserved for guaranteeing the service availability. In addition, the DVB-S2 specification

defines as normative the use of the Adaptive Code and Modulation (ACM) [RVCM04]

techniques to achieve quasi-error free channel conditions for each individual user, by pro-

viding them with the most suitable Modulation and Code (ModCod) value according to

the measured SNIR. This ACM adaptation generates an important impact on the design of

communications via satellite, as it is required to consider that the capacity in the satellite

systems is constantly changing. Hence, a solution that addresses the issues related to the

physical layer adaptability in order to provide QoS guarantees over the satellite path is

required.

On the other hand, to address the challenges posed by the QoS provisioning, the BSM

working group has also defined a functional architecture for the support of QoS guarantees

over BSM systems. In particular, the ETSI-BSM architecture represents a layered model,

which is characterized by the separation of two main layers named Satellite-Independent

(SI) protocol layers and Satellite-Dependent (SD) layers [ETS05b]. This layered protocol

architecture is shown on Fig. 1.2.

The interface between such layers is called Satellite Independent- Service Access Point

(SI-SAP). In particular, the layers which their features depend on physical technology

are called SD layers and can be associated with the physical and link layers of the OSI

reference model. Alternatively, the layers which their characteristics are independent of

the physical technology are called SI layers and can be associated with the network layer.

In particular, the satellite SD layers are responsible for dealing with the resource utilization

of the link while having an implicit knowledge of the wireless medium.

Nonetheless, to provide QoS differentiation, it is necessary to perform functions at

the SI upper layers that the access scheme, at the SD layers, can not fully exploit. To

address this, the support of sophisticated QoS methods over BSM satellite systems have

been proposed and standardized in the ETSI TR 102 462 [10205] (called ETSI-BSM-QoS

framework).

In this context, the SI layer plays a crucial role for the provisioning of QoS guarantees,

given that at this layer, the establishment of priorities among users and applications

that share the satellite link interface are defined. Here, the interaction between the higher

layers and the lower layers becomes extremely important in order to encompass the service

categorization (set at the higher layers) and the overall performance of the satellite network

(set at the lower layers) [Mar07].

To address this, the use of a cross-layer design can be implemented to provide awareness

between layers, enabling the interchange of information among layers [Gia07]. However,
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Satellite IndependentSatellite Independent
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Satellite Independent AdaptationsFunctions

Figure 1.2: ETSI-BSM protocol architecture

the design of cross-layer mechanisms over satellite systems faces several challenges, as

this design must pursue the minimization of the radio resources utilization, the optimiza-

tion of the overall end-to-end application performance [BY04], while considering the QoS

requirements for those applications requiring real time response. Moreover, the use of

cross-layer techniques requires certain changes into the definition of protocols and systems

while adding signaling mechanisms to enable the communication among protocol layers.

1.1 General Thesis Objective

In this thesis several contributions based on cross-layer design to enhance the provisioning

of QoS guarantees over broadband satellite systems are proposed. The contributions

are focused on the SI layers, following the specifications defined in the ETSI-BSM-QoS

framework.
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The design of such contributions becomes of particular interest, given that most of

the related approaches propose the provisioning of QoS differentiation based on either

the MAC layer (called MAC-centric approach) [CG07] or the application layer (called

Application-centric approach) [GWE+09].

However, having a design focused on the SI layers (called SI-centric approach), it is

possible to empower the management and control functions performed at the upper layers

[M M08], while isolating the SD layers to include different physical layer supports.

The main driving force of the here presented thesis is to research into the interac-

tions occurring among layers to have a complete design for providing QoS guarantees over

DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems. This design takes into account the drawbacks posed by

GEO satellite systems while implementing cross-layer techniques to provide QoS guaran-

tees. Therefore, the main objective of this PhD thesis is to improve broadband satellite

communications providing them with QoS support by means of a cross-layer design.

1.2 Thesis contributions

The thesis contributions can be classified considering the interactions among layers form-

ing the ETSI-BSM protocol stack. The cross-layer interactions as a part of the thesis

contributions are shown in Figure 1.3.

Satellite IndependentSatellite Independent

SatelliteDependentSatelliteDependent

Satellite Physical (SPHY)Satellite Physical (SPHY)

External LayersExternal Layers

TCP

QoSatArt

cross-layer

design

QoSatArt

cross-layer

design

XPLITcross-

layer

design

XPLITcross-

layer

design

QoSprovisioning /

QueueManagement Functions

QoSprovisioning /

QueueManagement Functions

SI-SAP(Satellite Independent –ServiceAccessPoint)SI-SAP(Satellite Independent –ServiceAccessPoint)

Figure 1.3: Cross-layer interactions as a part of the thesis contributions
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In the presented thesis two main interactions have been researched: the first one

analyzes the relationship between the SD lower layers and the SI network layer. Here,

the first contribution of the thesis proposes the design of an architecture called QoSatArt,

to provide QoS guarantees considering the physical layer adaptability. It includes the

performance analysis of several standard TCP variants aiming to find the most suitable

TCP variant that enhances TCP transmission over the proposed QoSatArt architecture.

The second interaction studies the relationship between the SI network layer and the

transport layer (the External layer) to enforce QoS provisioning across the upper layers

of the ETSI-BSM protocol stack. Within this interaction, the XPLIT architecture is

proposed to enhance TCP transmission providing them with QoS guarantees. The XPLIT

architecture is developed for the forward and the return channel, together with a modified

TCP variant called XPLIT-TCP used to enhance TCP transmissions.

As it is observed on Fig. 1.3, the adoption of cross-layer techniques has been included

to enhance the provisioning of QoS guarantees while looking for the optimization of the

satellite resources. These contributions have been developed as a result of the oriented

research work to obtain the doctorate degree, which are described as follows:

The first contribution of this research work proposes a complete QoS design de-

veloped for the DVB-S2 forward channel, which has been called QoSatArt (QoS SAtellite

ARchiTecture) that considers the challenges posed by GEO satellite systems (i.e. delay,

losses and bandwidth variations) while proposing several mechanisms based on a cross-

layer design to enhance the provisioning of QoS guarantees.

The proposed architecture is based on the ETSI-BSM-QoS standards including several

functional blocks to manage the QoS provisioning. Here, a QoS design inside the gateway

has been detailed, including the design of the Active Queue Management (AQM) system

that minimizes the delay values experienced at the Application layer for delay sensitive

traffic. Moreover, a new mechanism has been developed in this work, which is called

Re-Queuing Mechanism (RQM). This is used to enhance the goodput for the EF and AF

traffic classes while reducing the end-to-end delay and jitter.

Together with this architecture, a cross-layer IP scheduler, allocated at the network

layer has been also developed to guarantee the high priority traffic classes taking into

account the channel condition affected by rain events. This mechanism is based on a

cross-layer design that considers the current capacity of the DVB-S2 satellite link as the

main criteria for the definition of QoS priorities, aiming to provide enhanced allocation

of the satellite network resources. This cross-layer design is located between the physical

layer and the network layer to enforce the QoS specifications defined in the SLA. In the

view of the author, this is the first time a cross-layer optimization based on the SI network

layer that uses the ACM adaptation behaviour as a main criteria to prioritize traffic classes

over BSM satellite systems, has been proposed.

The natural step in the development of the present research work has been focused

to efficiently address the QoS guarantees through the upper layers, particularly over the
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transport layer. As it is well know, transport protocols play a crucial role for the provision

of End-to-End (E2E) services with QoS because these are closely related to the bandwidth

efficiency in GEO satellite networks. Although the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

is not the only protocol used to transport IP data, today, it is one of the most commonly

used transport layer protocols on the Internet. However, given that the TCP protocol is

severely affected by the long delay present in GEO satellite systems, it is clearly observed

that even if lower layer based techniques are able to offer guaranteed bandwidth to TCP

flows, the TCP protocol itself is not able to make an effective use of the network resources

as a result of its intrinsic design. Here, the ideal solution can be the implementation of a

transport layer able to adapt to the environmental characteristics in order to make more

effective the provision of QoS guarantees.

In this way, two basic approaches have been analyzed, the first one considers the

possibility to directly adopt a selected transport protocol variant on an end-to-end (E2E)

environment (trying to keep the E2E semantic) with QoS provisioning.

The second solution consists on studying the implementation of a modified TCP variant

that considers several parameters to efficiently manage the TCP connections as well as

dealing with QoS issues.

Based on such requirements, the second contribution of the presented thesis ana-

lyzes the possibility to directly adopt a selected transport protocol on an E2E environment

(trying to keep the E2E semantic) with QoS provisioning. The designed environment is

the QoSatArt architecture developed to provide QoS guarantees. In this thesis an evalu-

ation of several TCP variants working over a DVB-S2 satellite system with QoS support

is presented, in order to select the more suitable TCP variant to enhance the performance

of the proposed QoSatArt architecture. In the view of the author, this is the first time

that such analysis is performed considering an ETSI-BSM-QoS scenario.

On the other hand, the third contribution of this thesis is focused on developing a

modified TCP variant based on cross-layer design to enhance the performance of the TCP

protocol over the satellite segment. Therefore a new TCP variant called XPLIT-TCP

is proposed, which has been developed considering the architecture design called XPLIT

(Cross-Layer Architecture for TCP sPLITting). This architecture considers the challenges

posed by GEO satellite systems (i.e. delay, losses and bandwidth variations) while propos-

ing several mechanisms based on cross-layer design to enhance the performance of the TCP

protocol. This architecture considers Performance Enhanced Proxies (PEPs) which breaks

the end-to-end semantic of the TCP connections. However, the XPLIT architecture con-

siders a cross-layer design between the network layer and the transport layer to enhance

data transmission in the DVB-S2 forward satellite channel. It includes the design of a

signaling mechanism aiming to control the cross-layer parameters between the PEPs and

the gateways. The design is also applied to the return channel based on the DVB-RCS

standard. It considers the Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) mechanism to dynamically assign

the system resources.
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Finally, the four contribution of this thesis consists on the development of an unified

framework to provide QoS guarantees over satellite systems. This includes the enhance-

ments adopted by the QoSatArt architecture working at the network layer, in combina-

tion with the enhancements proposed by the XPLIT architecture working at the transport

layer.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

Based on the mentioned contributions, the main objectives that the present thesis pursues

are described as follows:

• To design, develop and evaluate the QoSatArt architecture based on a cross-layer

design to provide QoS guarantees over DVB-S2 considering the physical layer vari-

ability. To develop a complete design inside the gateway based on the ETSI-BSM-

QoS standard, including the specification of the main functional blocks to provide

QoS guarantees and enhancing mechanisms to minimize de delay and jitter values

experienced at the application layer.

• To design and evaluate the cross-layer IP scheduler aiming to provide QoS differen-

tiation considering the bandwidth availability present at the physical layer, which

is affected by weather conditions such as rain events. To specify and model the

scheduler algorithm to provide QoS differentiation among traffic flows.

• To analyze the interaction of several standard TCP variants to determine the most

suitable TCP variant that can enhance TCP transmission over the QoSatArt archi-

tecture.

• To design, develop and evaluate the XPLIT architecture that considers intermediated

gateways (PEPs) to modify transmission characteristics taking into account the QoS

requirements defined at the network layer. To design the cross-layer mechanisms used

to define the modified TCP variant called XPLIT-TCP, which is used to enhance

TCP transmission.

• Finally, to develop an unified framework to provide QoS guarantees that integrate the

enhancements developed for the QoSatArt architecture and the XPLIT architecture.

The presented research work is organized in 8 chapters: in chapter 2 the ETSI-BSM-

QoS architecture is described, together with the state of the art focus on QoS provisioning.

In chapter 3, the design of the QoSatArt architecture is developed, including the descrip-

tion of the main functional blocks to provide QoS guarantees. In chapter 4, the cross-layer

IP scheduler design is detailed and the QoSatArt simulation results are presented. In

chapter 5, the analysis of TCP variants using QoSatArt architecture is performed. In

chapter 6, the design of XPLIT-TCP protocol together with the XPLIT architecture de-

fined for the DVB-S2 forward channel are developed. In chapter 7, the design of the XPLIT
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architecture designed for the DVB-RCS return channel is presented. Finally, chapter 8

includes the design of an unified framework that adopts the enhancements proposed by

the QoSatArt and XPLIT working together. In Chapter 9, the overall conclusions are

stated.





CHAPTER 2

State of the Art

Satellite systems used for communications provide two major advantages which mainly lies

in their wide coverage (hence the predominance of broadcast applications), which means

they can reach areas that are uneconomic for terrestrial provisioning, and the ability to

quickly install new services over the slower terrestrial roll out [ETC+11].

However, one of the main concerns when working with satellite communications sys-

tems is to make an efficient use of the satellite resources (i.e. power and spectrum allo-

cation), as they are scarce and expensive. In addition, to support different applications

such as data, video and voice, it is important to consider the specific QoS requirements

defined for each application.

In this context, following the layered model defined on the ETSI-BSM-QoS architecture

(see Fig. 2.3), the satellite SD layers are responsible for dealing with the link resource

utilization while having an implicit knowledge of the wireless medium. Nonetheless, to

provide QoS differentiation, it is necessary to perform functions at the SI upper layers

that the access scheme can not fully exploit.

Here, the use of cross-layer design among layers of the ETSI-BSM-QoS protocol stack

has been proposed [KK05] to provide awareness between layers while enabling the inter-

change of information among them, in order to specify functions inside a protocol or a

single layer of the system architecture.

In this way, the state of the art research on QoS provisioning is quite broad as it

addresses many different topics. However, for the comprehension of the here propose PhD

thesis, the state of the art research is divided in two main topics:

The former describes a background review on the ETSI-BSM-QoS architecture. This

is done, in order to provide the baseline review including overall approaches to provide

Quality of Service (QoS) architectures in emerging and future IP-based networks. Sec-

ondly, given that the main contributions proposed in this thesis are based on cross-layer

techniques, the QoS provisioning based on cross-layer design is researched.

In this chapter, the most important related works based on cross-layer mechanisms are

described. These provide optimization methodologies aiming to enhance specific charac-

teristics at specific layers, such as the physical, the link, the network and the transport

11
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layers. As it will be observed most of the related works presented in this section are fo-

cused on satellite systems with fixed capacity. However, only few works to provide QoS

guarantees over BSM satellite systems have been developed specifically focused on this

area.

2.1 Background in QoS architectures

Nowadays, overall approaches to provide Quality of Service (QoS) architectures in emerg-

ing and future IP-based networks have been described by different standardized organiza-

tions such as IETF [Hus00], 3GPP [3GP99], ETSI TISPAN (Next Generation Networks

NGN) [18505], ITU-T [IT04] and the Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) Forum

[For03]. One of the main common characteristic of these approaches, is the uncoupled

provisioning of services and networks allowing them to be offered separated and to evolve

independently. Here, a separation between functions developed for services and functions

developed for transport are proposed, in which the provisioning between them must be

done using open interfaces in order to support existing or new services independent of the

network and access technologies used.

In this way, the ETSI TISPAN Next Generation Networks (NGN) has defined a basic

approach to differentiate between the Application (services) and Transport strata, as it is

shown on Fig. 2.1.

Service Stratum

Management

functions

End users

functions Other
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Transportsfunctions

Applications

Applicationssupport functions

Service control

functions
Service user

profiles

Management signalsControl signals data

Transport Stratum

Transport control functions
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providingQoS

Transport

user profiles

Resources

control functions

Figure 2.1: NGN application and transport strata
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This is defined to overcome the increased emphasis posed by service providers which

want to enable their clients for developing their own service customization, allowing them

to support the creation, provisioning and management of services by means of service

related Application Program Interfaces (APIs). In such networks the functional entities

controlling policy, session, media, resources, service delivery, security, etc, are distributed

over the operator infrastructure.

As it is shown on Fig. 2.1, the Application stratum is responsible for providing specific

services to users, which has been requested by either users or call signaling protocols such

as H.225+, H.245, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), and H.248.

The Transport stratum provides a packet-oriented transport service and the desired

network Quality of Service (QoS). The QoS is requested by signaling protocols such as Re-

source Reservation Protocol (RSVP), Common Open Policy Service (COPS), Simple Net-

work Management Protocol (SNMP) and Next Steps in Signaling-Signaling Layer Protocol

(NSIS-NSLP). QoS signaling can be exchanged with users end-points and the Application

layer.

To enforce this, the ITU-T in Y.1291 [IT04] has defined the functional architecture

framework to provide QoS guarantees based on building blocks or functions. The main

functional blocks of this architecture are shown on Fig. 2.2.

As it is observed, these functions are classified in three functional planes: the Manage-

ment plane (M-plane), Control (C-plane) and User plane (U-plane), which can be combined

in different ways to reach different QoS objectives while satisfying users demands.

In the U-plane, functions to access individual packets for marking, classification,

scheduling, policing, shaping and drop are defined. In the C-plane, functions such as

QoS routing, service invocation, resource reservation and admission control are defined

in order to answer the users demands. Finally in the M-plane, functions such as service

subscription, policy, Service Level Agreement, provisioning and billing are defined.

Following these general approaches, the Broadband Satellite Multimedia (BSM) work-

ing group has defined a QoS architecture, standardized in the ETSI QoS BSM Services

and Architectures standard (ETSI-BSM-QoS) [10205], which establishes the most widely

accepted criterion for specifying the QoS requirements for BSM services based on the

Internet Protocol (IP) suite.

2.1.1 The ETSI-BSM-QoS framework

The ETSI-BSM-QoS framework considers the BSM layer protocol stack to specify the QoS

requirements for broadband satellite services. This layer protocol architecture is shown

on Fig. 1.2. As it is shown, it follows the traditional OSI reference model. Neverthe-

less, the ETSI-BSM architecture is characterized by the separation between higher layers

or Satellite-Independent (SI) layers and lower layers or Satellite-Dependent (SD) layers

[ETS05b]. This modular reference architecture empowers control functions performed by

the SI layers which can be either modified or updated regardless of the SD layer technology.
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Figure 2.2: Functional architecture framework for QoS provisioning

In particular, the layers whose features depend on physical technology are called SD

layers, which are associated with the physical and link layers of the OSI reference model.

On the other hand, layers whose characteristics are independent of the physical technology

are called SI layers, which are associated with the network and upper layer.

The interface between them is called Satellite Independent-Service Access Point (SI-

SAP). This interface plays a crucial role for QoS performance monitoring, as this task is

defined and measured at this interface.

The detailed QoS functional model implemented over the ETSI-BSM-QoS protocol

stack is shown on Fig. 2.3.

As it is observed some functional blocks from U-plane, C-plane and M-plane are defined

at each layer to enhance the provisioning of QoS guarantees. These functions operate above

and below the SI-SAP interface.

In a BSM environment, the U-plane supports functions such as packet classification and

conditioning, admission and subscription control, and forwarding mechanism based on the

SLA. The C-plane allocates functions for signaling, service managing and control including

the bandwidth allocation and queue management. Finally, in the M-plane functions such

as admission, congestion and flow control parameters, packet sampling and statistics are

gathered.

Particularly, focusing on the SI layers, the ETSI-BSM-QoS architecture separates the

QoS provisioning into two categories: Guaranteed QoS and relative QoS.

The former has a per-flow scope that considers numerical bounds of the QoS parameters

to provide specific QoS guarantees. On the other hand, Relative QoS has a per aggregated
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Figure 2.3: ETSI-BSM-QoS functional model

scope to provide aggregated QoS guarantees by translating the network complexity to edge

nodes while enabling to maintain the scalability and simplicity of the IP network. These

models can be related to the IETF framework such as the Integrated Services (IntServ)

and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) respectively.

The DiffServ framework

The DiffServ architecture defined by the IETF [BBC+98] allows IP traffic to be classified

into a finite number of classes differentiated by priority, to support different QoS levels.

The main components defined in the DiffServ architecture are: the traffic classifiers, which

select packets and assign (if necessary) their Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP)

values; the traffic conditioners which mark and enforce the rate limitation policy; and

the Per Hop Behaviour (PHB) that enforces the differentiated packet treatments. In this

sense, there are three predefined PHBs: Expedited Forwarding (EF), Assured Forwarding
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(AF) and Best-Effort (BE). One of the main benefits of adopting the DiffServ framework

is that the network complexity is translated to edge nodes, enabling to maintain the

scalability and simplicity of the IP network.

The IntServ framework

On the other hand, IntServ specified by the IETF in RFC 1633 [BCS94], was motivated

by the needs of real-time applications such as remote video, multimedia conferencing,

visualization, and virtual reality. It provides a way to deliver the end-to-end Quality of

Service (QoS) that real-time applications require by explicitly managing network resources

to provide QoS to specific user packet streams (flows). It uses resource reservation and

admission control mechanisms as the key building blocks to establish and maintain QoS.

IntServ uses Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) to explicitly signal the QoS needs

of an application’s traffic along the devices in the end-to-end path through the network.

The idea of IntServ is that every router in the system implements IntServ, and every

application that requires some kind of guarantees has to make an individual reservation.

Flow specifications describe what the reservation is for, while RSVP is the underlying

mechanism to signal it across the network.
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2.2 State of the art

The design of cross-layer mechanisms over BSM satellite systems face several challenges,

which are focused on minimizing the utilization of the radio resources and optimize the

overall end-to-end application performance [Gia07]. This optimization requires changes

into the design of protocols and systems while adding signaling mechanisms between pro-

tocol layers.

Authors in [KK05] summarize the alternatives to implement a cross-layer design. Here,

it is important to mention, that in some cases the cross-layer optimization could increase

the system performance while in others the performance levels could be degraded below

those results obtained with layer approaches. Hence, the interactions created by using

cross-layer design are in some cases intended and in others unintended. Such dependency

relations require to be examined in detail, and timescale separated to enforce the optimiza-

tion. In addition, the consequences of all such interactions need to be well understood,

and theorems establishing stability may be needed. Therefore, it is possible to conclude

that the proposers of cross-layer design should consider the whole design, including the

interactions with other layers and the long-term architectural value that operators speci-

fies.

Among cross-layer methodologies for satellite systems aiming to provide QoS provi-

sioning across layers, it is possible to identify two approaches:

The cross-layer optimization based on the MAC resource utilization to support IP QoS

(called MAC-centric approach) [CG07]. This approach enables to manage the available

resources (layer two) for the support of QoS guarantees. On the other hand, the cross-layer

design based on a resource sharing mechanism at the transport layer is defined to enhance

QoS provisioning defined at the application layer (called Application-centric approach)

[GWE+09]. Nevertheless, a cross-layer optimization based on the SI layer (called SI-centric

approach), to provide priorities for QoS guarantees, while enhancing the optimization of

the network resources has not been properly developed.

Therefore, in this Section, the most important related works based on cross-layer mech-

anisms are described. These works provide optimization methodologies aiming to enhance

specific characteristics at specific layers, such as the physical, the link, the network and

the transport layers. Most of the related works presented in this section are focused on

satellite systems with fixed capacity. However, only few works to provide QoS guarantees

over BSM satellite systems have been developed specifically on this area.

2.2.1 QoS provisioning for satellite systems

The new challenges posed by the support of QoS over DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems,

have been addressed by some authors. However, there are few works that are focused on

developing and testing complete architectures to provide E2E QoS guarantees over BSM

systems.
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The QoS provisioning over satellite systems has been concentrated on evaluating the

adoption of the DiffServ architecture. For instance in [DKG+01], a QoS framework for

GEO satellite networks is presented. Here, the objective is to analyze the impact on the

performance of the assured forwarding traffic class considering different QoS factors such

as traffic aggregation and multiple drop precedence levels. Similarly, the work developed in

[RPDRF03] presents a gateway architecture to support DiffServ over satellite networks. In

this architecture a resource management algorithm and marking mechanisms are proposed

to guarantee the QoS level requirements.

Moreover, in [AM04], the authors presented the simulation results of testing a military

satellite platform considering different QoS metrics (i.e. throughput, delay and packet

losses). Here, the authors proposed a Weighted Random Early Discard (WRED) config-

uration to enhance service differentiation in a E2E satellite scenario. The results suggest

that the implementation of a tuning WRED is essential to improve the throughput for

high priority traffic while keeping packet loss rates at lower levels. Even though these

works employ the DiffServ architecture to provide QoS guarantees, they do not consider

the changes introduced by the ACM scheme over the DVB-S2 link.

Taking a different perspective, there are other works focused on providing QoS guar-

antees based on a cross-layer optimization. Particularly, an architecture design based on

the Proportional Differentiated Service (PDS) model has been addressed by the authors

in [CKP09] in the context of a Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) satellite scenario. Here, the

provisioning of a proportional class-based service differentiation to TCP flows considering

split-TCP connections is proposed. The scheduling algorithm for controlling the resource

allocation is set up at the MAC layer (SD layers) and the PDS model is defined at TCP

layer based on the throughput for each TCP flow. This proposed scheduler is based on

the Waiting Time Priority Scheduler (WTP) scheduler [DSR02] which considers the av-

erage queuing delay to provide service differentiation. In addition, it proposes the use of

Performance Enhanced Proxies (PEPs) to configure several parameters for different TCP

connections.

Taking a different approach, in [AVCV12] a full design for QoS provisioning over DVB-

S2 satellite systems is proposed. The design is developed on the SD layers. It includes a

packet scheduler set up at the MAC layer [CG07] that considers the physical behaviour

of the Ka satellite propagation channel to provide QoS guarantees. Here, the scheduler

determines the fraction of time assigned for every transmission by each physical layer ac-

cording to its correlated area where users undergo similar channel conditions. In addition,

the scheduler design considers the tunable-fairness policy proposed in [FVG06] to pro-

vide fairness among ModCods at the SD layers. Here, the fairness levels achieved among

users under different channel conditions are tunable to provide control over the system

throughput.

Moreover, in [CABG05] and [PIA+05], the authors present an architecture for pro-

viding QoS over the return channel based on the standard DVB-RCS. This architecture

was developed under the project called Satellite Broadband Multimedia Systems for IPV6

(SATIP6). Both papers present the QoS architecture for the return channel and provide
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validations through an emulation platform. As the proposed architecture is based on the

well adopted standards and the best practices solutions, it should be considered as a ref-

erence model for QoS provisioning over fixed capacity systems. However, as the proposed

architecture was developed for DVB-S/RCS systems with constant capacity, considerations

such as a cross-layer design or the adaptability of the physical layer were not addressed.

In [SSF08] the authors discuss the basic requirements to develop a RCST gateway sup-

porting VoIP traffic considering tight QoS provisioning. The system design includes a QoS

management which is not based on reservation. It is used to suitable accomplish changes

in traffic scenarios and to support new applications. The main elements of this architec-

ture are illustrated throughout the paper following a layer structure. A preliminary set of

simulations is presented to point out benefits and to identify major issues. Implications of

buffer management, different scheduling algorithms, and bandwidth allocation protocols

are analyzed.

2.2.2 Cross-layer design for satellite systems

In this subsection, the QoS provisioning is analized from a multilayer perspective con-

sidering cross-layer techniques. Therefore, it is divided into the two main layers of the

ETSI-BSM protocol stack: the Satellite Dependent (SD) and the Satellite Independent

(SI) layers.

Literature review focused on the SD layers

The paper presented in [LC04] studies the time-slot assignment problem over a DVB-

RCS satellite system. Here, the authors focus their research work specifically on the

resource allocation for the return link considering a limited physical layer with two possible

rates. In addition, in this paper a complete mathematical formulation is proposed which

is resolved by considering the problem as a nonlinear integer programing problem. Given

the computational complexity to find the optimal solution for such a problem, the authors

propose an heuristic algorithm which is executed in real time to find a nearly-optimal user

scheduling. The scheduler assigns users considering a time-frequency grid that correspond

to the Terminal Burst Time Plan (TBTP) defined in the DVB-RCS standard. Each user’s

contribution to the penalty function is equal to the number of slots that are requested but

no reserved, multiplied by the weight assignment to the QoS traffic class. The proposed

algorithm is designed to minimize the penalty values as a method for guaranteeing fairness

and QoS.

Similarly, in [SDC+03] the authors take the control theory approach to analyze RED

and propose guidelines for tunning RED algorithm specifically developed for satellite net-

works. In contrast to RED proposals for optimizing AQM mechanism, in [cFSKS02] the

authors propose an AQM mechanism which is called BLUE and it is based in different

congestion detection algorithms. Specifically, BLUE uses packet loss events and link idle

events to manage congestion. Using both simulation and controlled experiments, BLUE

is shown to perform significantly better than RED, both in terms of packet loss rates and
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buffer size requirements in the network. The authors first address the problem with RED

and demonstrated that in some situations RED can perform poorly and it is not able to

limit packet losses even with ECN. The authors show by means of simulation that BLUE

can exhibit higher stability, better link utilization and lower packet losses compared with

the same scenario using RED. It is also demonstrated that it is necessary to have smaller

buffers than those buffers with RED. However, as commercial solutions are able to be

deployed using RED, alternatives such as BLUE lack of validation test in real satellite

environments.

Authors of [FL06] propose to monitor the buffer occupancy level of the satellite link

MAC queues. They adopt Random Early Discard (RED) as congestion detection algo-

rithm. However, instead of using RED for marking/dropping packets, they use a modified

version of RED at the MAC layer queues to generate two congestion notification signals:

I (equivalent to a marking threshold) and II (equivalent to a dropping threshold). These

notifications are sent by the MAC to the transport sender at the PEP. When a transport

sender receives an ACK, it will look the congestion notification signal. In the presence of

congestion signal I or II, the source cuts its congestion window by 1/4 or 1/2 respectively.

Otherwise, the source allows its window to grow as in the original TCP mechanism.

In [BSAD04] a comprehensive analysis on AQM mechanism is presented. Here, the

AQM performance is evaluated in different scenarios as well as their benefits over short-

lived connections. The authors propose to use the control theory approach and the defi-

nition of mathematical models to describe and analyze different AQM approaches. They

focus their research on issues such as congestion detection, stability, fairness and scalabil-

ity. The paper also shows that some assumptions made about AQM mechanism are not

always true.

The same authors have developed in [LZG05a] a cross-layer design for multiuser schedul-

ing at the data link layer in a scenario where each user takes advantage of the ACM tech-

nique at physical layer. Specifically, this paper proposes a simple scheduler where users

are classified by considering their QoS requirements. The layer two scheduler consider two

services classes to provides efficient bandwidth utilization and isolation of high quality

users from users of the lower class. The scheduler objective is to share the number of

available time slots among the users giving to each of them the minimum resource allo-

cation that accomplished their QoS requirements. The unused slots are finally allocated

among the users that have requested best effort services.

Finally, in [LZG05b] the authors propose a cross-layer design for wireless links to

overcome the limitations of the traditional design of the physical layer. It assumes that

there is always sufficient data waiting to be transmitted. This paper analyzes the effect

of a finite-length queuing design at the data link layer and the ACM techniques to derive

expressions for the packet loss rate, the average throughput and the average spectral

efficiency.
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Literature review focused on the SI layers

The following group of related works has been considered to have partial knowledge (PK)

about the network state, which are characterized for using cross-layer techniques. These

proposals measure either the available bandwidth or buffer occupancy parameters but not

both parameters at the same time. Again, none of these proposals consider an integrated

design which addresses end-to-end QoS scenario like ETSI-BSM.

The work presented in [TKN06] proposed a recursive, explicit and fair congestion

control method (REFWA). This related work is proposed in a E2E framework for LEO

satellite networks. This method makes an estimation of both parameters: the number

of TCP flows and the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) value of the network. Taking

into account the number of TCP flows, the system is automatically adapted to them.

The scheme matches the sum of windows sizes of all active TCP connection (sharing the

bottleneck link) to the BDP value in order to control the network utilization. The proposal

also adapts its requirements to the free buffer size. In addition a computational method

is proposed to control the system efficiency by matching the aggregated traffic rate to the

link capacity and the total buffer size. The main drawback of this proposal is that as the

RCST modifies the receivers advertised window (rwnd) field for all the TCP segments in

every packet, as a result high computational cost is demanded.

On the other hand there are several approaches that are based on the implementation

of PEPs, such as the Performance Enhancing Transport Architecture (PETRA) [MM04],

which was developed under the ARTES project of the ESA. PETRA proposes a transport

protocol for the satellite segment named Satellite Transport Protocol Plus (STPP) to

counteract transmission errors. STPP uses a sliding window together with a selective

repeat retransmission mechanism that is based on ”Negative ACKs“ (NACKs).

Another similar approach is the Satellite PEP (SaTPEP) [VKM02] architecture. SaT-

PEP proposes a splitting architecture in which the congestion control of the satellite TCP

is based on the estimation of the satellite link utilization. The congestion control mecha-

nism of SaTPEP tries to maintain the satellite link fully exploited by setting the congestion

window of TCP senders to the link Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP). As a result, SaTPEP

considers that TCP segment drops are only caused by transmission errors.

In [VF08], XTCP (Explicit window-based control in lossy packet networks) is pre-

sented. XTCP behaves like TCP, except for the fact that it uses an explicit congestion

signal that goes from the routers to the TCP senders. In this case, the sender only de-

creases its window when it receives the explicit congestion signal.

Similarly, [Mar03] the concept of complete knowledge (CK) was introduced for the first

time. Nevertheless, this work might be classified within the group of PK proposals, since

it only considers as cross-layer information the current available bandwidth. In particular,

this pioneer work proposed a modification of TCP as a basis of a new satellite transport

protocol. The standard slow start phase was removed and the initial window was set

to BDP. The congestion window value was no longer increased when acknowledgments

arrived but it had a fixed value all the time to maintain a high level of link utilization.
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Essentially, this approach is equivalent to the SaTPEP approach [VKM02], however it

uses a cross-layer design to obtain the available bandwidth instead of using an estimation

mechanism computed by the TCP receiver.

Similarly, in [RLZ09] the authors proposed a burst-based TCP called Noordwijk TCP

which is based on the I-PEP specification especially developed for (Dynamic Assignment

Multiple Access) DAMA DVB-RCS systems. This new TCP variant is characterized for

enhancing the HTTP transfer performance by introducing sender-only modifications, sup-

porting the Space Communications Protocol-Transport Protocol (SCSP-TP) defined in

the I-PEP specification. In the design of Noordwijk TCP the window-based transmission

is replaced by a burst-based transmission which uses two parameters to compute its val-

ues: the burst size and the burst transmission interval. These parameters are accurately

selected, every time a transmission starts and it is updated according to ACK-based mea-

surements. To regulate variation on the burst rate, two algorithms are proposed: Rate

Tracking and Rate Adjustment. Using the TCP Noordwijk as a transport protocol in

DAMA DVB-RCS satellite systems, it is possible the device integration, having both

functionalities (the RCST and the PEP) in the same device. One of the main drawback

of this proposal is that the design does not consider the delay variability introduced by

using DAMA. In addition the queue management is not taking into account.

Finally, there are other related works which are called the Complete Knowledge (CK)

proposals. In this case, recent proposals for explicit congestion control devised for the new

high-speed Internet paradigm are: JetMAX [ZLL08], MaxNet [WZ02], RCP [DKZsM05],

XCP [HR02] and EFXCP [WRMG09]. These next-generation protocol examples oper-

ate in an end-to-end basis which are designed not considering either PEPs or scenarios

prone to transmission errors. In addition they address the challenge of controlling the

transmission in high-speed networks which will enable the development of the future In-

ternet. In essence, these approaches measure simultaneously the link capacity and the

buffer occupancy to compute a single feedback value per flow. Since this family of pro-

tocols is conceived for generic networks, its operation involves senders, receivers, and the

intermediate routers. Intermediate routers have a particularly active role, measuring and

computing explicit congestion control feedback. The feedback is transmitted in-band, that

is to say, using fields in the headers of the downstream packets. Then, this feedback is

copied in the upstream packets, and finally, after a round trip time the congestion con-

trol information reaches the sender. In general, the explicit congestion control algorithms

of these protocols have the goal of keeping empty the output queues of the routers. In

this way, these algorithms minimize the delay while roughly using the total link capac-

ity. However, a fine control to achieve a full-exploitation at any time is not an issue for

these proposal, since their application scenario are developed for specific networks such

as high speed networks that consider links with constant bandwidth capacity. The QoS

provisioning for future high speed Internet conceives congestion control protocols operat-

ing in open environments but not with end-to-end QoS architectures as ETSI-BSM. In

this high speed Internet scenario, to obtain some degree of QoS, flows are prioritized by

intermediate routers using some bandwidth distribution algorithms. On the contrary, as in
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the DVB-S2/ETSI-BSM QoS scenario, bandwidth is a scarce resource which varies quite

drastically over time. As a conclusion, while CK approaches that can be found in the

literature are promising solutions for the future high speed Internet, they are not suitable

for working over DVB-S2/ETSI-BSM QoS satellite systems.

Literature review focused on the interaction between SI and SD layers

The work proposed in [ZRK06] is an example of TCP enhancements based in link-layer

techniques. In this paper the authors focus their work on the issue of performance model-

ing in terrestrial satellite hybrid networks. They propose an scheme based on the link layer

over an E2E path that enables the TCP to have the information related to packet losses. It

works based on the Selective Repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) mechanism at the link layer, consid-

ering the propagation delay value present at the satellite segment. This related work also

develops a mathematical model in which a theoretical comparison in terms of throughput

is presented. The comparison is done considering the proposed E2E architecture with

the link layer SR-ARQ support, against a TCP splitting architecture. Although, using

the proposed architecture with SR-ARQ, the results show that the system efficiency is

improved, the results using the splitting architecture provides superior improvements in

terms of throughput. Outcomes of this study show the advantages of using TCP splitting

in an environment with long round trip time as satellite environments.

In [GH09], the authors propose an architecture based on PEPs for DVB-RCS satellite

networks. This proposal is developed considering a top-down cross-layer optimization, in

which the TCP sends the desired congestion window value to the DVB-RCS terminal.

Then, the terminal sends a resource assignment request to obtain the capacity assignment

which is shared between the competing flows. The authors also propose a in-band signaling

mechanism to change the advertised receiver window value. This is done by modifying the

advertised receiver window field of reverse ACK packets.

On the other hand, the work [KAE+07] presents a button-up cross-layer optimization

mechanism over a DVB-RCS system using PEPs. The proposal considers an algorithm to

keep control the queue level. Here, the TCP congestion window value is directly mapped

to the available length of the corresponding MAC queue allocated at the PEP. Therefore,

every time the TCP congestion window value needs to be updated, it is done considering

the current available length of the MAC layer queue. The algorithm also includes a

threshold parameter to guarantee that the packets do not remain in the queue more than

one RTO (Retransmission Time Out). This proposal can be classified in the PK approach

due to the lack of knowledge about the service rate information.

In [LZM07], the proposed cross-layer interaction also employs the buffer occupancy

level of the satellite link MAC queues. This approach tries to prevent congestion by

adjusting the TCP windows of senders according to the occupancy changes experienced at

the queues. The TCP windows, which are called xlayer windows, are computed periodically

at fixed time intervals. This proposal considers two cross-layer mechanisms developed for

a DVB-RCS system with PEPs. Firstly, the introduction of a cross-layer algorithm defined
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to optimize the DAMA mechanism. It is done by adopting the Adaptive Coding (AC)

cross-layer information (reported by the return channel) every time the TBTP is computed

at the NCC. By taking into account these AC rates, the time slots are grouped at the NCC.

The AC cross-layer information is signaled using the Channel ID field of Sack messages.

Secondly, a MAC-Transport cross-layer interaction is proposed to counteract the capacity

variations due to the DAMA assignment as well as the presence of a rain fading event.

The proposed cross-layer mechanism forces the TCP sending window to match a given

value calculated when changes in the sender queue size are experienced. In this case, the

MAC layer triggers these cross-layer messages to the transport layer to optimize TCP

data transfers. One of the main drawback of this proposal is it is unable to identify

the reason why the satellite capacity is increased. As this increment could be generated

because either the queue gets overloaded or the system capacity is really increasing. As

previously discussed, most traditional self adaptive scheme based their feedback on only

one parameter either service rate or buffer occupancy, but do not consider the link delay

or link bandwidth variations.

Similarly, in [Yeh02] and [BY04], the authors analyze a cross-layer resource allocation

for wireless systems. It includes the interaction between the three lower layers: the net-

work, access and physical layer to maximize the throughput and minimize the delay in

multi-access wireless networks. Those papers can be seen as a complementary work since

both of them go beyond the access layer and extends its analysis to the network layer,

presenting a complete cross-layer perspective. Both works specify the way to achieve an

optimal theoretical throughput and delay values. First the authors obtain the optimal

throughput value by means of the combination of power control and rate allocation (ACM

allocation) using a max-weight Longer-Queue-Higher-Rate (LWQHPR) algorithm. Sec-

ondly, they show that LQPHR algorithm is only delay optimal. The analysis shows that

it is possible to minimize the average delay by implementing LQHPR policy according to

the capacity region which is time dependent.

In [DSLG01] and [DSC+05] the same authors propose a multi-level Explicit Congestion

Notification (ECN) algorithm. The ECN algorithm includes a packet marking procedure

that allows the intermediated nodes to notify the sender the reached congestion level

without having to drop any packet. Specifically, in [DSLG01] the authors demonstrated

that it is possible to notify four different congestion levels by reusing the ECN bits on

the IP packets. It is also shown through simulation that the QoS parameters such as the

throughput, link utilization, delay and losses are improved in comparison with traditional

ECN schemes. This approach was considered especially useful for satellite links that

show low responsiveness to congestion signs due to the high RTT value. Similarly, In

[DSC+05] the authors analyze the multi-level ECN implementation using control theory

and considering the stability point of view. The authors proposes guidelines to correctly

tuning multi-ECN for satellite networks.

Finally, the same authors in [DSLJ01] propose an improvement of ECN specifically

developed for satellite systems. It is done by means of by adding a mark-front policy

to the ECN signal. The main advantage of mark-front strategy is that it sends faster
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feedback information about the congestion and consequently enables faster reaction from

the source. This means that when the congestion avoidance mechanism is activated, the

packets living the queue are marked instead of the arriving packets.

Based on the state of the art research, in this PhD Thesis several contributions to

provide QoS guarantees over the DVB-S2/RCS satellite system are presented. In contrast

to the previous related works, the proposed design is focused on the SI layers in which the

PEP element is optional, aiming to preserve the E2E path. The design proposes a com-

plete gateway architecture including an IP packet scheduler that considers the bandwidth

availability present in the satellite system to enhance QoS guarantees. The architecture

is based on a cross-layer optimization between the physical layer and the network layer.

Particularly, the proposed model studies the impact on the traffic class performance when

bandwidth variations due to the changes introduced by the ACM scheme over the DVB-S2

link are experienced. The proposed architecture is designed inside the DVB-S2 gateway,

which is allocated in the terrestrial segment. As a result the proposed algorithm can be

easily adopted by satellite operators.
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DVB-S2 QoSatArt architecture design

The DVB-S2 standard [ets04] defines as mandatory the use of the Adaptive Code and

Modulation (ACM) [RVCM04] techniques, to attain Interactive Services. Such techniques

reduce the available link bandwidth (transmission rate), if necessary, to achieve quasi-error

free channel conditions for each individual user to provide them with the most suitable

Modulation and Code (ModCod) value according to the measured Signal-to-noise-plus-

interference-ratio (SNIR) value reported by the return channel.

The major benefit of adopting ACM techniques it is that the obtained spectral effi-

ciency is optimized, being as high as possible for all the satellite terminals. Nevertheless, a

fundamental change related to the satellite physical layer must be considered, this is that

the satellite capacity will be constantly fluctuating due to the ACM adaptation mechanism.

In this way, one of the main concerns using GEO satellite systems is the management of

these bandwidth variations to satisfy the specified QoS levels for different traffic classes.

In this chapter, the first contribution of the thesis called QoS SATellite ARchiTecture

(QoSatArt) is proposed. The design considers the fact that the bandwidth availability

present in the satellite system is adapted using ACM techniques. Here, the complete

architecture design is developed that considers the challenges posed by GEO satellite

systems (i.e. delay, losses and bandwidth variations) while adopting several mechanisms

based on a cross-layer design to enhance the provisioning of QoS guarantees over the

forward satellite channel.

For this propose, the DiffServ framework [BBC+98] is adopted to guarantee the re-

quired QoS specifications defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA). This framework

is characterized for having three PHBs: Expedited Forwarding (EF), Assured Forwarding

(AF) and Best-Effort (BE). One of the main benefits of adopting the DiffServ frame-

work is that the network complexity is translated to edge nodes, enabling to maintain the

scalability and simplicity of the IP network.

The QoSatArt architecture design is developed in compliance with the ETSI-BSM-

QoS [10205] and the recent standard defined for the Digital Video Broadcasting-second

generation (DVB-S2) [ets04] forward channel.

27
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3.1 Architecture design objectives

The QoSatArt architecture has been designed considering the following objectives:

• The solution must be designed in compliance with the ETSI-BSM-QoS framework,

providing a detailed design at the Satellite Independent (SI) layers in order to provide

QoS guarantees by means of traffic priorities.

• The solution must be compatible with IP-based technologies and protocols and

should specify the requirements for the forward and the return channel based on

the DVB-S2/RCS standards.

• The architecture must consider that the satellite system is affected by rain events

which reduce the bandwidth availability. Therefore, the adoption of algorithms and

cross-layer techniques to guarantee the QoS requirements established in the SLA

must be mandatory.

• The architecture must minimize the delay values experienced at the Application

layer for delay sensitive traffic, while providing delay guarantees with the Active

Queue Management (AQM) system.

• The architecture must provide low complexity on its implementation and can seam-

lessly inter-operate with terrestrial IP networks.

3.2 QoSatArt scenario

The E2E scenario defined for the QoSatArt architecture is shown on Fig. 3.1. It consid-

ers a broadband satellite system in the Ka band (30/20 GHz) working in a multi-beam

architecture. The satellite scenario is considered transparent in star topology. We focus

the design on a single Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) carrier.

Fig. 3.1 represents the typical scenario, in which remote users demand Internet ap-

plications by the intensive use of the forward channel. In particular, a military remote

vehicle requires accessing critical applications and data allocated at the military operation

center (MOC) to provide the valuable information during a military mission, where the

satellite system is the only technology that remains available.

Here, three sources, with different QoS levels, send data to a remote destination by

means of the broadcast GEO satellite channel. This channel represents the communication

link between the ground gateway and return channel satellite terminal (RCST). Particu-

larly, in the QoSatArt scenario, a heavy rain event is affecting the available bandwidth in

the DVB-S2 channel.

In the proposed scenario, the supported applications are defined considering the three

Per Hop Behaviour (PHB) (see Fig. 3.1) of the DiffServ traffic classes. The EF traffic class

[DCB+02] is designed to provide low-loss, low-latency, low-jitter and to assure bandwidth

services such as VoIP applications, where packets normally find short or empty queues.
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Figure 3.1: End-to-End BSM satellite scenario

The AF traffic class [HBWW99] is designed for non-real time traffic with QoS support,

for instance the current Internet where Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) applications

are demanded by end users. The AF traffic class separates the network traffic into four

independently forwarded AF classes which are differentiated based on their Drop Prece-

dence (DP). Finally, the BE traffic class [BBC+98] is used for unclassified traffic such as

FTP applications. In this case, the end users or in general any organization will have a

non-guaranteed achievable throughput.

Here, the QoS policy defined by the satellite operator allows the EF traffic class to

have the highest priority, while the AF traffic class has more priority than the BE traffic

class. As a result, the BE traffic class uses the remaining link bandwidth, being able to

also use the bandwidth that any other class does not use.

Initially, the architecture definition is focused on the DVB-S2 broadcast channel of

the GEO satellite systems. However, the design of the QoSatArt architecture assumes a

return link based on the DVB-RCS standard [ets05a] with the support of a Bandwidth-

on-Demand (BoD) mechanism to share the radio spectrum among the allocated users.

Here, the use of the Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA) scheme to guarantee

different QoS levels at the return link is also assumed [LRF09], [GPS06]. In addition,
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the network control center (NCC) is the element that monitors the link capacity for each

RCST transmission.

3.3 DVB-S2 QoSatArt architecture design

The QoSatArt design is developed inside the DVB-S2 gateway which is the central element

in the architecture. This is done in order to allow satellite operators to easily adopt the

proposed architecture with low deployment cost. In addition, the proposed architecture

allows the satellite operator to manage the functional parameters to establish priority

levels and traffic rates according to the defined SLAs.

One of the main goals of the QoSatArt architecture is to guarantee different QoS levels

for IP traffic over the DVB-S2 channel while reducing latency and jitter values, considering

the fact that the available bandwidth present in the satellite system is constantly changing.

In addition, the design of QoSatArt considers the fact that the bandwidth availability

present in the satellite system is adapted using ACM techniques. This adaptation is

performed based on the intensity of rain events [CGR08], which is constantly updated

using a cross-layer design between the physical layer and the network layer. This is done

to provide QoS provisioning when different levels of link capacity are available in the

satellite system.

3.3.1 QoSatArt Gateway-QoS functional blocks

The QoSatArt design includes several functional blocks and mechanism defined at the SI

layer:

(i) A complete Active Queue Management (AQM) system that considers Token Buckets

(TBs) as rate limiters to regulate and guarantee a minimum transmission rate for

each traffic class according to the priority levels established by the satellite operator.

Here, the queue design considers the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) value to

dynamically set the queue lengths to enforce bounded delay values for high priority

traffic classes.

(ii) A modified queuing policy called Re-Queuing Mechanism (RQM) to reduce delay

and jitter while improving the user’s QoE for the Expedited Forwarding (EF) and

the Assured Forwarding (AF) traffic classes. This mechanism follows the philosophy

of the DVB-S2 design, in which retransmissions are avoided because the two-way

propagation delay is significantly high. In our case, the RQM mechanism prevents

dropping packets that do not fulfill the DiffServ traffic class specification.

(iii) A XL-Manager module to manage and orchestrate the cross-layer interactions be-

tween SI and SD layers. Here, the first the cross-layer interaction is proposed between

the physical layer and the network layer to guarantee the QoS requirements estab-

lished in the SLA while considering the fact that the DVB-S2 forward channel is

affected by the presence of rain events.
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(iv) An IP scheduler to allocate bandwidth resources for prioritizing those flows with

high QoS requirements. The IP scheduler uses an algorithm that adjusts its internal

values considering the capacity present in the system. This dynamic adaptation

considers the cross-layer information sent by the physical layer to provide enhanced

priority for specific flows when a reduced and limited channel capacity is experienced

in the satellite system.

3.4 Satellite Independent design

The design of the QoSatArt architecture is developed focus on the SI layers of the ETSI-

BSM-QoS protocol stack. This is done, to enforce the establishment of priorities among

users and applications while improving the management and control functions performed

at the upper layers [M M08]. Moreover, focusing on the SI layers, it is possible to isolate

the SD layers (i.e satellite physical, MAC and Link Control) to include different physical

layer supports (for heterogeneous networks) [Mar07].

The proposed design inside the gateway including its separation between the high SI

layers and the low SD layers is shown on Fig. 3.2. Particularly, the SI layers are defined to

deal with QoS differentiation based on the DiffServ framework. Conversely, the SD layers

are proposed for applying different DVB-S2 channel adaptations.

This design complies with the ETSI-BSM-QoS functional architecture supported by

the standards ETSI TS 102 157 [ETS03] and ETSI TS 102 462 [10205].

The QoS blocks and their functionalities as a part of the proposed cross-layer QoSatArt

architecture, are described as follows: At the SI layer, the DiffServ server, the AQM system

including the set of DiffServ queues, the XL-Manager module and the IP scheduler are

set up. At the SD layer, several buffers are defined for allocating packets waiting to be

encapsulated and multiplexed before these are forwarded to the required RCST.

For simplicity at SI layers, the DiffServ queues have been defined considering the EF,

AF and BE traffic classes. Similarly, at the SD layers several queues are set which are

associated with different ModCods schemes. In this scenario, ModCodi is said to have

higher spectral efficiency than ModCodj (where i > j). Here, the ModCods are ordered

from high to low spectral efficiency.

In order to determine the QoS treatment to be applied through the satellite network,

packets coming from other IP networks are marked. In most of the cases, packet marking

is typically performed at the edge nodes of the DiffServ satellite domain. However, in

some cases satellite operators may require a remarking process to be performed inside the

gateway to adjust the forwarding policy that will be applied.

TheQoS manager module, shown on Fig. 3.2, is defined to manage the QoS parameters

for establishing priority levels and traffic rates according to the predefined SLAs. This

allows the satellite operator to perform operation and management functions according to

its requirements. In addition, the QoS policy is also set up at this module.

In particular, the QoS policy implemented in the QoSatArt architecture allows all in-

profile packets (coming from the EF and AF traffic classes) to be sent directly to the IP
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Figure 3.2: DVB-S2 QoSatArt gateway design

scheduler. This element is defined to control the order in which packets are extracted out

from its queues. Here, it is important to bear in mind that the IP scheduler incoming rate

is limited by each token bucket.

As it is shown on Fig. 3.2, packets entering the DVB-S2 QoSatArt gateway are received

by the DiffServ server. This module is responsible of receiving different flows, classifying

the incoming packets and deciding (if required) if a packet needs to be re-assigned with a

different QoS level, by marking/re-marking its DSCP. In practice, the gateway implements

packet classification and per hop forwarding scheduling according to the DSCP value of

each packet. At this point, packets are forwarded to get in the queues of the Active Queue

Management (AQM) system.

3.4.1 The Active Queue Management (AQM) system

The detailed design inside the AQM system is depicted on Fig. 3.3. Notice that the pro-

posed scheme allows multiple flows to be aggregated and treated as a single flow per traffic

class. For simplicity, the set of DiffServ queues have been reduced to three, representing

the EF, AF and BE traffic classes. The queuing model includes the predefined DiffServ

traffic classes, allowing each of them to have its own physical and separated queue. Pack-

ets coming from these queues are scheduled to the SD layers based on a the IP scheduler.
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Here IP scheduler functions are linked intrinsically with the satellite bandwidth allocation

carried out by lower layers.
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Figure 3.3: The AQM mechanism design inside the gateway

As it is observed on Fig. 3.3, the high priority traffic classes (EF and AF) implement

token buckets (TBs) as rate limiters to guarantee certain transmission rates for each traffic

class. These rates are defined in accordance with the bandwidth assignment established in

the SLAs between the satellite operator and the subscribers. Importantly, the operator is

able to modify these rules as a part of the operation and management tasks in the satellite

gateway.

The incoming TBs limiting rates represent the transfer rates for the EF and AF traffic

classes (µEF and µAF , respectively). Using TBs, packets are separated in two levels:

in-profile (fulfill the SLA) and out-of-profile packets (do not fulfill the SLA).

Alternatively, the BE traffic class is not provided with a token bucket policer, this

assumption is made considering that this traffic type does not need to adjust a committed

rate. Therefore, when the BE queue is full, no particular algorithms are needed to decide

which packet is going to be dropped. As a result, a simple drop tail (DT) mechanism is

implemented.
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On Fig. 3.3 the token buckets with parameters (σ, ρ) are defined as a traffic regulator

for the high priority traffic class (EF and AF). Here, ρ represents the traffic rate for each

traffic type and σ represents the bucket depth (in packets). In this way, packets move

from each packet buffer one by one into the queue. A token counter controls when packets

can move into the queue. A packet of P bits at the head of line in the buffer can move to

the queue if the token counter has at least P tokens. In that case, P tokens are removed

from the counter and the packet jump at once into the queue.

3.4.2 The Re-Queuing mechanism (RQM)

In the same scenario of Fig. 3.3, when the TB algorithm runs out of tokens, the out-

of-profile EF and AF packets are detected, which means that the sender generates more

packets per time unit than the packets allowed by the SLA. For fixed networks with a

relatively low Round Trip Time (RTT ), the general recommendation is to drop these out-

of-profile packets [HBWW99]. Nevertheless, the situation over the DVB-S2 satellite link

is different, given that in this type of link, the two-way propagation delay is significantly

high.

In this condition, the proposal is based on considering not dropping the out-of-profile

EF and AF packets, but instead send them to be en-queued again but in this case through

the BE queue. This modified queuing mechanism is called the Re-Queuing Mechanism

(RQM), which is also shown on Fig. 3.3. It is worth mentioning that in [RMMDA+12c]

and [RMMDA+12d], an extensively performance evaluation have been conducted to test

the improvements introduced by using the RQM mechanism for the AF and EF traffic

classes respectively.

In this way, assuming that the protocol used to transport the EF and AF traffic classes

is the TCP protocol. It is worth noticing that if the network layer drops a certain packet,

the TCP receiver has to wait until it receives the retransmitted packet, before delivering

the packets with higher sequence number to the application. Therefore, having a high

RTT over the DVB-S2 link, increases the number of packets in the receiver buffer and

those packets will have to wait a long period of time (around a RTT ) to be delivered onto

the application.

The main objective with the adoption of the RQM mechanism, it is to reduce the

latency and jitter experienced by the user-application for the EF and the AF traffic classes.

Given that our model does not drop these out-of-profile packets, but instead these packets

are sent to the BE queue.

This modified RQM mechanism allows the out-of-profile packets to downgrade its QoS

level, giving them the possibility (in the case of TCP) to reach the receiver before a

RTT . The downgraded packet will get in the destination later than the other transmitted

packets, since this downgraded packet will be re-classified to the BE traffic class. This

packet disorder will be detected at the sender side by means of the TCP’s triple dupACK

mechanism. Therefore, the TCP will trigger the fast retransmit/fast recovery algorithm as

a congestion control signal [MSMO97]. As a response the sender will reduce its congestion
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window, forcing to fulfill the SLA. It is worth mentioning that in this model the input

traffic of the BE traffic class is not totally independent from its higher priority traffic

classes.

Conversely, if the protocol used to transport high priority traffic classes is different to

the TCP protocol, the ability to detect out-of-order delivery will depend on the upper-

laying protocol (RTP) used to reconstruct the sender’s packet sequences at the destination-

user application.

3.4.3 The QoSatArt queue design

In the QoSatArt architecture, the TBs limiting rates are used to regulate the queue occu-

pancy level to enforce the system to work at a reference load level. This reference working

point is a function of the defined SLAs for each DiffServ traffic class. Hence, the design of

the QoSatArt architecture requires setting up the queue size (Bi) for each specific traffic

class (see Fig. 3.3) in order to keep the delay bounded for high priority traffic classes.

To do so, the system load, representing the number of packets in flight (when the

system is transporting high volume of data traffic at time t), for each Diffserv traffic class

i is expressed as:

Li(t) = µi(t) ·RTTmin + βi(t) = BDPi(t) + βi(t) (3.1)

Where Li(t) represents the system load, µi(t) represents the TB’s limiting rates for

each high priority traffic class i (in this case µEF and µAF ), RTTmin represents the two-

way propagation delay or minimum Round Trip Time (set to 560 ms in the GEO satellite

scenario), βi(t) is the queue occupancy level and Bi is the queue size (βi(t) ≤ Bi, for all t

).

Here, the maximum system load available for each traffic class i at time t is:

Lmax
i (t) = µi(t) ·RTTmin +Bi = BDPi(t) +Bi (3.2)

In order to allow the system to have enhanced link utilization, the queue length for

the EF and AF traffic classes are set to their BDP values:

Bi = BDPi(t) (3.3)

However, in this scenario it is important to consider the average packet delay experi-

enced at each queue called Delayi(t). Particularly, for the EF traffic class the experience

average packet delay DelayEF (t) is a function of the error term (Ep) experienced for the

treatments of individual EF packets [DCB+02]. Similarly, for the AF traffic class, this

delay DelayAF (t) represents the experienced delay at each AF queue [HBWW99]. In both

cases, the gateway is able to estimate Ep and DelayAFi values for each traffic rate [10205].

Finally, for the BE traffic class, the queue length BBE is set considering µsat repre-

senting the available bandwidth present in the bottleneck satellite link. This is carried
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out to allow the BE traffic class to use the remaining link bandwidth, according to the

predefined QoS policy.

Therefore µBE and BBE are set as:

µBE = µsat (3.4)

BBE = µsat ·RTTmin = BDPsat (3.5)

By considering this queue design, it is possible to keep an optimal operation-working

point while enhancing the satellite efficiency, given that the amount of packets to be

buffered in the AQM system is set equal to the total in-flight packets that the satellite

system is able to transport. Finally, when all packets have been queued and processed by

the AQM module (see Fig. 3.3), they are sent directly to the IP scheduler.

3.4.4 The cross-layer design and the IP scheduler

The design of the QoSatArt architecture is developed over the SI layers of the ETSI-

BSM-QoS protocol stack. This is done, in order to improve the management and control

functions performed at the upper layers while enforcing the establishment of priorities

among applications at higher layers [M M08].

The detail layered design, including its separation between the high SI layers and the

low SD layers is shown on Fig. 3.4.

As it is shown, several elements are set up at the SI layers, which are mainly related

to QoS provisioning based on the DiffServ framework: the XL-Manager module, the QoS

Manager, the IP scheduler and the proposed cross-layer design between the physical and

the network layers.

Here, the XL-Manager module is defined to manage and orchestrate the cross-layer

interactions between SI and SD layers. In particular, this module is defined for calculat-

ing the cross-layer parameters to prioritize certain traffic classes according to the values

reported by lower layers (see Fig. 3.4). In QoSatArt, the XL-Manager module works in a

joint configuration with the QoS Manager and the IP scheduler.

The QoS Manager is defined to manage the QoS parameters for establishing priority

levels and traffic rates according to the predefined SLAs. It considers the QoS policy

defined in the QoSatArt architecture, in which the EF traffic class has the highest priority

while the AF traffic class has more priority than the BE traffic class.

On the other hand, the IP scheduler is defined to provide traffic differentiation based

on the QoS requirements. This element has an important impact on the support of QoS

specifications [ETS03], mainly, because the IP scheduler defines how the gateway allocates

the bandwidth capacity to those flows requiring higher QoS guarantees, at the forward

channel [SA10]. Moreover, the IP scheduler controls the Diffserv queues to provide them

with the suitable per DiffServ class bandwidth allocation [ETS03]. Here, it is important

to mention that, given that the IP scheduler performs per service allocation which is not
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Figure 3.4: The cross-layer design for QoSatArt

uniformly distributed, the load sharing among physical queues is also not uniform. All

packets coming from each traffic class are sent directly to the IP scheduler which controls

the order in which packets are extracted out from its queues. Here, it is worth mentioning

that the IP scheduler incoming rate is limited by each token bucket.

In particular, the design of the IP scheduler considers two factors to determine the

minimum amount of bandwidth for each traffic class: the QoS specifications for each traffic

class (specified by the satellite operator) and the available bandwidth present in a DVB-S2

satellite.

The QoS specifications are configured using the TB rate limiters. Here, the high prior-

ity TB-limiting rates are set to µEF and µAF for the EF and AF traffic classes respectively.

However, the BE TB limiting rate is set to the maximum bandwidth availability COUT

rate. This is done to allow the BE traffic class to use the remaining link bandwidth ac-

cording to the predefined QoS policy. As a consequence, the IP scheduler incoming rate

is controlled and limited by the TBs.

Using this design, it is possible to keep control of the incoming traffic load according

to the SLA specifications. As a result, the main concern is to provide by means of the

IP scheduler the correct prioritization of traffic considering the values reported by lower

layers. In particular, the design at the SI layers takes into account, as input parameter the
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bandwidth availability (COUT ) present in the satellite system. This value is determined

considering the SNIR value reported by each RCST.

Here, a cross-layer design is proposed that considers the current capacity (COUT ) of the

DVB-S2 satellite link (considering the ACM adaptation behaviour defined in the DVB-S2)

as the main criteria for the definition of QoS priorities to provide enhanced allocation of the

satellite network resources. This cross-layer mechanism is proposed between the physical

layer and the network layer to enhance the provisioning of the QoS guarantees established

in the SLA. In the view of the author, this is the first time a cross-layer mechanism based

on the SI layer (SI-centric approach) that used the ACM adaptation behaviour as a main

criteria to prioritize traffic classes over BSM satellite systems, is proposed.

Fig. 3.4 shows the proposed cross-layer design. Here, it is worth observing that the

IP scheduler is decoupled from the XL-Manager module. This is done in order to reduce

the scheduler complexity while allowing that both modules can work independently based

on their own settings.

One of the main contributions of the QoSatArt architecture, it is that the IP scheduler

is able to guarantee the QoS requirements for specific traffic flows using a single parame-

ter: the bandwidth availability. This is done, by applying the proposed cross-layer design

that considers the physical layer changes due to the ACM adaptation behaviour. This

design allows to provide QoS guarantees among DiffServ flows taking into account the

link bandwidth variations reported by the physical layer.

3.4.5 QoSatArt signaling mechanism

The proposed cross-layer optimization requires adding QoS signaling mechanisms to enable

the interchange of information between layers and functional blocks. One of the main

functions related to QoS signaling is the definition of mechanisms used to carry information

about the requested Service Level Specification (SLS) through layers.

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines the set of QoS parameters available to a

customer that determines the minimum QoS requirements of the connection. Therefore,

an SLA variation are handled by a SLA negotiation. It implies modifications inside mech-

anism that provide QoS guarantees. These changes are performed by the QoS signaling

mechanism.

The design of QoSatArt architecture assumes that the satellite operator is able to pro-

vide signaling and managing functions based on the SLA modifications. These functions

can be performed by either human operators or applications that update the QoS require-

ments defined by users. This requires previous authorization from the Network Control

Center (NCC). Particularly, in the case of interactive services using the return channel,

the RCST terminal requests an application-specific service by sending a Service request

to the NCC. The Service Controller inside the NCC is in charge of determining the QoS

needs of the requested service.

In QoSatArt architecture, the QoS signaling messages are sent using out-of-band signal-

ing. Here, the the Single Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is proposed to transport
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QoS signaling. The SNMP protocol consists of a set of standards for network management,

including an application layer protocol, a database schema, and a set of data objects. It

has been standardized by the IETF in the RFC 3411 [HPW02], which has been commonly

used on networking devices with open source implementations.

An SNMP-managed network consists of three main elements: the network management

system (NMS), the managed device and the agents.

A network management system (NMS) is an external element that executes applica-

tions to monitor and control agents allocated inside managed devices. NMSs provide the

bulk of the processing and memory resources required for network management. Particu-

larly, in QoSatArt architecture the NMS module is allocated inside inside the Bandwidth

Broker as a part of the NCC.

The agents are allocated inside the Hub (for the forward channel) and the RCST (for

the return channel). Both of them implement SNMP interfaces that allow the access to

node-specific information. The agents are network-management software modules that

have local knowledge of management information and translates that information to or

from an SNMP specific form.

Given that SNMP itself does not define which variable should be monitored, it is

possible to use an extensible design, where the available information is defined by the

management information bases (MIBs) [Pre02]. MIBs describe the structure of the man-

agement data of a device subsystem.

In QoSatArt architecture, the cross-layer information, representing the changes in the

bandwidth availability COUT generated by heavy rain event, are stored in the MIBs.

Fig. 6.3 illustrates the QoSatArt signaling mechanism. As it is shown the SNMP

manager monitors and manages the network devices at the Control plane (C-plane). It

interacts with the SNMP agents to report or request information. In this way, the SNMP

manager requests information from the agent using Get-Request message, allowing the

agent to respond using the Get-Response message.

Alternatively, if an event occurs on the managed device, the agent is able to send a

Trap message to the manager, indicating the variables that have changed.

In particular, the SNMP manager periodically polls the bandwidth availability COUT

stored in the MIB (provided by the Physical layer). This value is get by the XL-Manager

using a Get-Request message to request the Physical layer when a modification of the

available bandwidth occurs in the satellite system. Here, a Response message indicating

the updated values from the SD layer is returned.

3.4.6 The Satellite Dependent design

The SD layer design inside the gateway is shown on Fig. 3.2. As it is observed, packets

are sent through the SD layer (after scheduling functions) using the QoS mapping concept

[10207]. This implements Queue Identifiers (QID) to send the DiffServ flows from the SI

layers to and the SD layers. This procedure is allocated at the Satellite Independent -

Service Access Point (SI-SAP) interface, which follows the guidelines defined in [M M08].
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Figure 3.5: XPLIT Signaling Mechanism.

At this point, each QID enables the IP packet to be allocated to a virtual queue (consid-

ering its QoS characteristics) and then transported across the SD layers. For simplicity

the QoS mapping between SI-SD layers is not detailed on Fig. 3.2.

The SD layer design includes a set of physical buffers, their associated Encapsulation

Units, a Frame Scheduler and a DVB-S2 multiplexer. These elements are used to construct

frames using IP packets and transmit them through the DVB-S2 physical layer to those

destination terminals that have similar propagation conditions.

In particular, when enough packets are stored in a ModCod queue, the Encapsulation

Units are used to build DVB-S2 frames which are served by the Frame Scheduler to feed

the satellite physical layer (see Fig. 3.2).

According to the DVB-S2 frame structure, frames coming from different encapsulating

units are transmitted through the satellite link using different ModCods. The correspond-

ing ModCod is determined by the terminal that is under the worst propagation conditions,

assuming that all destination terminals (in a beam) have similar propagation conditions.

As a consequence, the frames sent to terminals having good propagation conditions (i.e.

in clear sky) will be queued to encapsulation units using a ModCodi that provides low

bit protection. Conversely, the frames sent to terminals having bad propagation condi-

tions (i.e. facing a rain event) will use a ModCodn with higher bit protection levels, thus

requiring additional overhead.
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Here, the DVB-S2 frame length (payload) is assumed to have a constant length (be-

tween 16200 and 64800 bits) and each frame can encapsulate several IP packets. The

physical queues have enough size to store at least two of these frames.

Using Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE), frames are encapsulated and sent to the

frame scheduler which is a lower level scheduler responsible for dealing with fairness. Here,

a basic frame scheduler strategy is recommended [ECB08] to achieve acceptable overall

performance in terms of low response time and high spectral efficiency. As the frame

scheduler should guarantee a maximum waiting time for each IP packet while implementing

the suitable fairness policy among terminals.

To guarantee a maximum waiting time for each IP packet, the QoSatArt frame sched-

uler follows a strategy based on the queue status [ECB08]. In this way, if an IP packet has

reached its maximum waiting time and it is still waiting in the queue (of a certain encapsu-

lation unit), the frame scheduler should encapsulate this IP packet into the next DVB-S2

frame (considering a ModCod with higher protection level) and transmit it through the

satellite link. However, if the minimum frame size is not reached, several IP packets from

other encapsulation unit (having different ModCodj that require less protection) must be

used to fill the frame size. As a result it is possible to assure the maximum waiting time

for each IP packet.

Finally, to guarantee fairness among terminals, the QoSatArt design (as most of the

broadcast systems) is based on the Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) sharing policy

with the adoption of ACM techniques [PAPC07]. In this context, terminals under good

propagation conditions are able to use ModCods with lower overhead, allowing to transmit

them with higher rates compared to those terminals under bad weather conditions. For

this reason in practice, the fairness policy applied to the DVB-S2 frame scheduler tries to

shield the network layer from the effects of a time and location-dependent physical layer

[FVG06].

In this way, using ACM techniques it is possible to select the properModCod to guaran-

tee a determined (low) error probability [30097], [MM06]. Therefore, to offer homogeneous

service among terminals with similar propagation conditions, the DVB-S2 frame scheduler

approximately assigns the same shared-service rate. As a result, the offered transmission

rate is the same, while the time used to transmit frames depends on the propagation con-

ditions for each destination terminal. Notice that if the frame scheduler implements other

policy like sharing the same amount of transmission time among terminals, it will penal-

ize the terminals under the worst propagation conditions, so a similar situation would be

present to what happen within DVB-S.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the QoSatArt architecture developed to provide QoS guarantees for IP

traffic over the DVB-S2 satellite channel has been presented. The QoSatArt is designed in

compliance with the ETSI-BSM-QoS framework. Here, a detailed design at the Satellite
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Independent (SI) layers in order to provide QoS guarantees by means of traffic differenti-

ation has been proposed.

A cross-layer optimization between the physical layer and the network layer is proposed

to guarantee the QoS requirements established in the SLA. Here, the main consideration is

that the satellite system is affected by rain events which reduce the bandwidth availability.

The architecture includes the design of the Active Queue Management (AQM) system

to minimize the delay values experienced at the Application layer for delay sensitive traffic.

Here, a complete QoS design inside the gateway has been detailed, in which the RQM

mechanism is proposed to enhance the goodput for the EF and AF traffic classes while

reducing the end-to-end delay and jitter.

In addition, a cross-layer IP scheduler is proposed to guarantee the high priority traffic

classes regardless of the channel condition affected by rain events. The proposed archi-

tecture provides low complexity on its implementation and seamlessly inter-operates with

terrestrial IP networks.

The next chapter is developed to specify the IP scheduler design together with the algo-

rithm developed to calculate the weighted values to provide QoS guarantees. In addition,

the simulation results of evaluating the proposed QoSatArt architecture are presented.
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QoSatArt application case: QoS support

based on IP scheduling

The support of QoS guarantees based on a packet scheduler has been primarily investigated

in the context of wired networks with constant link capacity. Here, different criteria has

been proposed to calculate scheduling values aiming to differentiate certain traffic classes.

Parameters such as the mean packet length, queue sizes, average packet delay and packet

losses have been taken into account.

For instance, in [ITI02] a Variable Weighted Round Robin (VWRR) scheduler is pro-

posed, this design uses the average packet length to adapt its weighted values. Similarly,

in [WWSS01] the problem of adjusting the weights of the WRR scheduler to guarantee

the premium service has been analyzed. Here, the authors propose a resource allocation

model that considers the average queue size to prioritize traffic. In particular, the queue

size is calculated using a low-pass filter.

Moreover, in [YDKD02] a modified Fair WRR (FWRR) scheduler has been proposed

to protect the best effort traffic from the assured forwarding out-of-profile packets in the

core routers. This proposal is based on the DiffServ architecture that dynamically adjusts

the weights and the buffer allocation using congestion hints to avoid unfair bandwidth

sharing.

In [DSR02] the authors analyze a case to provide specific type of relative services based

on a Proportional Differentiated Service (PDS) model. Such work includes a description

of packet scheduling algorithms to get an enhanced approximation to the proportional

differentiation model. The authors conclude that the Waiting Time Priority Scheduler

(WTP), which increases the priority of a packet proportional to its waiting time, provides

a suitable approximation to PDS.

Taking a different approach, other works reported in the literature are focused on QoS

differentiation based on a revenue criteria [SHJK06], in which classes with higher prices

are prioritized to get a better QoS level. In [SHJR04], an adaptive scheduling scheme using

the revenue-based WRR is presented. This proposal has been considered for guaranteeing

the maximum service provider revenue. The proposed scheme, adjusts its weights using

43
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the revenue criteria to control the resource allocation. Similarly, authors in [AZ12] propose

a game theory approach to be applied over wireless networks in order to provide enhanced

resource allocation. Here, a comprehensive cross-layer framework including physical and

medium access control layer requirements are proposed to provide fair distribution of

resources with a minimum fairness index.

Taking a different perspective, there are other works focussed on the design of a packet

scheduler to provide service differentiation based on a cross-layer mechanism. Particularly,

the scheduler design based on the Proportional Differentiated Services (PDS) model has

been addressed by the authors in [CKP09]. Here, the provisioning of a proportional

class-based service differentiation to TCP flows in the context of split-TCP scenarios is

proposed. The scheduling algorithm for controlling the resource allocation is set up at

the MAC layer in the context of a Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) satellite scenario. This

proposed scheduler is based on the WTP scheduler which considers the average queuing

delay to provide service differentiation. In addition, it proposes the use of Performance

Enhanced Proxies (PEPs) to configure variables for different TCP connections. This

scheduler is allocated at MAC layer and the PDS model is also implemented at TCP layer

based on the throughput for each TCP flow.

Similarly, in [CG07] a cross-layer design for a packet scheduler over a Multi-beam

Broadband Satellite (MBS) system is proposed. The scheduler is set up at the MAC

layer which considers the physical layer behaviour of the Ka band satellite propagation

channel. Here, the scheduler determines the fraction of time assigned to each physical layer

for transmission by considering a correlated area where the users undergo similar channel

conditions. Similarly, in [LYZ+10] a distributed MAC scheduler for wireless mesh networks

is proposed to offer QoS guarantees in a heterogeneous environment. Here, a QoS-aware

fair packet scheduling (QFPS) algorithm to fulfill the QoS provisioning is presented.

In this chapter, the QoSatArt rules defined in Section 3.4.4 are applied in order to

specify the detailed design of the IP packet scheduler for supporting QoS guarantees.

Here, an algorithm inside the XL-Manager is proposed to calculate the associated values

(weighted) aiming to enhance the differentiation of high priority traffic classes. The pro-

posed algorithm performs an adaptation based on the intensity of rain events [CGR08],

which is constantly updated using a cross-layer design between the physical layer and

the network layer. This is done to provide QoS provisioning when different levels of link

capacity are available in the satellite system.

4.1 The cross-layer IP scheduler design

The IP scheduler considers two factors to determine the minimum amount of bandwidth

for each traffic class: the QoS specifications for each traffic class (specified by the satellite

operator) and the available bandwidth present in a DVB-S2 satellite.

Particularly, the QoS specifications are defined using the TB rate limiters. Here,

the high priority TB-limiting rates are set to µEF and µAF for the EF and AF traffic

classes respectively. However, the BE TB limiting rate is set to the maximum bandwidth
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attainable COUT rate. This is done to allow the BE traffic class to use the remaining link

bandwidth according to the predefined QoS policy. As a consequence, the IP scheduler

incoming rate is controlled and limited by the TBs.

Using this design, it is possible to keep control of the incoming traffic load according

to the SLA specifications. As a result, the main concern is to provide by means of the

packet scheduler the correct prioritization of traffic considering the bandwidth availability

present in the DVB-S2. For this purpose, we assume that the corresponding weighted

values established to prioritize the resources for each traffic class are integer values defined

by WEF , WAF and WBE for the EF, AF and BE traffic classes respectively. The cross-

layer design proposed in this paper actively adjusts these values to enforce its QoS level

in the presence of a heavy rain event.

In this way, considering the three traffic classes defined in the DiffServ architecture

(EF, AF and BE), the proposed algorithm will therefore prioritize the EF traffic class over

the AF and BE traffic classes when the satellite system experiences a capacity reduction

in the presence of a heavy rain event. This will be carried out by assigning high weighted

values to the EF traffic class while the AF and BE traffic classes will have the lowest

weighted values [WWSS01].

Similarly, when the intensity of the rain event has diminished and the link capacity

has increased, the algorithm will keep the priority levels of the EF and AF traffic classes

over the BE traffic by assigning high weighted values to the EF and AF traffic classes

while the BE traffic class will have the lowest value.

Finally, when the rain event has ended and the bandwidth availability is enough to

guarantee not only priority traffic (EF and AF), but also there is remaining bandwidth for

the BE traffic class, the weighted values will be assigned according to the rate of the high

priority classes. Here, the adoption of the Proportional Delay Differentiated (PDD) model

has been proved to successfully provide service differentiation to networks with heavy load

conditions [CKP09].

In order to specify the algorithm to provide QoS priorities, the adaptive distribution

of the available capacity among each traffic class is proposed. This is done, using three ca-

pacity intervals (Scarce, Constrained and Broad). These intervals are defined considering

the parameters specified in the SLA, which the satellite operator is able to modify accord-

ing to its requirements. Fig. 4.1 shows the weighted values calculated at each capacity

interval as a function of the DVB-S2 system capacity (COUT ).

4.1.1 The scheduler algorithm

As it is observed on Fig. 4.1, the three capacity intervals are established to enhance the

QoS differentiation when a reduction of bandwidth capacity is experienced. Here, the

proposed intervals are delimited by the high priority TB-limiting rates as follows (see

Fig. 4.1): the UpperCapTHR threshold represents the value when the satellite capacity is

reduced up to the sum of the EF and AF TB-limiting rates (see Eq. 4.1) Similarly, the
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Figure 4.1: The weighted values as a function of the DVB-S2 system capacity (COUT )

LowerCapTHR threshold represents the value when the satellite capacity is affected up to

the EF TB-limiting rate (see Eq. 4.2).

UpperCapTHR = µEF + µAF (4.1)

LowerCapTHR = µEF (4.2)

Following equations 4.1 and 4.2, the Scarce Capacity interval specifies the situation in

which the system capacity (COUT ) is scarce but it is still enough to guarantee part of the

EF traffic class. Therefore, it is delimited by:

COUT ≤ LowerCapTHR (4.3)

Similarly, the Constrained Capacity Interval defines a situation in which the system

capacity is enough to totally guarantee the EF rate but partly guarantee the AF traffic

class. It is limited by:

LowerCapTHR < COUT < UpperCapTHR (4.4)
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Finally, the Broad Capacity interval considers the situation in which the available

bandwidth in the system is broad enough to totally transport both high priority traffic

classes, while assigning the remaining link bandwidth to the BE traffic class, this interval

is considered if:

COUT > UpperCapTHR (4.5)

According to the QoS policy, the BE traffic class should to use the remaining link

bandwidth. Therefore, the proposed algorithm allocates the excess of resources on the BE

class when the system capacity is working in the Broad Capacity interval. This is done by

considering the BE TB limiting rate which is set to the maximum bandwidth availability

COUT .

However, given that the BE class has the lowest priority level, the algorithm reduces

the BE bandwidth assignment when the system capacity is working in the other intervals.

Therefore, for all the cases, WBE is set to WR, representing a minimum and constant

value called residual weight, see 4.6.

WBE = WR (4.6)

Using this value (WBE) in combination with the token bucket limiting rate, it is pos-

sible to allocate the remaining link bandwidth to the BE traffic class, while reducing its

participation when the system capacity is working in the other intervals, meanwhile, the

bandwidth for high priority traffic classes is guaranteed.

On the other hand, to allow a trade-off between the bandwidth assignment among

each traffic classes while providing service differentiation, the associated weighted values

are set to K (Eq. 4.7). Where, the selected K is considered a constant and integer value

that should verify an accuracy level. Here, the sum of the weighted values (WEF , WAF

and WBE) is set as follows:

WEF +WAF +WBE = K (4.7)

Particularly, for the cases when the system capacity is in the Broad Capacity interval

(see Fig. 4.1), the algorithm will assign constant weighted values to guarantee the priority

classes (EF and AF). At this interval, the weighted values for each traffic class are set to

WB
EF and WB

AF for the priority classes and WR for the BE traffic class. Following this

assumption the next relationship is obtained:

WB
EF +WB

AF = K −WR (4.8)

Hence, in order to define the relationship between de associated weighted values and

the TB-limiting rates (for the high priority traffic classes). The algorithm considering the

proportional distribution of the system resources is applied, following the specifications

defined in [CKP09]. Then, the ratio of WB
EF and WB

AF is set equal to the ratio of the

TB-limiting rates.
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WB
EF

WB
AF

=
µEF

µAF
(4.9)

Here, it is worth mentioning, that selected K value represents a constant and integer

value. However, the division µEF
µAF

has not necessarily an integer outcome. Hence, according

to the proportional distribution, the K value should verify Eq. (4.10), where a represents

the accuracy level it is desired for the selected weighted values:

µEF

µAF
−

WB
EF

K −WB
EF −WR

< a% (4.10)

Given that WB
EF and WB

AF are integer values, these can be expressed as a function of

the TB-limiting rates (µEF and µAF ) as:

WB
AF =

⌊
K −WR

µEF + µAF
µAF

⌋
(4.11)

WB
EF =

⌈
K −WR

µEF + µAF
µEF

⌉
(4.12)

Until now, the application case has been solved for the Broad Capacity interval (see

Fig. 4.1). Nevertheless, when the system capacity is in the Scarce Capacity interval, the

proportional distribution (PDS) algorithm is not able to guarantee the high priority traffic

classes. This is mainly because the proportional values are calculated considering clear

sky condition. Hence, a second algorithm is proposed, which assigns constant weighted

values to guarantee the EF priority class over the AF and BE traffic classes in order to

provide the highest priority o the EF traffic class WEF :

WEF = K − 2WR (4.13)

As a result the WAF and WBE should be provided with the minimum weighted value

which are set as:

WAF = WBE = WR (4.14)

Finally, the application case defined to guarantee the EF traffic class over the AF traffic

class is presented. It covers the cases when the system capacity is in the Constrained

Capacity interval. Here, the proposed algorithm should allocate most of the resources

to the EF traffic class, providing them with the highest weighted values. Therefore, to

link the thresholds UpperCapTHR and LowerCapTHR (see Fig. 4.1), in order to have a

continuous curve, it is proposed to apply either a linear or an exponential relationship

(see Fig. 4.1) between the weighted values of the higher priority classes (WEF and WAF )

and the satellite link capacity (COUT ). Therefore, to define an exponential function at the

Constrained Capacity interval, the WAF and WEF values are defined using the following

equations:
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WAF = WR

[
WB

AF

WR

]COUT−µEF
µAF

(4.15)

WEF = K −WR −WAF (4.16)

Similarly, to define a linear function at the Constrained Capacity interval, WAF and

WEF are defined using the following equations:

WAF =
WB

AF −WR

µAF
× COUT +WR (4.17)

WEF =
WB

EF −K + 2WR

µAF
× COUT +K − 2WR (4.18)

It is worth mentioning that in [RMMDA+12b] and [RMMDA+12a], a practical analysis

performed between the high priority traffic classes and the available bandwidth at the

Constrained capacity interval. Such analysis has been presented in the simulation results

Section 4.3, in which the cross-layer (weighted) values at the constrained interval have been

calculated considering two functions: a linear function (XL-linear) and an exponential

function (XL-exponential).

4.2 Simulation environment

4.2.1 Satellite network settings

The simulation is carried out employing the NS-2 simulator tool version 2.29. For QoS

purposes the DiffServ module was developed using the library described in [PEBS00] in

which the proposed cross-layer design and the algorithm for the IP scheduler has been

added.

The simulated network topology used to test the cross-layer packet scheduler is shown

on Fig 3.1. The transport protocol defined for the AF and BE traffic classes is the Sack

[BAFW03] variant of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). We used the TCP Linux

version [DP06], which includes this TCP variant among others. The EF traffic class is

composed using User Data Protocol (UDP) datagrams to strictly guarantee bandwidth

reservation.

Here, it is worth mentioning that the main objective of the proposed simulation sce-

nario is to evaluate the cross-layer IP scheduler, when extreme propagation conditions are

experienced in the satellite system. In particular, when an extreme reduction of band-

width capacity caused by a heavy rain event is present. Therefore, the satellite channel

capacity, representing the bottleneck link, is set considering that terminals allocated in

clear sky conditions have 3.4 Mbps of bandwidth. Alternatively, terminals allocated under

a heavy rain event experience a bandwidth reduction down to 0.6 Mbps. Therefore, the

satellite link capacity COUT , represented by the sinusoidal wave, fluctuates between 0.6
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and 3.4 Mbps as it is shown on Fig. 4.2. The model that allows the characterization of

the physical layer behaviour follows the specification defined in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated weighted values (lower graph) using the exponential algorithm as a
function of the bandwidth availability (upper graph).

The DVB-S2 satellite network settings used throughout the simulation are configured

as follows: The minimum Round Trip Time (RTTMIN ), considered as the two-way prop-

agation delay value, is set to 560 ms. The buffer length of each traffic class is set to the

BDP value that yields 90 packets. The forward link is based on the DVB-S2 standard

which uses the ACM scheme to achieve lower Packet Error Rate values. To perform the

simulation we consider a Bit-Error-Rate value set to BER = 10−7. The Committed In-

formation Rate (CIR) for the EF, AF and BE token buckets are set to 0.4 Mbps, 0.8 and

3.4 Mbps respectively. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size is set to 1500 bytes.

The DVB-RCS link has permanent bandwidth capacity set to 256 Kbps. We also assume

that there is no loss of ACK messages and that such messages have more priority level

than data packets when they are sent through the RCS terminal.

The simulation parameters (number of flows, transmission rate and COUT ) for each

service class are presented on Table 4.1. Importantly, the BE traffic class will use the
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remaining bandwidth. The LowerCapTHR and the UpperCapTHR values are set to 0.6

Mbps and 1.4 Mbps respectively according to equations 4.1 and 4.2.

4.2.2 Satellite bandwidth characterization

In order to determine the values of the transmission rate variations at the physical layer,

which are the input parameters of the proposed cross-layer design, we have studied the

case in which the bandwidth availability in the satellite system is reduced by a heavy rain

event.

The recent standards developed for the DVB-S2/RCS physical layer [ets04] [ets05a]

define as normative the use of the ACM [RVCM04] techniques to attain Interactive Ser-

vices. One of the main advantages of using the ACM techniques is the ability to achieve

quasi-error free channel conditions for each individual user, by providing them with the

most suitable Modulation and Code (ModCod) value according to the measured SNIR, so

that the spectral efficiency is as high as possible in all the cases. To do so, the DVB-S2

physical layer takes advantage of the Signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio (SNIR) value

reported by each RCST [RG04].

As it is well recognized, the presence of propagation losses and transmission rate vari-

ations in the satellite link are mainly caused by atmospheric conditions such as the rain

fade effects, which are the most common phenomena in Ka-band (20-30 Ghz) satellite

systems. These events can lead to a Ka channel attenuation ranging from a few dBs up to

more than 20 dBs. In addition, the maximum rain attenuation experienced in Ka systems

has a difference about 5 dB (of peak reduction) between the attenuation affecting the best

and worst locations [RVCM04],.

According to [ECC02], trying to describe and simulate a rain fade distribution using a

simple mathematical function becomes a difficult task. Mainly because, the Power Spectral

Density (PSD) shape of rain fade is not only time variant (varying from a few seconds

to some hours), but also its duration is not determined by the same phenomena. For

instance, short durations are mainly due to scintillation and multiple scattering while long

durations are caused by the space-time rain structure. Several approaches of Ka-band rain

fade have experimentally observed that the PSD of this process can be approximated by a

low-pass filter. In particular, authors in [CGR08] propose a model that estimates the time

variant channel reported for a heavy rain scenario in the context of the DVB-S2 forward

link. Here, a DVB-S2 physical layer adaptation considering ACM techniques is performed,

taking advantage of Channel State Information (CSI) reported by each RCST terminal.

Such design considers two low-pass filters, one for characterizing the rain attenuation and

a second filter for the atmospheric scintillation. In addition, the design rules for setting

the hysteresis thresholds are also presented.

In this way, we propose to assess the physical layer performance using this channel

estimation model. Here, we have chosen several points of the estimated SNIR curve

representing the ACM adaptation behaviour for a heavy rain event [CGR08]. Given this

we perform a statistical regression in order to determine the relationship between each of
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the selected points and its corresponding estimated bandwidth. As a result, we obtained a

bandwidth fluctuation wave that varies between 3.6 to 4.4 Mbps, following the distribution

shown on Fig. 4.3 (black line). These calculations consider a TDM DVB-S2 forward

channel with eight ModCods combinations (QPSK (1/3, 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4), 8PSK (2/3

and 3/4) and 16-QAM (2/3 and 3/4)) in which the resulting data rate fluctuates between

51 Mbps to 204 Mbps considering 46 satellite antenna beams.
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Figure 4.3: The ACM bandwidth characterization affected by a rain event

Keeping this idea, we have approximated the results by matching the bandwidth fluc-

tuation (obtained by regression) using several mathematical functions. Therefore, the

particular rain event (black line) can be experimentally fitted by using a sinc function,

as it is shown on Fig. 4.3 (see symbol 4). Similarly, we have also fit the physical layer

estimation by means of a sinusoidal wave (see Fig. 4.3 symbol ∗) to represent the same

rain event affecting the DVB-S2 forward satellite link [RMMDA+12d]. In this way, the

peak of the sinusoidal wave, representing high link bandwidth availability will be set to

4.3 Mbps, while the valley representing a heavy rain event, will decrease the total link

capacity to 3.6 Mbps. As a result, the bandwidth capacity will fluctuate between the

minimum and maximum value of the sinusoidal wave.

Although the proposed functions do not perfectly match the ACM rain event as it

suffers from intensive fluctuations, we believe that the proposed sinusoidal approximation

allows to represent the general situation in which the satellite capacity is reduced. There-

fore for simulation purposes, a single period (the valley) is enough to represent a deep

reduction of capacity experienced in the satellite system.
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4.2.3 Performance metrics

To carry out the performance evaluation of the selected TCP variants the following metrics

are considered:

(i) The goodput represents the average amount of correct received data (excluding re-

transmissions) which is measured during a certain period of time. Particularly, as

the satellite bottleneck link is set to 2 Mbps, the reachable goodput value for each

traffic class must be in accordance with the SLA example previously defined. In this

way, we expect to reach 400 Kbps of goodput for the EF traffic class (using UDP),

800 Kbps for the AF traffic class and 800 Kbps for the BE traffic class (using any

TCP variant).

(ii) The queue occupancy metric represents the fullness level of each QoS queue which

also determines the system latency. One of the main goals in any satellite system

is to reduce the system latency. This is carried out by minimizing the buffer occu-

pancy levels since the transmission path delay is very high and cannot be minimized.

Therefore, we would rather employ a TCP variant that improves low levels of queue

occupancy.

(iii) The one-way delay metric represents the time it takes a packet to go from the gateway

to the remote RCST terminal. It includes the amount of time that a destination

system spends processing the packet. Using QoSatArt architecture, it is possible to

guarantee reduced per-packet delay values.

(iv) The jitter metric represents the difference in the E2E one-way delay between con-

secutive packets traveling in a flow with any lost packets being ignored. The effect

is also referred to as delay variation.

4.3 IP scheduler algorithm: performance results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed cross-layer scheduler, three simulation

tests are considered: the first test is performed to assess the DVB-S2 system response when

the Round Robin (RR) mechanism is employed.

The second test considers the Weighted Round Robin (WRR) mechanism with static

weight values set to 6, 8 and 1 (K = 15) for WEF , WAF and WBE respectively. These

values are set considering the proportional distribution of resources [CKP09]. Particularly,

a higher weight value to the EF traffic class has been assigned than its corresponding

proportional value. This is done because its proportional value is not able to guarantee

the priority level for the EF traffic class when the capacity is reduced.

Finally, a third simulation test is performed considering the proposed cross-layer de-

sign (defined in Section 3.4.4) and the IP scheduler to enforce the priority levels taking

into account the link capacity variations (defined in Section 4.2.2). Here, the cross-layer
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(weighted) values at the constrained interval have been calculated considering two func-

tions: a linear function (XL-linear) and an exponential function (XL-exponential) (defined

in Section 4.1.1).

The simulation results consider the XL-exponential and the XL-linear algorithms. The

bandwidth rate for each traffic class is set as it is shown in Table 4.1. The K value is set

to 30 and WR is set to 1.

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for service class

Traffic Class Max Flows Rate [Kbps] COUT [Mbps]

EF 10 400 0.6-3.4
AF 10 800 0.6-3.4
BE 10 3400 0.6-3.4
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Figure 4.4: EF Goodput performance results and average queue occupancy when using RR,
static WRR, XL-linear and XL-exponential algorithms

The simulation results of goodput and queue occupancy for the EF traffic class are

shown on Fig. 4.4. Here the four mechanisms working independently are compared, these

are: RR, static WRR, XL-linear and XL-exponential.
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As it is observed on Fig. 4.4, using the RR algorithm (symbol •) the EF traffic class

is not guaranteed when a reduction of bandwidth is experienced. Particularly, at the 750-

seconds time point (see the valley) only 200 Kbps of goodput level is reached. Similarly,

when using the WRR mechanism with static weight values (symbol 4), the EF traffic class

is able to reach 230 Kbps of goodput at the same time point. Although this goodput level is

enhanced compared to the previous case, this is not enough to guarantee the high priority

traffic class which is set to 400 Kbps. In both cases, the queue occupancy is overloaded,

reaching its limit value (set to 90 packets), leading to an increase of the system latency.
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Figure 4.5: EF per packet end-to-end delay

In contrast to these results, when using the proposed IP scheduler (either XL-linear or

XL-exponential), the EF goodput is able to reach its 400 Kbps during all the simulation

(see symbols � and symbol ∗).
In both cases, the EF buffer occupancy is reduced compared with the RR and static

WRR. Particularly, when the linear function is employed (XL-linear), a faster variation of

the cross-layer values is generated and thus a peak value of 70-packets buffer occupancy is

reached. However, when the exponential IP scheduler (XL-exponential) is used, the buffer

occupancy for the EF traffic class is kept at lower levels, being able to reach 40 packets
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Figure 4.6: EF per packet jitter

even though an extreme reduction of bandwidth is experienced. This is a suitable result

when working with QoS DVB-S2 satellite systems.

In order to have a perspective related to the delay, Fig. 4.5 shows the one way end-to-

end delay experienced by each EF packet (considering an example of one EF flow). As it

is observed, in the interval starting from 20,000 to 30,000 packet sequence numbers (which

is the interval when the bandwidth capacity is reduced), the peak delay, using the RR

mechanism, reaches values between 1 to 5.5 seconds. This situation causes longer delays

at the application layer. Similarly, when using static WRR the delay values range between

1 to 5 seconds. This is mainly because, neither the RR nor the WRR algorithms are able

to guarantee a minimum delay value when the satellite experiences a capacity reduction.

Nevertheless, when either the linear or the exponential algorithm are activated, the

end-to-end delay values are considerably reduced, having a peak, at the Scarce Capacity

interval, that reaches 2 seconds for the XL-Linear and 1 second for the XL-Exponential

(see Fig. 4.5). In addition, Table 4.2 shows the mean and the standard deviation (Std.

Dev.) parameters for the EF delay experienced at the application layer. As it is observed,

both values are highly reduced when using the proposed XL-Scheduler (either linear or

exponential) compared to those results obtained by using either RR or WRR algorithms.
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In particular, using the XL-Exponential scheduler it is possible to guarantee mean

delay values up to 330 msec (see Table 4.2) which are quite bigger than the one-way

propagation delay (set to 280 msec). This is a suitable result considering the fact that the

available capacity present in the satellite systems is reduced to a critical point in which

the priority of the EF traffic class requires to be guaranteed.

Table 4.2: E2E delay parameters for the EF traffic class

Parameter RR WRR XL-linear XL-exponential

Mean delay (seconds) 3.71 2.45 0.37 0.33
Std. Dev. (seconds) 1.7 1.56 0.59 0.24

Finally, Fig. 4.6 shows the jitter values experienced by each EF packet at the appli-

cation layer. Specifically, these results are measured during the Scarce Capacity interval.

Here, it is possible to observe that when using either RR or WRR, the peak jitter values

are up to 6 seconds. Nevertheless, when using the proposed cross-layer scheduler the same

peak values are between 0.2 and 0.1 seconds. Table 5.1 shows the mean and the standard

deviation (Std. Dev.) parameters for the EF jitter. As it is observed, when either the

XL-Linear or the XL-Exponential schedulers are activated the mean jitter values are up

to 16 msec, which are suitable values to guarantee the QoS specification for the EF traffic

class [JNP99].

Table 4.3: Jitter parameters for the EF traffic class

Parameter RR WRR XL-linear XL-exponential

Mean jitter (seconds) 6.55 0.01740 0.01666 0.01624
Std. Dev. (seconds) 3.81 1.93 0.0435 0.02921

It is worth mentioning that when performing a detailed analysis considering the pro-

posed XL-scheduler mechanism working simultaneously with different number of traffic

flows (i.e. 5 flows per each traffic class) and also different EF traffic loads, similar en-

hancements have been obtained. However, in this subsection, the most illustrative case is

described, representing a situation in which the satellite capacity is extremely reduced by

the presence of a heavy rain event.

4.3.1 QoSatArt: RQM performance evaluation

This subsection is defined in order to evaluate the RQM mechanism proposed in Section

3.4.2, in comparison to the drop tail scheme. Here, the AQM system showed on Fig.3.3

has been simulated using the NS-2 simulation tool. Particularly, in this test the bottleneck

satellite link is set to 2 Mbps, a standard Sack TCP is considered and the transmission

rate for the EF and the AF traffic classes is set to 200 Kbps and 1 Mbps respectively.

The simulated scenario evaluates the performance of the EF and AF traffic classes

under different traffic conditions. Specifically, different number of flows for the EF and
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AF traffic classes are transported (either eight or twelve flows). The aim of this test is to

overload the high priority traffic classes in order to activate the RQM mechanism, sending

the highest number of out-of-profile packets to the BE queue.

As a result, the BE queue will become flooded with out-of-profile packets leading to

the activation of the proposed re-queuing mechanism. The goal of this simulation test is

to evaluate the performance of high priority traffic classes in terms of goodput, delay and

jitter, and compare the results with those achieved by using the drop tail mechanism.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results for the AF traffic class (eight and twelve flows) using either the
proposed RQM or the drop tail mechanism. (a) AF goodput, (b) Total received AF packets,
(c) Timeouts number, (d)Total retransmitted AF packets, (e) Delay and (f) Jitter

Fig. 4.7 shows the simulation results for the AF traffic class using both queuing options:

either the RQM or the drop tail mechanism. These results consider the average values

calculated when either eight or twelve AF flows are working simultaneously. Particularly,

Fig. 4.7.b illustrates the total received AF packets at the application layer. As it is

shown, when using the proposed RQM mechanism (symbols • and 4), more packets

(approx. 27,000) are correctly received in both cases (eight or twelve flows) during all

the simulation time. In contrast to the drop tail scheme in which the levels of received

packets (symbols •, 4) are less (approx. 15,000). Therefore using RQM, the number of
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correctly received packets have increased in 44% (on average) compared with the drop tail

scheme. This result is caused mainly because when using the proposed RQM mechanism,

the out-of-profile AF packets are not dropped. Instead, these packets are sent to the BE

queue with a downgraded QoS level, giving them the chance to reach the receiver before

a RTT .

As a natural consequence, the more AF packets are received, the more the goodput

level is enhanced. This result is shown on Fig. 4.7.a in which it is possible to observe that

using the RQM mechanism, the goodput level is enhanced reaching 1.5 Mbps. In contrast

to the drop tail mechanism that drops all the out-of-profile AF packets, reaching only 1

Mbps of goodput. This result represents a significant goodput enhancement of 33% (on

average) when using RQM.

This means that the RQM mechanism enables the TCP traffic (in this case, the AF

traffic class) to take advantage of the resources that are not used (i.e. BE class).

In a similar way, Fig. 4.7.d. shows the number of retransmitted packets. As it

is observed, when the proposed RQM mechanism is used, the number of retransmitted

packets is lower compared to the drop tail scheme at every time it is measured. Similarly,

Fig. 4.7.c shows the number of timeout events present during the simulation. As it is

depicted, no timeout events are present when the proposed RQM mechanism is used,

which is a desirable situation. In contrast to the drop tail scheme which suffers from many

timeout events during this simulation.

In this context, it becomes important to have a perspective related to the delay. There-

fore, Fig. 4.7.e shows the one-way end-to-end delay experienced by each AF packet (con-

sidering an example of one flow). As it is observed, when using the drop tail scheme,

the peak delay values range between 2.5 and 6.1 seconds, causing longer delays at the

application layer. This is done, given that out-of-profile AF packets are just discarded.

In this way, the sender uses three consecutive dupACKs as a signal for retransmitting

the missing segment (fast retransmit). After that, the fast recovery algorithm is used until

the first non-duplicated acknowledge is received.

Nevertheless, when the RQM mechanism is activated, the end-to-end delay values have

peak points that reach less than 0.5 seconds, (see Fig. 4.7.e), which are clearly lower than

the RTTmin (set to 560 msec). Here, the peak values are mainly caused as a result of the

packet disorder experienced at the application layer.

To see the effects of packet reordering in triggering the fast retransmit/fast recovery

algorithms, it is important to keep in mind that by using the RQM mechanism, the out-of-

profile AF packets are not discarded but these are instead downgraded by being re-queued

to the BE queue. Obviously, this re-queuing stage might also cause gaps in the sequence

of data segments, which will cause the receiver to send dupACKs for each out-of-order

received segment. As usual, the sender will use fast retransmit to send (what appears to

be) a missing segment upon the arrival of three dupACKs.

With the drop tail scheme, the period of time when the receiver detects the gap until

it obtains the retransmitted packet, it is always greater than the RTTmin. Conversely, the
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improvement achieved by using the RQM is that it requires less time to deliver the out-

of-profile AF packets to the receiver, since these packets, in fact, have not been discarded.

Nevertheless, in the RQM mechanism, this period of time depends on the time the re-

queued segment stays in the BE queue, which is related to the magnitude of the disorder

(the amount of segments from the same flow that are sent through the channel between

the gap and the re-queued segment). Notice that in the RQM mechanism, this time is

always equal or lower (and can be actually much lower) than the time required by the drop

tail scheme (see Fig. 4.7.e). The final result is that the application layer at the receiver

get the data earlier, which improves the QoS experienced by the end user.

Similarly, Fig. 4.7.f shows the jitter values experienced by each AF packet at the

application layer. As it is observed, when the RQM mechanism is activated the peak jitter

has values ranging 0.4 seconds compared to the drop tail scheme which has peak values

around 1.2 seconds.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results for the EF traffic class (eight and twelve flows) using either
the proposed RQM or the drop tail mechanism. (a) AF goodput, (B) Total transmitted EF
packets, (c) Number of packet drop events, (d) Delay and (e) Jitter

Finally, Fig. 4.8 shows similar simulation results for the EF traffic class using both

queuing options: either the RQM or the drop tail mechanism. Here, the same performance
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parameters have been evaluated such as goodput, total transmitted packets, number of

drop events, delay and jitter values. As it is observed, when using the proposed RQM to

transport the EF traffic class (using UDP protocol), similar results have been obtained

compared to the AF traffic class.

With the obtained results it is possible to conclude that when the RQM mechanism is

employed, the EF and AF goodput levels are improved, while the end-to-end delay and

the jitter experienced by the user application are reduced. As a consequence, the Quality

of Experience (QoE) experienced by end-users is enhanced.

It is worth mentioning that a detailed analysis has been conducted that consider the

proposed RQM mechanism working simultaneously with different number of traffic flows

and load conditions. Such analysis has turned out to get similar enhancements. Here, the

most illustrative cases have been described.

4.3.2 QoSatArt with BW variations: performance results

In this subsection, the complete QoSatArt design (defined in Section 3.3) is evaluated

including the AQM system, the cross-layer IP scheduler and the RQM mechanism con-

sidering the typical GEO satellite characteristics in the presence of bandwidth variations.

The objective of this performance evaluation is to test the QoSatArt architecture con-

sidering extremely traffic load conditions affecting the satellite link due to a heavy rain

event.

In particular, the DVB-S2 system response when adopting the QoSatArt architecture is

evaluated and compared these results against two proposals. The first comparison includes

the Round Robin mechanism as a packet scheduler together with a simple drop tail queue

as a discarding mechanism. This is called a RR-basic configuration. Similarly, the second

comparison considers the same drop tail queuing mechanism together with the Weighted

Round Robin scheduler that uses static weight values set to µEF , µAF and µBE for the EF,

AF and BE traffic classes respectively. These values are set considering the proportional

distribution of resources [DR99]. This configuration is called a WRR-static. Finally, a

third comparison is performed considering our proposed QoSatArt design including the

AQM system, the cross-layer IP scheduler and the RQM mechanism. As it is designed

QoSatArt should enforce the priority levels taking into account the link capacity variations

reported by the physical layer using the proposed cross-layer optimization. Therefore, the

QoSatArt should be able to guarantee high priority traffic classes regardless of the weather

and traffic load conditions.

To perform this comparison the goodput and queue occupancy levels for the EF, AF

and BE traffic classes are evaluated when a heavy rain event reduces the bandwidth

availability. Here, the bandwidth variability is represented by a sinusoidal wave period

having 1000-seconds time duration. For such wave, the interval between 0 and 500 sec-

onds represents a situation in which the satellite system experiences clear sky conditions.

Conversely, after 500 seconds the capacity starts reducing because of the presence of a

heavy rain event. Here, the satellite capacity reaches a minimum value set to 400 Kbps
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Table 4.4: Performance Evaluation Parameters

Traffic Class Max Flows Rate [Kbps] BW variations [Mbps]

Test 1 µEF variations

EF 5 100-500

AF 10 800 3.4 - 0.4

BE 10 2300-2700

at 750-seconds time point. After this point, the capacity starts increasing up to reach its

steady-state condition.

(i) Test 1: µEF variations,the incoming EF rate suffers from variations.

Table 1 shows the performance evaluation parameters used to conduct each test, in-

cluding the number of flows, the incoming rates and bandwidth fluctuations caused by a

heavy rain event.

The objective of this test is to evaluate the priority levels that each traffic class is able

to get when the EF traffic rate experiences bandwidth fluctuations between 100 to 500

Kbps.

Fig. 4.9 shows the goodput and queue occupancy for the EF, AF and BE traffic classes

working simultaneously considering only the QoSatArt architecture in the presence of a

heavy rain event. Here, it is possible to see that the EF traffic class (symbol •) experiences
bandwidth variations represented by a simple step function ranging between 100 to 500

Kbps. As it is observed, the variable goodput for the EF traffic class is totally guaranteed

even though a extreme reduction of bandwidth capacity is present in the satellite system.

Moreover, using the QoSatArt it is possible to assign all the available resources to the

EF traffic class when a reduction of capacity is experienced (see interval between 600 and

800 seconds). Nevertheless, at the 750-seconds time point, the AF traffic class (see symbol

is able to have more bandwidth resources than the EF traffic class, given that, at this

point, the EF traffic rate is reduced. Therefore, the AF traffic class takes advantage of

the resources that the EF traffic class does not use.

In particular, adopting the QoSatArt when EF rate variations are experienced, it is

possible to provide the highest priority for the EF traffic class, while the AF traffic class

has more priority than the BE class. This is an expected result according to the QoS policy

defined for a DVB-S2 satellite system. As it is observed, The BE traffic class (symbol ∗)
is able to use the remaining link bandwidth during all the simulation, taking advantage of

the resources that the other classes are not using.

Finally, Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 show the results considering the RR-basic and WRR-static

respectively, for the EF, AF and BE traffic classes working simultaneously. In both graphs

it is possible to see that neither the RR-basic nor the WRR-static are able to provide

QoS guarantees for high priority traffic classes when EF traffic variations and bandwidth
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Figure 4.9: Test 1: QoSatArt simulation results in the presence of EF variations

reductions are experienced. Similarly the queue occupancy levels are overloaded (see

interval between 600 and 800 seconds) when a bandwidth reduction is faced due to a

heavy rain event. Here, it is possible to see that the EF buffer occupancy level is reduced

when adopting the QoSatArt architecture compared to the cases when using either the

RR-basic or the WRR-static.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the detailed design of an IP scheduler based on a cross-layer mechanism

has been presented. It takes into account the link bandwidth variations present in the

DVB-S2 forward link to provide QoS guarantees for different traffic classes. Based on this

QoS prioritization, it is possible to determine the minimum amount of resources for high

priority traffic classes.

The IP scheduler design includes a cross-layer mechanism between the physical layer

and the network layer to provide QoS guarantees while enhancing the bandwidth allocation

among traffic flows requiring QoS.
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Test 4: RR-basic performance results
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Figure 4.10: Test 1: RR-basic simulation results in the presence of EF variations

The available bandwidth is determined considering the ACM adaptation behaviour

reported by each RCST terminal. Here, a characterization of the link bandwidth variations

has been performed using a sinusoidal approximation to determine the intensity of the rain

event affecting the bandwidth availability.

The algorithm for calculating the weighted values to provide QoS guarantees is a

modification based on the PDS model which includes an exponential function to associate

the QoS requirements for each traffic class with the satellite link capacity.

Additionally, the cross-layer information is interchanged among agents using a signaling

mechanism based on SNMP protocol.

By employing the NS-2 simulator tool the performance of the cross-layer IP scheduler

has been studied and compared against the RR and WRR mechanisms. The proposed

scheduler is able to ensure the QoS requirements for each traffic class while enhancing

the bandwidth assignment for flows requiring QoS guarantees when bandwidth reductions

caused by rain events are experienced. The simulation results have shown that the ex-

ponential IP scheduler enforces the priority levels and guarantees the QoS parameters

established in the SLA, while maintaining the queue occupancy, delay and jitter parame-

ters at lower levels, leading to a reduction of the system latency.
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Test 4: WRR-static performance results
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Figure 4.11: Test 1: WRR-static simulation results in the presence of EF variations

The key results obtained when evaluating QoSatArt architecture show that it is possi-

ble to keep control of the satellite system load while guaranteeing QoS levels for the high

priority traffic classes even though bandwidth variations due to rain events are experi-

enced. The simulation results also demonstrate that with the adoption of the proposed

RQM mechanism, the user’s QoE is improved while keeping bounded the delay and jitter

values for high priority traffic classes. In particular an AF goodput enhancement of 33%

(on average) is reached.

Moreover, with the evaluation of the cross-layer IP scheduler, the high priority traffic

class is always guaranteed regardless of the channel conditions affected by rain events. The

most important aspect in QoSatArt it is that the proposed architecture is able to guarantee

the QoS requirements for specific traffic flows using a single parameter: the bandwidth

availability. This parameter is set at the physical layer (considering ACM adaptation) and

sent to the IP scheduler taking advantage of the proposed cross-layer optimization.
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QoSatArt: Analysis of TCP variants

In the previous chapters, the attention has been payed on the design of the QoSatArt

architecture to ensure QoS requirements focused on the SI layers. Specifically, the def-

inition of algorithms and a signaling mechanism working basically on the network layer

have been proposed. However, to efficiently address QoS issues across the upper layers,

it is important to consider the intrinsic characteristics present in satellite systems that

strongly affect the performance of protocols working at the higher layers.

In particular, applications such as file transfers, HTTP web browsing and ssh applica-

tions rely on the TCP protocol, which is strongly affected by the GEO satellite character-

istics such as the large propagation delay and the bandwidth variations in DVB-S2.

The two-way propagation delay, also called minimum Round Trip Time (RTTmin)

affects the TCP performance because the congestion control of this protocol takes up sev-

eral seconds before reacting to/or recovering from congestion events. The TCP congestion

window (cwnd) size is determined by the successful acknowledgement reception per RTT

[LM97], [PFTK98], [MSMO97]. Thus, the longer the RTT , the narrower the cwnd growth

and the slower TCP response is experienced.

Considering such TCP limitations, it is clearly observed that even if the lower layers

techniques are able to offer guaranteed bandwidth to TCP flows, the TCP protocol itself is

not be able to make effective use of the network resources as a result of its intrinsic design.

To address this the implementation of a transport layer able to adapt to the environmental

characteristics in order to make more effective the provision of QoS guarantees is required.

In this chapter, the possibility to directly adopt a selected TCP variant on an end-to-

end (E2E) environment (trying to keep the E2E semantic) with QoS provisioning has been

studied. The proposed environment is the QoSatArt architecture (described in Section

3.3.1) which has been designed based on the ETSI-BSM-QoS framework to provide QoS

guarantees. It includes the main functional blocks such as the AQM system, the RQM

mechanism, the XL-Manager and the IP scheduler showed in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.

Here, the performance evaluation of several TCP variants is carried out in order to choose

the more suitable TCP variant that enhances the performance of the proposed QoSatArt

67
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architecture. In the view of the author, this is the first time that such analysis is performed

considering an ETSI-BSM-QoS scenario.

The analysis of TCP variants considers the fact that there are many different official

TCP variants. However, most of these variants have proven to have poor performance

when working over satellite systems. This is mainly because the satellite path delay not

only produces a long connection set up time but also produces low bandwidth utilization.

This last issue is the result of the slow-start mechanism and the limited TCP window size,

which can be increased but by default it is usually below the optimal size for broadband

satellite networks.

The proposed analysis of TCP variants can be seen as a continuation of the work

developed by Caini et al. [CFL+09], in which several TCP variants were analyzed over

a DVB-S GEO satellite test-bed. In that work, the authors studied the performance of

several TCP variants considering the DVB-S forward link where QoS was not considered.

The results of such work showed that the TCP variants Hybla and BIC achieved the best

performance in terms of goodput. Here, these outcomes have been taken as a starting

point to develop the research work presented in this chapter.

In fact on the present analysis, the BIC TCP variant has been replaced by its enhanced

version called CUBIC TCP. Moreover, the Sack TCP variant has been added representing

a baseline TCP variant.

Hence, CUBIC TCP, Hybla TCP and Sack TCP are the selected TCP variants to carry

out the performance evaluation. The metrics for analyzing the behavior of the proposed

TCP variants are the goodput, queue occupancy (related with delay) and TCP friendliness.

The performance evaluation is carry out considering the fairness and friendliness analysis.

5.1 QoSatArt satellite scenario

In order to perform the analysis of TCP variant, the satellite scenario for the QoSatArt

architecture which is shown in Fig. 3.1 has been simulated using the NS-2 simulation

tool. It includes the main functional blocks (such as AQM, RQM, XL-Manager and IP

scheduler ) which has been added and programed using TCL code.

The settings used to conduct the analysis are: the satellite channel capacity considered

as the bottleneck link is set to 2 Mbps. The minimum Round Trip Time (RTTmin)

considered as the two-way propagation delay value is set to 560 msec The buffer length of

each traffic class is set to the BDP value that yields 90 packets. The forward link is based

on the DVB-S2 standard which uses the ACM scheme to achieve lower Packet Error Rate

values. To perform the simulation, it is considered a Bit-Error-Rate value set to BER =

10−7. The Committed Information Rate (CIR) for the EF and AF token buckets are set to

0.4 Mbps and 0.8 Mbps respectively. The MTU size is set to 1500 bytes. The DVB-RCS

link has permanent bandwidth capacity set to 256 Kbps. It is also assumed that there are

not any lost ACK messages and that ACK messages have more priority level than data

packets when they are sent through the RCS terminal.
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The SLA example is defined to enforce the TB rate limiters considering the bottleneck

satellite link set to 2 Mbps. In this condition, the nominal transmission rate for each

traffic class are set to 400 Kbps for the EF traffic class and 800 Kbps for the AF traffic

class, while the BE traffic class will use the remaining bandwidth. Particularly, the AF

and BE traffic classes are transported using one of the following TCP variants: Sack TCP,

Hybla TCP and CUBIC TCP.

It is worth mentioning that the set of simulations were carried out considering an

aggregated flow per traffic class. This was done to simplify the analysis in order to obtain

comparable figures between the AF and BE traffic classes. Additionally, the EF traffic

class was not included in the graphs presented in this set of experiments, as it has a

constant behavior which is not relevant for the TCP analysis performed in this section.

However, although these results are not shown in the graphs, they were considered in the

simulations.

Here, the following TCP analysis have been performed:

(i) Fairness: it is defined to analyze the congestion window evolution (cwnd) and good-

put response when the proposed QoSatArt architecture (including its main functional

blocks) is used, in comparison with a scenario in which no QoS guarantees are sup-

ported.

(ii) Friendliness: it is defined to analyze the goodput and the buffer occupancy levels

when different TCP variants are used to transport the AF and BE traffic classes,

considering the QoSatArt scenario.

(iii) Traffic and Bandwidth fluctuations: the analysis of TCP variants considering EF

traffic variation and bandwidth fluctuations are evaluated.

5.1.1 Performance metrics and the selected TCP variants

To carry out the performance evaluation of the selected TCP variants the metrics already

defined in Section 4.2.3, such as goodput, queue occupancy, one-way delay and jitter,

are considered. However, the following metrics are also defined for evaluating the TCP-

friendliness and fairness level:

(i) The TCP-friendliness level represents a generic term that describes the ability of

a TCP variant to coexist with another TCP variant and fairly share the available

bandwidth in the same bottleneck link [TLL07]. Particularly, in our scenario the

friendliness level is measured between the TCP variants used to transport the AF

and BE traffic classes. In this context, an enhanced friendliness level is considered

if a TCP variant (used to transport the AF traffic class) is able to evenly distribute

the available bandwidth with a second TCP variant (used to transport the BE traffic

class). As a result, each TCP variant must be able to obtain around 800 Kbps of

goodput, considering that the available bandwidth for both classes (AF and BE) is

set to 1.6 Mbps.
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(ii) Similarly, the TCP-fairness level represents a generic term that describes the ability

of a TCP variant to coexist with the same TCP variant and fairly share the available

bandwidth in the same bottleneck link.

On the other hand, the technical issues related to the selected TCP variants are de-

scribed as follows.

(i) Sack TCP [BAFW03] is likely the most widely adopted variant on wired networks. It

follows the guidelines of the Van Jacobson congestion control mechanisms, where the

Selective Acknowledge (SACK) option was introduced to deal with multiple packet

losses occurring at the same data window. By adding the SACK mechanism, the

sender is able to have information about the data segments that have been received

allowing only the retransmission of the missing segments. This enables the sender to

recover more than one packet per RTT .

(ii) CUBIC TCP [HRX05] is an enhanced version of its predecessor BIC-TCP (Binary

Increase Congestion control). It uses a cubic function to control the congestion

window growth. To improve the TCP scalability over fast and long distance networks,

CUBIC TCP defines a maximum congestion window (Wmax). This value is used as

a reference when a loss event occurs. Thus, when a window reduction is experienced,

if the cwnd value is far from Wmax, the cwnd growth will be fast. On the contrary,

if the cwnd value is close to Wmax, its growth will be slow. The congestion window

size is set to cwnd = C(T −K)3 + Wmax, where T is the elapsed time since the last

loss event has occurred and K = (Wmaxβ/C)1/3, where β and C are set to 0.2 and

0.4 respectively. The key feature of CUBIC TCP is that the window growth only

depends on the time between two consecutive congestion events. This allows CUBIC

TCP to be independent of the RTT and to fairly share the available bandwidth with

other TCP variants and other TCP connections established along short and long

paths, i.e. small and big RTTs.

(iii) Hybla TCP [CLF+06] also tries to obtain the same instantaneous transmission rate

B(t), for connections with small or big RTTs. To achieve this, Hybla TCP replaces

the standard congestion control by two equations: Wi+1 = Wi+2ρ− 1 for slow start

phase and Wi+1 = Wi+ρ2 / Wi for congestion avoidance phase. Where, ρ is defined

as a normalized round trip time (ρ = RTT / RTT0). The minimum value for ρ is set

to 1, to avoid slowing down the connections with RTT < RTT0. By implementing

these modifications, it is possible to achieve independence between the instantaneous

transmission rate B(t) and the actual RTT value.

5.2 Fairness Analysis

In this section the fairness analysis consists on evaluating the congestion window (cwnd)

evolution between two TCP flows (the AF and BE traffic classes) using the same TCP

variant.
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The results when the proposed QoSatArt architecture is used are compared in con-

trast to those results achieved when no QoS guarantees are performed. As an essential

requirement, the selected TCP protocol should guarantee a fair behavior among traffic

flows using the same TCP variant.

Therefore, this simulation test is proposed to analyze the intra-protocol behavior in

order to evaluate its impact in the satellite network when the all the sources use the same

TCP variant.

Fig. 5.1.a shows the simulation results when the QoS guarantees are not considered. In

contrast, Fig. 5.1.b shows the simulation results when the proposed QoSatArt architecture

is activated. The goodput results for each case are shown in Fig 5.1.c.
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Figure 5.1: Congestion window evolution and Goodput results: (a) without QoS guarantees,
(b) with the QoSatArt architecture and (c) the corresponding goodput results.

As it is observed for the case of Sack TCP, depicted on Fig. 5.1.a1 and 5.1.b1, when the

same TCP variant is used the typical Reno TCP saw-tooth behavior is shown, either when

QoS guarantees are implemented or not, as a response of applying the standard Additive

Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm. In contrast with the previous case

when no QoS guarantees are supported both cwnds grow faster reaching peak values within

the range of 75 packets. However, when the QoSatArt architecture is activated, both

cwnds grow slower compared to the previous case, reaching peak values up to 110 packets.

This situation is reflected in the goodput levels reached by each flow and illustrated on

Figs. 5.1.c1 and 5.1.c2. For the case when no QoS guarantees are supported the goodput

level that both flows are able to reach exhibit an unfair distribution of resources in some
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specific time points (see Fig. 5.1.c1). However, when the proposed QoSatArt architecture

is activated (see Fig. 5.1.b1), both flows essentially waste the same amount of bandwidth

(800 Kbps) enhancing its fairness level.

In a similar way, Figs. 5.1.a2 and 5.1.b2 show the cwnds evolution when two CUBIC

TCP flows are used. In both cases, it is possible to note that the curves have plateaus

around the maximum cwnd values corresponding to the window sizes at the time when

the last packet loss event occurred. In the case where no QoS guarantees are supported

both flows cause disturbance within competing TCP flows, reaching peak values within the

range of 75 packets on average. Nevertheless, when the QoSatArt architecture is activated,

both cwnds curves are smooth and do not cause much disturbance to competing TCP

flows. The convergence of both flows to a fairly sharing state occurs at the beginning of

the simulation, reaching peak values up to 150 packets.

On Figs. 5.1.c3 and 5.1.c4 it is possible to note that the cwnd evolution directly impact

the goodput levels. In the first case both flows exhibit oscillating goodput levels, being

unable to fairly share the available bandwidth. Here, the competition for resources is

also evident as in some time periods, the goodput for the priority class is not guaranteed.

In contrast to this, on Fig. 5.1.c4 it is possible to see that both flows compete for the

available resources, being able to fairly share the remaining bandwidth. In addition the

AF transmission rate is always guaranteed over the BE traffic class.

Finally, Figs. 5.1.a3 and 5.1.b3 show the cwnd evolution within the interaction of

two Hybla TCP flows. In both graphs, the cwnds show consistent and large oscillations.

This is mainly because Hybla TCP sets its cwnd to the defined maximum size at the

beginning of the simulation, trying to fill a great amount of packets into the link. As a

result, its window size shrinks considerably having a high oscillation. The oscillations are

mainly due to increase in RTT which are generated by the detection of packet losses or

congestion events. This situation increases the growth of ρ (where ρ = RTT / RTT0 for

Hybla TCP), which in turn leads to even a larger cwnd, filling the network with packets.

These oscillations persisted even in very long simulation runs, and also when the QoSatArt

architecture was activated.

The goodput level is shown on Figs. 5.1.c5 and 5.1.c6. When QoS guarantees are not

considered, both flows are unable to fairly share the available bandwidth, exhibiting an

oscillating and unfair behavior. Similarly, when the proposed QoSatArt architecture is

implemented (see Fig. 5.1.c6), the oscillating behavior persists, however the goodput level

for the AF traffic class keeps its priority level during all the simulation time.

As a general conclusion of this set of simulations we have validated that either using

the DiffServ to provide QoS guarantees or not, the cwnd evolution works according to

the congestion control algorithm defined for each TCP variant. In addition, when the

proposed QoSatArt architecture is used, the AF traffic class keeps its priority level over

the BE traffic class, while the cwnds evolution (in the cases of Sack TCP and CUBIC

TCP) evolve without any interference between each other. For the case of Hybla TCP,

its aggressive behavior was observed, as it tries to put a great amount of packets in the
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satellite link, overloading the queues and therefore affecting its level of goodput. This

behavior will be further analyzed in the following experiments.

5.3 Friendliness Analysis

In this section, the interaction of different TCP variants working with the proposed QoSa-

tArt architecture is evaluated. This simulation test is set to see how a TCP variant can

live besides each other variants in a shared network environment. Similar to the previous

case, the satellite bottleneck link is considered to have constant capacity.

The simulation results showed on Fig. 5.2 correspond to the goodput evolution and the

queue occupancy when considering the interaction of different TCP variants. In addition,

Table 1 shows the number of acknowledged (acked) and retransmitted packets for each

traffic class when considering the interaction of different TCP variants.
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Figure 5.2: Goodput and queue occupancy results: Sack TCP interacting either with CUBIC
TCP (a1) or Hybla TCP (a2), CUBIC TCP interacting either with Sack TCP(b1) or Hybla
TCP (b2) and Hybla TCP interacting either with Sack (c1) or CUBIC TCP (c2).

It is worth mentioning that as the total received packets for the EF traffic class is

kept as a constant value (51370 packets) considering all TCP interactions, the EF traffic

class is not presented neither in the graphs nor in the Table 1 but it was included in the

simulations.
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Table 5.1: Number of acked and retransmitted packets for each traffic class considering the
interaction of different TCP variants [packets]

TCP TCP AF acked BE acked AF retransmitted BE retransmitted Total
AF BE [pkts] [pkts] [pkts] [pkts] [pkts]

Traffic class

SACK SACK 99,197 100,115 637 0 250,682
CUBIC 99,582 100,063 365 1,411 251,015
HYBLA 99,211 100,635 530 59,705 251,216

CUBIC SACK 99,921 98,267 2,024 155 249,558
CUBIC 99,915 99,125 1,336 1,246 250,410
HYBLA 99,924 99,340 1,456 58,993 250,634

HYBLA SACK 99,533 20,364 10,7164 839 171,267
CUBIC 98,275 56,629 93,592 3,322 206,274
HYBLA 99,135 68,005 162,947 43,815 218,510

On Fig. 5.2.a1 and Fig. 5.2.a2, the interaction of two flows are shown when Sack TCP

is used to transport the AF traffic class and either CUBIC TCP or Hybla TCP is used

to transport the BE traffic. As it is observed in both cases the TCP variants are able to

fairly share the bandwidth, reaching their nominal 800 Kbps of goodput. In addition, in

both cases (Fig. 5.2.a1 and 5.2.a2) the BE traffic is able to use the remaining bandwidth

without any performance loss. The queue occupancy for this interaction is shown on Fig.

5.2.d1 and 5.2.d2. It is observed that both queues (the AF and BE queues) reach its BDP

value which is set to 90 packets. In addition, the saw-tooth behavior is the result of using

Sack TCP to transport the AF traffic class. In the same context, the friendliness level

between Sack TCP and either CUBIC TCP or Hybla TCP is validated with the results

showed in Table 1. As it is observed, each TCP variant is able to reach the similar number

of acked packets (without retransmission) for each traffic class, reaching values between

99211 and 100635 acked packets.

In a similar way, Figs. 5.2.b1 and 5.2.b2 show the interaction when CUBIC TCP is used

to transport the AF traffic class and either Sack TCP or Hybla TCP is used to transport

BE traffic. In both cases, it is observed that each TCP variant is able to fairly share the

bandwidth reaching its 800 Kbps of goodput. In addition, the AF traffic class preserves

its level of priority during all the simulation. The queue occupancy for this interaction

is shown on Figs. 5.2.d3 and 5.2.d4. As it is observed CUBIC TCP tries to keep the

queue occupancy at low-medium levels when interacting with Sack TCP. Otherwise, when

CUBIC TCP interacts with Hybla TCP, the queue occupancy of both flows reaches its

upper limit (90 packets). This is mainly because two competing TCP variants that have

a faster and more aggressive response (compared to Sack TCP) are used. The friendliness

level when CUBIC TCP interacts either with Sack TCP or Hybla TCP is deduced from

analyzing the results shown in Table 1. Here, both TCP flows are able to receive a similar

amount of acked packets (between 99125 and 99924), mainly because CUBIC TCP was
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designed to interact with other TCP flows, thus allowing it to fairly share the available

bandwidth between them.

Finally, Figs. 5.2.c1 and 6.c2 show the interaction when Hybla TCP is used to transport

the AF traffic class and either CUBIC TCP or Sack TCP is used to transport the BE traffic.

Here, the results in this interaction are extremely different compared to the previous cases.

On Fig. 5.2.c1 when Hybla TCP interacts with Sack TCP, the former tries to reach its 800

Kbps of goodput, using more bandwidth than its nominal rate (800 Kbps). This situation

results in an unfair bandwidth sharing, limiting the performance of the BE traffic class

which is able to reach, in specific time points, peak values within the range of 600 Kbps.

Similarly, when Hybla TCP interacts with CUBIC TCP (Fig. 5.2.c2), the former tries to

reach again its 800 Kbps of goodput sending a great amount of packets. Although CUBIC

TCP is able to reach an enhanced goodput level (600 Kbps in the long term) compared

to Sack TCP, it is not able to reach its nominal value set to 800 Kbps. The oscillating

behavior of this interaction occurs because both TCP variants have an aggressive response

as a result of the congestion algorithm used in each case. The queue occupancy for this

interaction is shown on Figs. 5.2.d5 and 6.d6. As it is observed, in both cases the BE

queue is overloaded with a great number of retransmitted packets including the out-of-

profile packets generated by the RQM mechanism. This situation directly affects the

performance of the BE traffic class. The friendliness level when Hybla TCP interacts

either with Sack TCP or CUBIC TCP is deduced from analyzing the results shown in

Table 1. In all cases, the AF traffic class (using Hybla TCP) receives a higher number of

acked packets (99533, 98275 and 99135) compared to the BE traffic class (20364, 56629

and 68005). In addition, the number of AF retransmitted packets for this interaction is

highly increased (107164, 93592 and 162947) compared with the previous cases.

The results obtained with Hybla TCP are mainly caused by the combination of two

factors: the aggressiveness of Hybla TCP (analyzed in Section 4.3.1) together with the

implementation of the RQM mechanism. As the RQM mechanism allows to send out-

of-profile packets from the AF queue to the BE queue, Hybla TCP increases the rate of

retransmitted packets. Therefore, the queue occupancy is overloaded with a great number

of retransmitted packets, affecting the goodput level for the BE traffic class.

In order to know the bandwidth allocation for each traffic class considering all the

interactions Fig. 5.3 is presented.

As it can be seen, when Hybla TCP is used to transport the AF traffic class, more

bandwidth resources are assigned compared to the cases when either CUBIC TCP or

SACK TCP is used. These results lead us to avoid the use of Hybla TCP within the

high priority classes, since this variant is unable to fairly share the bandwidth with lower

priority classes.

Additionally, as it is observed on Fig. 5.3 when either Sack TCP or CUBIC TCP

is used to transport the AF traffic class, the same amount of bandwidth resources are

assigned, enhancing their friendliness level. Therefore, selecting these TCP variants would

be desirable to transport high priority traffic. Particularly, for the case when CUBIC TCP

is used to transport the AF traffic class, the simulation results enable us to observe an
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Figure 5.3: Bandwidth allocation for each traffic class considering the interaction of different
TCP variants

enhanced friendliness level showing a less aggressive behavior compared to Hybla TCP.

Moreover, as CUBIC TCP is able to keep the queue occupancy at medium levels (analyzed

in graph 6.d3), the bandwidth utilization is optimized leading to a reduction of the system

latency, being this a desirable situation when working with satellite systems. Considering

the obtained results, in the next sections Hybla TCP has been discarded considering only

Sack TCP and CUBIC TCP working in the context of the QoSatArt architecture.

5.4 Analysis of TCP variants considering traffic and band-

width variations

The scenario analyzed in this section represents a common situation present over a DVB-

S2 link, as it considers variations either in the traffic loads or the available bandwidth.

To evaluate these characteristics affecting the TCP performance, two experiments are

performed.

(i) The analysis of TCP variants considering that the EF traffic class suffers of load

variations.

(ii) The analysis of CUBIC TCP considering bandwidth fluctuations. Here, the IP sched-

uler proposed for QoSatArt is compared against a RR and WRR based schedulers.
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5.4.1 Analysis TCP variants considering EF traffic variations

This scenario analyzes the interaction between Sack TCP and CUBIC TCP working over

a scenario that implements EF traffic variations. These EF variations represent Internet

users demanding VoIP services at different time intervals. As a result, the bandwidth

requirements of each traffic class will change as a function of time. In this experiment

each traffic class starts transmitting at different time intervals: the BE traffic class starts

at the beginning of the experiment, the AF traffic class starts after 100 seconds, while

the EF traffic class starts transmitting after 200 seconds. To observe the effect of the EF

traffic variation it is implemented in a periodic cycle.

Fig. 5.4 shows the simulation results when traffic fluctuations are present.
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Figure 5.4: Goodput performance and queue occupancy considering EF traffic fluctuations
between 200 and 400 sec in a periodic cycle

Particularly, Fig 5.4.a shows the goodput in Mbps when Sack TCP is used to transport

the AF traffic class. On Fig. 5.4.b CUBIC TCP is used to transport AF traffic class. In all

cases, both TCP variants are able to use the full satellite channel capacity (2 Mbps) at the

beginning of the transmission. After 200 seconds, when the EF traffic starts transmitting

through the network, the bandwidth for the BE traffic class is reduced to guarantee the EF

traffic class. In all the cases, the AF traffic class keeps its level of goodput as a constant

value of 800 Kbps.

In addition, when the EF traffic class is not present, the BE traffic class is able to use

the remaining bandwidth that the EF traffic class has left. This expected result agrees

with the QoSatArt objectives, since the EF traffic class has priority over the lower priority

traffic classes. Moreover, in the same time interval where the EF traffic class is present

(200-400 seconds), the ability of both TCP variants (Sack TCP and CUBIC TCP) to fairly
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share the rest of the available bandwidth is shown as both of them are able to reach its

800 Kbps of goodput.

Fig. 5.4.d (right graph) shows the queue occupancy levels when considering EF traffic

variations. As it is observed, when using Sack TCP to transport the AF traffic class (Fig.

5.4.d1 and 5.4.d2), the queue occupancy reaches its limit set to 90 packets. Nevertheless,

when CUBIC TCP is used to transport the AF traffic class, its ability to keep the queue

occupancy at low levels is noticed even when the three traffic classes (EF, AF and BE) are

presented. As it is seen on Fig. 5.4.d3 and 5.4.d4 within the interval between 200 and 400

seconds. This feature is essential to achieve optimum bandwidth utilization while keeping

low system latency.

Summarizing, when the EF traffic class does not use a certain amount of bandwidth,

the BE traffic is able to take advantage of this resource, therefore the proposed QoSatArt

architecture successfully works in a scenario where EF traffic variations are present. In

addition, it is observed that CUBIC TCP is the TCP variant that has an enhanced fairness

level as it is able to fairly share the available bandwidth with other TCP variants such

as Sack TCP. In addition, CUBIC TCP is able to achieve low latency since it keeps the

queue occupancy at low-medium levels. Taking into account these conclusions, the next

test considers only the CUBIC TCP variant (to transport the AF and BE traffic) over a

bandwidth fluctuating scenario.

5.4.2 Analysis of CUBIC TCP considering bandwidth fluctuations.

The second experiment analyzes the interaction of two CUBIC TCP flows when the satel-

lite link suffers degradations due to atmospheric conditions. Particularly, the evaluated

QoSatArt satellite architecture (shown in Fig. 3.1) suffers of changes in the available link

capacity due to the presence of a heavy rain event. Here, the rain event is simulated using

a sinusoidal wave proposed in Section 4.2.2.

In particular, the QoSatArt architecture is evaluated and compared these results

against two proposals. The first comparison includes the Round Robin mechanism as

a packet scheduler together with a simple drop tail queue as a discarding mechanism.

This is called a RR-basic configuration. Similarly, the second comparison considers the

same drop tail queuing mechanism together with the Weighted Round Robin scheduler

that uses static weight values set to µEF , µAF and µBE for the EF, AF and BE traffic

classes respectively. This configuration is called a WRR-static.

Finally, a third comparison is performed considering our proposed QoSatArt design

including the AQM system, the cross-layer IP scheduler and the RQM mechanism. As it

is designed QoSatArt should enforce the priority levels taking into account the link capac-

ity variations reported by the physical layer using the proposed cross-layer optimization.

Therefore, the QoSatArt should be able to guarantee high priority traffic classes regardless

of the weather and traffic load conditions.

Fig. 5.5 shows the results corresponding to the goodput evolution and queue occupancy

when bandwidth variations are experienced.
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Figure 5.5: Goodput performance and queue occupancy results considering Cubic TCP
in a bandwidth fluctuating scenario. (a1) Scenario considering RR scheduler, (a2) Scenario
considering WRR scheduler and (d1-d2) Queue occupancy

Particularly Fig. 5.5.a1 shows the CUBIC TCP goodput level when the RR-basic

architecture is used. From these results, it is observed that the RR mechanism is not able

to guarantee the transmission rate for the AF traffic class when a bandwidth reduction

is present (see the valley of the sinusoidal wave). Similarly, the AF queue occupancy,

shown on Fig 5.5.d1, reaches its maximum level (90 packets) when a bandwidth reduction

is experienced (see the interval between 200 and 600 secs).

The main problem occurs when the link bandwidth is considerably reduced and as a

consequence the queue occupancy starts overloading. This situation is mainly because the

RR mechanism extracts a packet every time it visits each queue. As a result, all the queues

receive the same treatment. This defined priority policy does not work properly given that

all the classes obtain the same bandwidth. To address this problem, the implementation

of a WRR algorithm in which queues of the higher priority classes become much more

visited than the BE queue. In particular, the WRR weights were selected as 7, 7, and 1

for the EF, AF and BE traffic classes respectively according to the guidelines defined in

[RMMDA+12b].

Fig. 5.5.a2 and 5.5.d2 show the goodput and the queue occupancy results respectively,

when the WRR-static configuration is considered. From these results it is possible to

observe that the EF and AF traffic classes are always guaranteed, even though a severe

bandwidth reduction is present. Particularly, when the bandwidth availability is reduced

(see the valley of the sine wave), the AF traffic class is guaranteed, being able to reach its

nominal rate of 800 Kbps, while the BE traffic class is penalized, reaching only 100 Kbps.

In contrast to the case when the link capacity is increased (see the peak of the sine wave),

the AF traffic class keeps its nominal rate of 800 Kbps, while the BE traffic class uses the

remaining bandwidth.

In this context, the AF queue occupancy using CUBIC TCP, is always kept at lower

levels, as it is seen on Fig. 5.5.d2, despite the fact that the satellite systems is working on

a reduced capacity.
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5.4.3 QoSatArt: CUBIC, Sack and Compound TCP

Finally, to have a general conclusion about the CUBIC TCP performance an additional

test has been proposed. The objective is to compare the performance of CUBIC TCP

against other TCP variants working in the QoSatArt scenario in which a heavy rain event

is affecting the DVB-S2 satellite link. In this experiment Sack TCP is added again, as

it represents a baseline TCP variant. In addition, Compound TCP [TSZS06] has been

included, as it is characterized for having an enhanced congestion control algorithm and

also for being the native transport protocol of Windows 7. This TCP variant is a modified

version of Reno TCP in which a scalable delay-based component is added into the standard

TCP Reno congestion avoidance algorithm. Compound TCP has the ability to perform

estimations of queuing delay as a measure of congestion. In this way, when the queuing

delay is small, this TCP variant assumes that the links are not congested, and therefore

it will rapidly increase its window growth rate.

The simulation results of goodput and queue occupancy considering Sack, Compound

and CUBIC TCP when a heavy rain event is affecting the DVB-S2 satellite link are shown

on Fig. 5.6. Particularly, Fig. 5.6.a1 and b1 and c1 show the goodput results, using Sack

TCP, Compound TCP and CUBIC TCP respectively. In these figures, it is possible to

observe that using different TCP variants, the AF traffic class is always guaranteed over

the BE traffic class, even though a severe bandwidth reduction is present in the satellite

system (see interval between 300 to 400 seconds).

This is mainly because the proposed QoSatArt architecture allows to guarantee high

priority traffic classes. Moreover, in the cases when using either Sack TCP or Compound

TCP (5.6.a1, b1) both AF goodput patterns behaves similarly. This response is obtained

because both TCP variants design are based on the Reno TCP and therefore the classi-

cal cwnd ’s Reno saw-tooth behavior is observed, resulting thus in a oscillating goodput.

Nevertheless, when Cubic TCP is used (5.6.c1), a more stable goodput pattern is shown,

as a result of using a congestion window algorithm based on a cubic function.

In the same context, the AF queue occupancy results, using Sack TCP, Compound

TCP and CUBIC TCP, are shown on Fig. 5.6.a2, b2 and c2.

In these graphs it is possible to observe that Sack TCP has the highest level of queue

occupancy with values ranging between 58 packets. Similarly, on Fig. 5.6.b2 Compound

TCP reaches queue occupancy values ranging between 53 packets. Although this last value

is smaller compared to Sack TCP, it is higher when compared to CUBIC TCP which is

able to buffer 25 packets in its queue.

As a result, CUBIC TCP is able to provide a stable goodput level for the AF traffic

class while keeping the queue occupancy at lower levels when a DVB-S2 satellite system

experiences a heavy rain event.

Summarizing the simulation results presented in this subsection, it can be concluded

that when the proposed QoSatArt works together with the adoption of CUBIC TCP

variant, it is possible to obtain an enhanced TCP performance when the satellite link

experiences severe bandwidth reductions due to the presence of rain events.
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Figure 5.6: Goodput performance and queue occupancy results considering Sack TCP
(a1,a2), Compound TCP (b1,b2) and Cubic TCP (c1,c2) in a bandwidth fluctuating scenario.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter an analysis of several TCP variants has been performed in the context of

a QoSatArt scenario. The QoSatArt proposes an architecture developed on the SI layer,

particularly, on the network layer to provide QoS guarantees.

The TCP analysis has been performed using metrics such as goodput, queue occupancy,

delay and jitter values in order to analyze the friendliness and fairness behavior among

the interaction of several TCP variants.

Simulation results have shown that Hybla TCP shows an aggressive behavior which

adversely affects the overall satellite performance. This is mainly caused because of the

implementation of the RQM mechanism (proposed in QoSatArt Section 3.4.2) that enables

the allocation of a considerable amount of out-of-profile packets in the BE queue.

On the other hand, Sack TCP shows good fairness and friendliness level, as it is able

to fairly share the bandwidth when constant link capacity is considered.

CUBIC TCP is able to provide a stable goodput level for the AF traffic class while

keeping the queue occupancy at lower levels when a DVB-S2 satellite system experiences

bandwidth reductions.

Finally, with the simulation results presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that

when the proposed QoSatArt works together with the adoption of CUBIC TCP variant,

it is possible to obtain an enhanced TCP performance when the satellite link experiences

severe bandwidth reductions due to the presence of rain events while guaranteeing the

required QoS specification on the whole E2E path.

Taking into account the obtained results from the evaluation of standard TCP versions,

the next step in the research work considers the possibility to design a modified TCP
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variant that manage efficiently the TCP connections while dealing with QoS issues and the

intrinsic characteristics present in GEO satellite systems. Therefore in the next chapter a

proposal that considers a new TCP version based on a cross-layer design has been develop.



CHAPTER 6

XPLIT-FW a cross-layer PEP architecture

for the forward channel

TCP modifications have been investigated in order to analyze the problems introduced by

large Bandwidth-Delay product present in satellite systems, in which parameters and al-

gorithms tunning have been developed. Nonetheless, the benefits that these modifications

are able to bring are limited since they do not rely on the detailed acknowledgement of

the satellite environment and of the protocols acting below TCP.

In this context, the implementations of intermediate gateways able to manage effi-

ciently TCP connections with the adoption of mechanism aiming to translate and modify

the transport protocol format are necessary. Here, the Performance Enhanced Proxies

(PEPs) represent a suitable option for the design of QoS gateways that implements mech-

anisms at any level of the protocol stack from the transport layer down to the physical

layer. Using PEPs the TCP connection is divided into a satellite portion and a terrestrial

portion in order to isolate the long latency satellite link. PEPs are responsible for inter-

cepting, catching and acknowledging data received by senders and forwarding these data

to the receivers.

As it was previously mentioned, the long propagation delay, present in GEO satellite

systems, severely affects the TCP performance due to the intrinsic TCP design which is

determined based on the congestion window (cwnd) size.

In order to overcome TCP limitations, some authors have proposed approaches with

some degree of explicit knowledge about the network state, allowing a better optimization

of the TCP performance. This type of approaches are called cross-layer TCPs [KGC07],

in which the lower layers send feedback information to the TCP layer in order to enhance

its performance. This is done by parameterizing the TCP congestion control mechanism

including the slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery phases

and the parameters associated to each phase.

In this chapter, the XPLIT architecture developed for the DVB-S2 forward channel is

developed. It is based on PEPs and cross-layer design, following the guidelines defined

in the ETSI-BSM-QoS standard. The design includes the development of a cross-layer

83
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TCP called XPLIT-TCP, a new satellite-optimized TCP protocol that uses cross-layer

information reported by lower layers to improve the performance of TCP flows in the

satellite segment.

6.1 XPLIT-FWD scenario

The XPLIT architecture is based on splitting and cross-layer design, this has been de-

veloped for the forward channel considering a DVB-S2/ETSI-BSM QoS scenario. The

scenario is shown in Fig. 6.1 which includes a Broadband GEO satellite system working

in the Ka frequency band.

Figure 6.1: Scenario for the DVB-S2 XPLIT architecture

As it can be observed, there are two elements that manage the physical medium and

the data link layer of the satellite link: a satellite forwarder node (HUB) and a Return

Channel Satellite Terminal (RCST). Each satellite subscriber has a RCST, while the satel-

lite operator manages the HUB. The link HUB-to-RCST is called forward link and it is

defined by the DVB-S2 standard [ets04]. The RCST-to-HUB link is called return channel

and it is defined by the DVB-RCS standard [ets05a]. In practice, the HUB is located

in the infrastructure side (which belongs to the operator) where it is also connected to

the Internet. Therefore, the forward link is intensively used by satellite terminals in their

access to Internet applications and services.

PEP boxes are also included to deploy the TCP-splitting architecture, connecting the

HUB to the Internet access and the RCST terminals to the Destination Host. Here, the
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direction of the data flow considers a PEP feeder attached to the HUB at the infrastructure

side, this PEP will feed the satellite link with data. Similarly, the PEP boxes attached

to RCST terminals are called PEP sinks which are responsible for receiving data coming

from the GEO satellite.

6.2 XPLIT architecture design

The XPLIT-TCP protocol is a new satellite-optimized TCP protocol that uses cross-layer

information to improve the performance of TCP flows in the satellite segment. The cross-

layer information used by XPLIT-TCP is the buffer occupancy and the service rate (βi
and µi). It is worth mentioning that in [AMDMn+12] and [RMMDA+09], the complete

design of the XPLIT architecture is developed,together with an extensive performance

evaluation of the XPLIT-TCP variant.

The XPLIT-TCP design is based on the traditional TCP design, as it implements the

standard TCP headers, the TCP standard flow control (based on a sliding window) and

the TCP standard error control (based on retransmissions and time-outs). Nevertheless,

the XPLIT-TCP does not include probing phases as congestion control mechanisms such

as slow start or congestion avoidance. In this case, it uses two control loops to manage

the congestion changes in the satellite system. The first control loop uses periodic polling

of the cross-layer information βi and µi to regulate the slow dynamics of the system (i.e.

new TCP connections) and a second control loop to manage the fast and sudden dynamics

which are mainly due to changes of available service rate for a traffic class (i.e. burst of

packets).

In this way, the XPLIT-TCP uses the information reported by cross-layer to adjust

the congestion window value of the active senders according to the efficiency and fairness

conditions measured at each moment.

The XPLIT architecture is depicted on Fig. 6.2. As it is shown, incoming flows are

received by the PEP feeder to be forwarded through the HUB to the destination RCST.

The architecture includes XPLIT feeders allocated at the PEP feeder that send data

to the PEP sink allocated at the destination PEP, using the TCP protocol. The HUB

and the XPLIT feeder are connected through a Local Area Network (LAN).

Inside the PEP feeder, the XPLIT manager is responsible for creating a buffer for each

incoming flow represented by the combination TCP receiver - XPLIT feeder. It sends the

data to the PEP sink

The TCP segments of each incoming flow are delivered to the corresponding TCP

receiver allocated either at the PEP sink or directly at any host attached to the RCST

(see Fig. 6.1).

Using this PEP-based architecture, it is possible to run the satellite-optimized TCP

protocol XPLIT-TCP at both source and destination Hosts.

Particularly, XPLIT-TCP is centrally managed by the XPLIT manager, which initiates

the XPLIT senders and manages them during their lifetimes.
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Figure 6.2: XPLIT architecture.

XPLIT-TCP uses the standard TCP headers together with a modified congestion con-

trol algorithm. Using standard TCP headers it is possible to able XPLIT senders com-

patible with standard TCP receivers

In particular, the XPLIT manager (allocated at the PEP) computes the flight-size

packets available for each flow using the cross-layer feedback information (βi and µi)

reported at the XPLIT signaler. It externally monitors and manage the occupancy of the

different Diffserv classes allowing to fair sharing of the capacity allocated among aggregated

flows. It also considers the fairness policy to distribute this flight-size among the active

flows of each traffic class.

To provide QoS guarantees the XPLIT architecture is designed based on the DiffServ

framework. In which packet classification, marking and the definition of the DSCP field

are performed by the edge router before reaching the XPLIT feeder (see Fig. 6.1). Here,

for each PHB i, the service rate µi and the buffer occupancy βi parameters are monitored

by the XPLIT manager.

In particular, the service rate µi is computed by the IP scheduler (see also Fig. 6.2),

which controls the number of packets that have been extracted out from its queues. This
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parameter, together with the buffer occupancy level of the each Diffserv queues are stored

at the Xlayer MIB (Management Information Base).

Here, the XPLIT signaler play a crucial role to guarantee the interchange of cross-layer

information as it sends this feedback to the XPLIT manager.

Therefore the cross-layer information flows from the MAC layer at the HUB to the

Transport layer at the PEP.

It is worth mentioning that the signaling information is locally exchanged without

crossing the satellite link interface, achieving a negligible signaling overhead and a low

signaling delay. In addition, XPLIT architecture does not require to be aware about the

assignment of physical/MAC resources to traffic classes at the satellite link since this task

is performed by the ETSI-BSM QoS architecture.

To reach full satellite network exploitation XPLIT architecture is able to know and

update the currently system load (i.e. the number of packets sent but not yet acknowl-

edged) by using the cross-layer information: the buffer occupancy and the service rate

(βi and µi). Therefore, congestion losses are avoided by design while transmission losses

are managed to do not consider packet injection rate reductions preventing congestion

epochs. Based in this, XPLIT-TCP algorithm continuously manages the system load to

avoid congestion looses.

To provide a minimum user response time XPLIT-TCP does not implement probing

phases. This is done given that the currently available bandwidth is known and updated

by the cross-layer design. Therefore, the XPLIT architecture is able to manage the buffer

occupancy level to enforce the SLA specifications of each Diffserv class.

To provide an efficient resource sharing, the XPLIT-TCP decouples functions related

to efficiency (maximizing link utilization) from functions related to fairness (available

resource distribution).

Here, the XPLIT manager manages and monitors each aggregated Diffserv traffic that

enters in a queue. The scalability of the algorithm is ensured as it is not necessary to

process per flow cross-layer information, allowing to keep the signaling overhead at lower

levels. The efficiency function of XPLIT-TCP manages the total system load of each traffic

class in order to keep the suitable working point that maximizes the link utilization, while

fulfilling the QoS level specification.

On the other hand, to provide fair allocation of resources. XPLIT architecture ap-

plies the selected policy to share the available bandwidth (aggregated flight-size) among

competing flows. The fairness distribution is modified every time either the system load

(which is time-dependent) or the number of active flows change.

6.2.1 Signaling mechanism design

Fig. 6.3 illustrates the signaling mechanism used in XPLIT architecture. Similar to

QoSatArt architecture, it is based on the SNMP protocol. Here, the QoS parameters are

determined by the SLA, and any SLA variation should be handled by a SLA negotiation.
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Figure 6.3: XPLIT Signaling Mechanism.

In XPLIT architecture, it is assumed that the user terminal is capable of signaling

and managing IP QoS resource request. However, it requires prior authorization from the

Service Controller Server. The RCST terminal is responsible for requesting an application-

specific service by sending a Service request to the Controller. The service controller is in

charge of determining the QoS needs of the requested service.

In XPLIT architecture, the QoS signaling messages are sent using out-of-band signal-

ing. Here, the the Single Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [HPW02] is proposed

to transport QoS signaling. This protocol allows defining by means of the Structure Man-

agement Information (SMI) [Pre02] the allocation the cross-layer information using the

Management Information Base (MIB) unit.

The SNMP protocol is a standard management protocol which is commonly used on

networking devices with open source implementations. The SNMP can work over the TCP

protocol providing a reliable and secure signaling service while taking advantage of the

event-driven mechanism to send QoS signaling.

As it is shown on Fig. 6.3 the SNMP manager is responsible for monitoring and

managing network devices at the Management plane (M-plane). Each SNMP manager

interacts with an agent to report signaling information.

The SNMP manager is allocated at the PEP feeder while the agent processes are

allocated at the DVB-S2 gateway.

SNMP offers two ways of exchanging information: traps and polling. When using

polling,
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To request information the SNMP manager uses Get-Request messages. The agent

should respond using Get-Response messages.

Alternatively, when an event occurs on the device in which the manager must be aware,

the agent should send a Trap message to the manager, indicating the variables that have

changed.

In XPLIT, the XL-Manager periodically polls the bandwidth availability COUT stored

in the MIB The signaler agent responds to the XL-Manager sending a Get-Response

message with the updated values.

6.3 XPLIT-TCP Congestion Control mechanism

The XPLIT-TCP protocol sets the congestion window value externally provided by the

cross-layer XPLIT architecture. XPLIT-TCP uses a congestion control algorithm that

implements two control loops in order to manage variations of the system parameters.

XPLIT-TCP uses a window-based algorithm to ensure network stability while reducing

bandwidth estimations sensitivity.

6.3.1 System model and analysis

The design the XPLIT congestion control algorithm considers the queue model depicted

in Fig. 6.4. It considers a single Diffserv queue of the Satellite Independent (SI) network

layer. The SI queues are controlled by the QoS IP scheduler which continuously decides

the assigned service rate to each class, allowing to manage Diffserv classes separately.

Bi

DiffServ Class i

RTTmin

βi (t)

µi (t)λi (t)

Figure 6.4: System model for a SI queue

Here, λi(t) is the packet arrival rate for traffic class i, µi(t) is the service rate for traffic

class i, βi(t) is the level of occupancy of queue i, Bi is the size of queue i and RTTmin is

the two-way propagation delay or minimum Round Trip Time1.

1The RTTmin is around 520 ms in the GEO satellite scenario.
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The system load is expressed by the number of packets that have been sent but not

yet acknowledged, for each Diffserv traffic class i at instant t (see Eq. 6.1):

Li(t) = µi(t) ·RTTmin + βi(t) = BDPi(t) + βi(t) (6.1)

Where the Bandwidth-Delay-Product (BDP) is set by the product of the service rate

and the RTTmin. On the other hand, the maximum system load available for a traffic

class i at instant t is:

Lmax
i (t) = µi(t) ·RTTmin +Bi (6.2)

Basically, the XPLIT-TCP congestion control algorithm regulates the congestion win-

dow of the senders of each traffic class to enforce the system to work at a reference load

level defined by Lref
i (t). This reference level or working point is expressed as:

Lref
i (t) = µi(t) ·RTTmin + βref

i 0 ≤ βref
i ≤ Bi (6.3)

Where Lref
i (t) ≤ Lmax

i (t), and βref
i are calculated as a function of the SLA require-

ments of the Diffserv class i. Eq. 6.3 also represents the desired in flight-size value. In this

way, the number of packets of the traffic class i is able to keep the buffer occupancy at the

reference level βref
i in order to have a complete link utilization. This efficiency function

of XPLIT-TCP manages the total system load of each traffic class in order to keep the

established working point Lref
i (t). .

On the other hand, the XPLIT architecture is able to apply any desired SLA policy

to share the aggregated flight-size available. One strategy to share the system load is to

equally distribute the available bandwidth among the active flows. This is done every time

either the system load or the number of active flows change.

Therefore, if there are Ni(t) active connections of traffic class i at instant t, then the

congestion window of each active flow cwndi(t) fulfill the following equation:

Lref
i (t) = Ni(t) · cwndi(t) (6.4)

And therefore,

cwndi(t) =
Lref
i (t)

Ni(t)
=

µi(t) ·RTTmin + βref
i

Ni(t)
(6.5)

As a result the cwndi(t) value represents the congestion window per flow, which is the

the control signal to manage the system load. In this particular case this value is the same

for all the flows as the system load is equally distributed.

However, when using cwndi(t) as control signal it is important to consider that sudden

increments of this window will generate burst of packets. Although the design of the

congestion control algorithm is able to tailor the allocated resources in the steady state, in

the transient state the HUB could receive a burst of packets generating buffer overflows.
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To solve this in XPLIT architecture, the use of packet pacing as rate control mechanism

is proposed.

6.3.2 Rate control mechanism

In this case, a delay is added between the transmission of successive packets. This delay,

noted as δi(t), is called spreading time which is time-dependent and class-dependent. This

value is set considering the worst case situation in which the system queue is empty. In

this situation, the system must be fill with packets in order to reach the desired working

point Lref
i (t) considering the RTTmin.

Therefore, the maximum rate required of an aggregated packet arrival is set by Eq.

6.6:

λmax
i (t) =

Lref
i (t)

RTTmin
=

Ni(t) · cwndi(t)
RTTmin

(6.6)

In this situation, the satellite system is able to work in self-clocking stage during a

RTTmin. Using λmax
i (t) it is possible to fill the link capacity assigned to the class i

completely, while keeping the corresponding DiffServ queue close to the βref
i reference

level during a RTTmin.

Finally, the inverse of the spreading time per flow is set equal to the maximum packet

arrival rate per flow, which is the maximum aggregated packet arrival rate divided by the

number of active flows:

1

δi(t)
=

λmax
i (t)

Ni(t)
(6.7)

From (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7), it is possible to obtain the expression for the spreading

time for the flows of class i:

δi(t) =
RTTmin

cwndi(t)
=

RTTmin

(µi(t) ·RTTmin + βref
i )/Ni(t)

(6.8)

Here, it is important to consider that small variations in the two-way propagation

delay RTTmin generates similar variations of the system load. As a result the working

point Lref
i (t) in the satellite system defined by Eq. (6.5) must consider these changes.

To complement the XPLIT-TCP design, two different control loops (not performed

simultaneously) in the system are considered:

(i) The Periodic Management control loop is defined to monitor the current system load.

It compares this value with the desired reference load and performs the necessary

actions to modify if necessary the system parameters.

(ii) The Event Management control loop is defined to perform system modifications

triggered by specific events, such as important service rate variations or changes in

the number of active flows.
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6.3.3 Periodic Management

In a real DVB-S2/ETSI-BSM QoS system there are some phenomena that cannot be

parameterized and thus they cannot be directly analyzed by the proposed system model.

These situations generates errors in defining the buffer occupancy level of the Diffserv

queues.

For instance, smooth changes in the satellite orbit generates slow variations of the two-

way propagation delay, which in turn introduce small disturbances of the working point

Lref
i (t).

On the other hand, either inaccurate measurements or slow variations of the service

rate due to gradual changes of ModCods can also cause small disturbances of the working

point Lref
i (t).

Furthermore, unregulated traffic generated by Customer Premises Equipment (CPEs)

in the forward link (i.e ACK packets) requires a small fraction of the available resources.

The main effect that these situation generates in the proposed model is that the buffer

occupancy is not able to be positioned at its reference value βref
i .

In order to correct these queue position errors εi(t), the proposed design periodically

polls the buffer occupancy βi(t) to perform correction actions if necessary.

Let us assume that the polling interval Tpoll occurs at instant n. Then, the queue

position error can be defined in terms of n as:

εi(n) = βi(n)− βref
i (6.9)

Therefore, if there is a queue position error, the efficiency controller corrects the pre-

vious reference load level to compensate the observed error. Then, the fairness controller

distributes the updated system load among the active flows of the class. Summarizing, the

correction action carried out over flows at the n− th instant of polling can be calculated

as follows:

cwndi(n) = cwndi(n− 1)− εi(n)

Ni(n)
(6.10)

The previous window correction restores the buffer occupancy to βref
i . Notice that if

βi(n) = βref
i , then the window correction is not necessary because cwndi(n) = cwndi(n−

1). But if βi(n) 6= βref
i , this means that the system is experiencing some unparameterized

phenomena necessary to correct.

An important issue now is which is the suitable Tpoll for the algorithm. Tpoll must be

chosen in such a way that two successive control actions do not interfere with each other.

Next, we are going to show that it is enough to take a Tpoll greater or equal than RTTmin.

This will assure that the system has reached the working point according to the last

control action performed. To show this, we have to distinguish between two cases because

the system exhibits different dynamics for increments and decrements of the congestion

window.
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The first case is when εi(n) < 0, in which the queue is emptying below βref
i . According

to Equation (6.10), the control action determines that the congestion window has to be

increased to make the queue reach again βref
i , so cwndi(n) > cwndi(n − 1). This means

that the senders must increase the system load. As previously mentioned, our algorithm is

designed with packet pacing to avoid packet bursts. Anyway, our packet pacing mechanism

is designed for the worst case possible in which we have to introduce all the system load in

a RTTmin. Therefore, any fraction of the total load can be restored in less time. Hence,

we can consider RTTmin as the lower bound for Tpoll.

The second case is when εi(n) > 0, in which the queue is filling beyond βref
i . According

to Equation (6.10) the control action determines that the congestion window has to be

decreased, so cwndi(n) < cwndi(n − 1). This means that we must decrease the system

load.

However, increasing and decreasing the congestion window are not symmetric opera-

tions. While in the former we use the spreading factor to increase the packet arrival rate

λi(t), in the latter the packet arrival rate is enforced to be zero until the packets that

caused the queue position error εi(n) leave the corresponding queue. Notice that these

packets will be able to leave the queue and get into the link in an RTTmin if:

εi(n) < BDPi(n) (6.11)

On the other hand, the maximum positive error between two polling instants is bounded

by the physical limits of the corresponding queue:

εmax
i = Bi − βref

i (6.12)

Therefore, to meet Equation (6.11) in any case, the maximum possible error has to be

lower than the minimum possible BDP:

εmax
i = Bi − βref

i < BDP min
i (6.13)

From the previous expression, we can define a minimum service rate µmin
i :

µmin
i =

Bi − βref
i

RTTmin
(6.14)

If µi(t) > µmin
i , we can assure that exceeding packets will leave their corresponding

queue in less than an RTTmin. Thus, in this case it is also enough to set Tpoll to one

RTTmin.

Finally, there is a special case that is when µi(t) < µmin
i . In this case, we can consider

that the queue is stalled, and we need to define an specific procedure to handle this

situation. This procedure is as follows:
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1. First, when the system detects that µi(t) < µmin
i , the reference system load is

recalculated following Equation (6.3), which yields the following condition:

Lref
i (t)

∣∣
µi(t)≤µmin

i
≤ µmin

i ·RTTmin + βref
i (6.15)

2. Next, the new system load is distributed among active flows following Equation (6.5).

3. Then, the polling control loop is deactivated because while the queue is stalled it

cannot be assured that the system has reached the working point according to the

last control action performed.

4. Finally, there are not corrective actions until the queue is served above the minimum

service rate.

An important additional result that we can assure by construction of our algorithm is

that there is not going to be congestion (buffer overflow) while the queue is stalled. This

is demonstrated applying Equation (6.14) to Condition (6.15), which yields:

Lref
i (t)

∣∣
µi(t)≤µmin

i
≤ Bi (6.16)

As it is shown in the previous equation, when the queue is stalled, the system load

of each Diffserv class can be always accommodated within its corresponding queue. So

then, summarizing the previous discussion, we set Tpoll to be equal to RTTmin and we

activate or deactivate the polling mechanism after the service rate goes above or below

the threshold µmin
i .

To complete the design of the periodic management, there is still an important issue

that has to be considered. We can correct slow variations caused by the unparameterized

phenomena with polling. However, a relevant change in the system load between polling

intervals cannot be properly managed if the system load variation is big enough. In this

case, if the XPLIT manager is not aware of this situation, we might have buffer overflows

(congestion) or buffer underflows (not full link exploitation).

The parameter that can cause a critical and sudden change of the system load is the

service rate in a DVB-S2/ETSI-BSM QoS scenario. Let us consider that we are at the

beginning of the n−th polling interval, and at this precise moment, the system is regulated

to βref
i and µi(n). Let us consider the worse case, in which the service rate changes to

µi → µi +∆µi just after applying the window correction. Then, we will have two critical

bounds for ∆µi:

• ∆µu
i , which is an increment of ∆µi that will cause a buffer underflow because the

actual service rate is faster.

• −∆µo
i , which is a decrement of ∆µi that will cause a buffer overflow because the

actual service rate is slower.
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To calculate these bounds, we have to remember that the maximum excess of packets

that we can allow to be accumulated during a polling interval is Bi − βref
i , while the

minimum deficit of packets that we can allow during a polling interval is −βref
i . Expressing

these conditions over the position error:

−βref
i ≤ εi(n) ≤ Bi − βref

i ∀n (6.17)

Considering Tpoll = RTTmin, we can obtain the critical bounds for the service rate

variations:

∆µu
i =

βref
i

RTTmin
(6.18)

∆µo
i =

Bi − βref
i

RTTmin
(6.19)

The previous bounds define the maximum variations of the service rate allowed while

using polling2. Service rates variations above the critical bounds must trigger a trap

message to start the event management control loop for quick reaction, which is described

in the next section.

6.3.4 Event Management

We define an event as a significant change of the system settings. In particular, XPLIT

considers two events: a variation of the service rate that triggers a trap message, and a

modification in the number of active connections. The system should be informed about

these events to avoid possible buffer overflows or underflows, and to fairly exploit available

resources. The reaction to an event is a resizing of the windows of senders according to

the new parameters (whose nominal values are explicitly known).

In the first case, a service rate variation that triggers a trap message, the correction

action consists in computing the new reference load level Lref
i (t) (according to Equation

(6.3)) and then, resizing the window (according to Equation (6.5)). After this resizing,

the new window can be increased or decreased. The question now is that we need to

know which is the minimum time that we have to wait before we can restart the periodic

management. This is necessary because we need to ensure that the system is properly set

before applying any new control action.

As previously mentioned, window increases and window decreases are not symmetric

operations in window-based rate congestion control algorithms. If the window is increased,

recall that XPLIT, by design, has a waiting time of one RTTmin in the worst case. Re-

member also that if the window is decreased, the working point is also reached in less

than RTTmin if µi(t) > µmin
i , where µmin

i has been defined in Equation (6.14). In case

µi(t) < µmin
i , the queue is stalled and then, we have to invoke the specific procedure

2A typical setting for the Best Effort traffic class is to use βref
i = Bi/2. In this particular case, we can

define a common bound ∆µi = ∆µo
i = ∆µu

i .
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described in the previous section to handle this situation in which there are no corrective

actions to perform until this condition changes.

On the other hand, there are also events produced by a modification of the number

of active connections. In this case, the XPLIT manager receives registration and unreg-

istration events from the XPLIT sender processes (see Fig. 6.3). More specifically, a

registration event is generated when new data packets arrive from an Internet source to a

XPLIT sender process. Similarly, an unregistration event is generated when the Internet

source host is not feeding the XPLIT sender process (i.e. the TCP connection ends or

it goes idle). The XPLIT senders inform the XPLIT manager about these registrations

and unregistrations. A signaling protocol is not needed to inform the XPLIT manager

since this communication takes place within a unique host. In this case, any Inter-Process

Communication (IPC) mechanism can be used. Notice also that registration/unregistra-

tion events do not imply changes in the system load but only a different way of sharing

this load. In other words, the variation of Ni(t) is related to fairness among active con-

nections. In particular, if we apply a fairness policy in which the system load is evenly

distributed among the active flows of a traffic class, we can use Equation (6.5) to update

the congestion window of each flow of each traffic class.

Once again, a window update may result in a window increase or in a window decrease,

which are not symmetric operations. When there is a new active connection, the windows

of the previously active connections will be decreased to accommodate the new one. After

applying the window update, XPLIT, as a window control mechanism, will prevent the

previously active connections from sending packets until there is enough room for the

packets of the new connection. In case there is one active connection less, the window of

the active senders have to be increased. However, this action should not be performed

immediately because there are still in flight packets of the exiting connection. To be

conservative, before increasing the window of the remaining active senders, XPLIT waits

enough time to ensure that the share of the leaving connection has left the queue. Given

that the packet injection rate of active connections is maintained, the system must wait

for βref
i /µi(t). Notice that after this time, there will be room in the queue to immediately

accommodate all the additional packets that result of the window increase. Once applied

the window update, the periodic management can be activated again after a RTTmin.

Finally, we have to study the response timeliness to events of our system. As previously

stated, there are two type of events: variations on the available service rate and variations

on the number of active connections. Regarding the former type of events, the response

timeliness of our system when there is a variation on the number of active connections is

almost immediate since this is a local event for the XPLIT manager. Regarding the latter,

variations on the available service rate are more critical. This is due to, these events are

notified via trap messages, which are not local communications. For this reason, we have

to study the signaling strategy when there are events of this kind.

More specifically, the response timeliness in this critical case is determined by the

signaling delay Tsig between the XPLIT signaler (placed at the Hub) and the XPLIT

manager (see Fig. 6.3). During Tsig the packet arrival rate λi and the service rate µi are
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mismatched and the queue variation is (λi − µi)t = ∆µit. While the XPLIT manager

is not aware of this situation, we have to avoid two critical situations: buffer overflows

(congestion) and buffer underflows (not full link exploitation). Recall that Equations

(6.18) and (6.19) defined the critical bounds for the service rate variation that could be

managed by the polling mechanism. Following a similar reasoning, we can obtain new

critical bounds (∆µu′
i ,∆µo′

i ) for the service rate variations that can be managed with our

signaling mechanism due to the the signaling delay Tsig:

∆µu′
i =

βref
i

Tsig
(6.20)

∆µo′
i =

Bi − βref
i

Tsig
(6.21)

Let us define α as Tsig = α ·RTTmin. In practice, Tsig is about few milliseconds, whilst

the RTTmin in our scenario is about half a second, therefore α ≈ 10−2. For example, if

we use Bi = BDPi and βref
i = Bi/2, then,

∆µu
i = ∆µo

i =
µi

2
(6.22)

and

∆µu′
i = ∆µo′

i =
µi

2α
≈ 50µi (6.23)

As it is observed, the polling mechanism is able to correct slow variations under a 50%

of the working service rate, avoiding buffer underflows and overflows. On its side, the trap

mechanism can correct quick variations from a 50% to a 5000% of the working service

rate, also avoiding buffer underflows and overflows.

6.4 XPLIT performance results (DVB-S2)

In this section, the performance evaluation results of XPLIT architecture is performed.

These results have been taken in a variety of conditions, which include short-lived con-

nections, long-lived connections, sets of competing flows, rain events, highly dynamic web

traffic and high error rates. For comparison purposes, some of these results are compared

with a TCP splitting solution that does not use cross-layer. As it will be shown, the

architecture performs extremely well under all these situations, achieving almost the ideal

behavior for throughput, user response time and fairness. The results included in this

article has been obtained using our NS-2 [DP06] implementation of the XPLIT architec-

ture. However, a more extensive document with more results and a proof-of-concept of

the architecture using the NS-2 emulation mode and an external emulator for the DVB-S2

link called AINE [Pa10] is publicly available in the final report of the ARTES project of

the European Spatial Agency (ESA) that funded this research (”IP-friendly cross-layer

optimization of adaptive satellite systems“) [esa07].
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Regarding the evaluation criteria, short-lived and long-lived connections are consid-

ered. This classification is also used by other authors to validate their proposals [Saa03,

OK04]. Short-lived connections are TCP connections that use HTTP to transfer up to

some kilobytes. Short-transfers can be further classified in three types depending on the

number of objects included in the main web page. On the other hand, long-lived connec-

tions are used to transfer large files. A TCP connection is considered long-lived if it has

enough duration to complete the slow start phase of a standard TCP and to reach a trans-

mission rate close to the available network bandwidth. To maintain a similar taxonomy,

three transfer sizes have also been specified for long-lived connections. Table 6.1 shows

these transfer sizes. The number of bytes for each case has been calculated using the MSS

previously specified.

Table 6.1: Transfer sizes for Short-lived and Long-lived connections

Label Short-lived conn. Long-lived conn.

small 12132 bytes 1 Mbytes
medium 88968 bytes 10 Mbytes
large 148280 bytes 50 Mbytes

On the other hand, the response time is the metric used to measure the connection

performance. This metric is defined as the time that a connection takes to transmit a file.

In practice, the transfer is considered finished when the last ACK is received by the HUB.

Finally, it is worth to mention that some of the results presented in this section are

compared with a baseline TCP splitting scenario that uses a standard Reno TCP with

especial enhancements for satellite networks. These enhancements consider an initial con-

gestion window (IW) of up to 2 segments or 4Kbytes.

Other enhancements added to the TCP baseline for high performance over broadband

satellite networks are the window scaling and the time-stamp options proposed in [JBB92].

These enhancements are recommended for best practice in satellite communications. In

addition, we also consider the Selective Acknowledgments (SACK) option for the baseline

configuration. Using the SACK option, the receiver can inform the sender about arbitrary

segments that have been received, regardless of the order in which they arrived. From

here on, we will name the previous baseline configuration as Standard TCP Splitting.

6.4.1 Short-lived Connections

Fig. 6.5 shows the transfer time evolution for short-lived connections. In the case of

XPLIT, as it is shown on Fig. 6.5(a), all connections show a common latency of 1.5

RTTmin, which corresponds to the connection establishment. We can also observe that the

transfer time increases linearly with the file size. We obtain the link utilization computing

the slope of the graph, which is roughly 333 packets/s. This is almost the fully utilization

of the link (333.33 packets/s).
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Figure 6.5: Transfer times for short-lived connections

On the other hand, Fig. 6.5(b) shows the behavior of the baseline Standard TCP

Splitting for short-lived connections. We can observe that it exhibits the classical slow

start phase during all the transfer time, which causes a high response time. The SACK

mechanism does not operate because there are no losses for short-lived connections.

Table 6.2: Transfer time for short-lived connections.

Transfer Std TCP XPLIT %
size (bytes) Splitting arch. improv.

improv.

Small 12132 0.55 s 0.04 s 92.7
Medium 88968 2.15 s 0.19 s 91.16
Large 148280 2.65 s 0.32 s 87.9

Finally, Table 6.2 shows the comparison between the transfer time for XPLIT and

the Standard TCP Splitting, and the improvement achieved by XPLIT. Notice that the

transfer time improvement is around 90% when using our XPLIT architecture for short-

lived connections (we have not considered the common latency of 1.5 RTTmin due to

connection establishment).

6.4.2 Long-lived Connections

Fig. 6.6 shows the transfer time evolution for long-lived connections for XPLIT and for

the baseline Standard TCP Splitting. For these simulations, we have used a buffer of 200

packets (roughly BDP), which enables the baseline Standard TCP Splitting to use the full

link capacity. On the other hand, for comparison purposes, XPLIT is configured to use a

reference value of half the buffer size βref = BDP/2.
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Figure 6.6: Transfer times for long-lived connections

Fig. 6.6(a) depicts the transfer time evolution for long-lived connections using our

XPLIT architecture. As it is shown, the connection establishment is the only delay in the

transfer time with respect to the ideal case. For instance, taking one of the cases of Fig.

6.6(a), the transfer time for 719 packets is 2.95 s. If we subtract the 1.5 RTTmin connection

establishment latency, the transfer time is 2.17 s. In an ideal link with a transmission rate

of 333.33 pkts/s, the transfer time for 719 packets is 2.16 s. This result shows the excellent

performance obtained in our XPLIT architecture.

We compare these results with the transfer times for long-lived connections of a baseline

Standard TCP Splitting scenario depicted on Fig. 6.6(b). In this case, transfer times are

significantly increased due to the slow start phase of the baseline standard TCP and to

the connection establishment latency.

It is worth to mention that the system is configured with a buffer of BDP in order

to obtain the maximum performance of the baseline Standard TCP Splitting algorithm.

When the buffer is empty, a packet suffers a delay of one RTTmin, while when the buffer

is full the packet suffers a delay of two RTTmin, which yields a mean packet latency of 1.5

RTTmin (where RTTmin = 0.520s). Decreasing this buffer size to reduce packet latency

will cause the baseline Standard TCP Splitting not to fully exploit the link. On the other

hand, our XPLIT architecture uses a βref of half the buffer size, which causes a delay of

1.5 RTTmin for all the packets. The XPLIT algorithm can also be configured with a lower

βref to reduce packet latency without link underutilization.

Table 6.3 shows a summary of transfer times for long-lived connections using the Stan-

dard TCP Splitting and XPLIT, and the improvement achieved by XPLIT. These transfer

times have been calculated without considering the common latency of 1.5 RTTmin. For

long-lived connections that transfer small size files, the transfer time enhancement can

reach figures above the 50%. As shown in Table 6.3, the long-term behavior of both ar-

chitectures (XPLIT and Standard TCP Splitting) is similar for large size files. This is

because the error probability is approximately null in the DVB-S2 scenario. In this case,

the enhancement of XPLIT is mainly due to the fact that we do not have slow start. As
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Table 6.3: Long-lived connection transfer times.

Transfer Std TCP XPLIT %
size (bytes) Splitting arch. improv.

Small size 1000 4.74 s 2.17 s 54.2
Medium size 10000 27.43 s 21.56 s 21.4
Large size 50000 113.6 s 107.2 s 5.2

a result, the impact of the slow start is less important for large size files. However, the

baseline TCP exhibits more latency and a poor performance when there are bandwidth

variations, while XPLIT perfectly follows these bandwidth variations.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a cross-layer PEP architecture is proposed to provide QoS guarantees for

TCP flows in the context of the ETSI-BSM-QoS satellite system. The design is focused

on the SI layers which is based on a cross-layer optimization. It proposes a cross-layer

TCP protocol (called XPLIT-TCP) that uses two control loops to properly manage the

system load. The architecture design considers the use of PEPs, as mandatory elements to

continuously update the service rate and buffer occupancy values for achieving an efficient

and fair bandwidth allocation. The adoption of such architecture allows to guarantee QoS

requirements for several DiffServ-TCP flows while keeping the dynamics of the system in

control.

The proposed XPLIT-TCP protocol is evaluated in the context of the XPLIT archi-

tecture using the NS-2 simulation tool. Simulation results have shown that the proposed

XPLIT-TCP variant is able to fairly share available bandwidth over the DVB-S2 forward

channel with practically none congestion losses, while having a constant bounded delay

per each DiffServ queue. Moreover, it has been identified that both parameters: the buffer

occupancy and the service rate (βi and µi) are the only required cross-layer parameters

to provide optimized congestion control functions.

In the next chapter the design of the XPLIT architecture is developed considering the

intrinsic characteristics present for the DVB-RCS return channel.
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XPLIT-RCS a cross-layer PEP architec-

ture for the return channel

The Digital Video Broadcasting-Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS) link, which repre-

sents the bottleneck due to its limited capacity, plays a crucial role in order to provide

access to a large number of end-users using the uplink channel. However, one of the most

important issues to consider in order to provide interactive multimedia services (such

as VoIP) over BSM satellite systems, it is the necessity for supporting on-demand QoS

guarantees.

Given that the DVB-RCS link bandwidth is shared among several RCSTs, it is neces-

sary to use Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) techniques controlled by the Network Control

Center (NCC) to assign the required amount of bandwidth requested by each RCST.

In this way, the DVB-RCS standard [ets05a] proposes the use of the Demand Assign-

ment Multiple Access (DAMA) techniques in order to allow the interactivity supported

by different types of services, while enabling the management of the satellite resources

efficiently.

In particular, when working with the DAMA scheme, the RCST is responsible for

analyzing, estimating and requesting the required capacity for uplink transmissions to the

NCC. This is done, each time a RCST requires sending data to a destination host. Here,

the NCC is responsible for allocating the return channel time slots based on each request,

while informing all the RCSTs about the allowable transmissions slots. This is done using

the Terminal Burst Time Plan (TBTP) messages sent over the forward channel. Each

RCST receives the allocated TBTP slots and therefore these only transmit data during

the allocated slots.

The DVB-RCS standard [ets05a] defines four main capacity allocation types over the

return link. Such allocations types can be used to apply different QoS degrees over the

return channel. These are supported by the DAMA protocol such as: Continuous Rate

Assignment (CRA), Rate-Based Dynamic Capacity (RBDC) Volume Based Dynamic Ca-

pacity (VBDC) and Free Capacity Assignment (FCA).

103
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• The CRA class implements a static and constant rate capacity and it is no subject

of dynamic request. It is used for the highest priority delay-sensitive user traffic that

requires a fixed guaranteed rate, minimum delay and minimum delay jitter.

• The RBDC class is used for high priority variable rate traffic that can tolerate the

dynamic response time latency of the dynamic MAC scheduler. It provides dynamic

rate assignment (in slots/frames) in response to dynamic request from a ST in order

to track the instantaneous traffic rate. It is used for traffic that does not demand a

fixed guarantee rate, and supports the minimum scheduling latency delay.

• The VBDC class is used for traffic that can tolerate delay and jitter effects (i.e. BE

traffic). VBDC capacity is provided in response to dynamic volume request from

each Return Channel Satellite Terminal (RCST) to the MAC scheduler. The VBDC

capacity is not guaranteed as it is assigned as BE capacity within the available

resources, after satisfying the total CRA and RBDC.

• Finally, the FCA class uses the capacity that has not been allocated from one or

more RCST. This assignment is not explicitly requested by the RCST because, the

capacity assignment to the FCA class comes from the capacity which would be

otherwise unused.

In particular, when dealing with the provisioning of QoS guarantees, the CRA and

RBDC types can offer different guarantees, while the VBDC and FCA types represent the

best effort services. In this way, either the RBDC or the VDBC are based on capacity

requests, while the CRA and FCA types do not involve capacity requests and therefore

may reduce the delay.

In this chapter, an extension of the XPLIT architecture called XPLIT-RCS, developed

for the return channel is presented. This represents a complementary configuration work-

ing together with the forward channel (previously described on Chapter 6). This return

channel design is also based on PEPs and cross-layer techniques. Hence, the XPLIT-RCS

architecture design considers the DAMA techniques on the return link to manage the

bandwidth assignment required by each RCST terminal to meet its demands.

In this scenario, it is important to bear in mind the effects that the DAMA techniques

may introduce [LRF09], [GPS06]. As it may generate variable RTTs and higher propaga-

tion delays, consequently adding strong and abrupt variations in the available bandwidth

[ipe05]. In addition, one of the main concerns when using DAMA protocol is the delay

accumulation [GWE+09] that can severely affect the performance of the TCP protocol.

The XPLIT-RCS architecture is developed based on a collaborative design between the

PEP and the RCST terminal. In order to improve the performance of the return satellite

channel, the XPLIT-TCP variant (previously described on Section 6.3) has been selected

as a satellite-optimized TCP protocol that uses cross-layer information reported by lower

layers to improve the performance of TCP flows in the satellite segment.

The XPLIT-RCS architecture design is developed in compliance with the ETSI-BSM-

QoS [10205], the standard DVB-RCS [ets05a] and the I-PEP specification defined by the
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SatLabs working group [Sat08] in order to enhance TCP transmissions, while proving QoS

guarantees over the return satellite channel.

In this way, the I-PEP specification defined by the SatLabs working group [Sat08],

specifies a concept called Interoperable PEP that defines the basic procedures and protocol

messages exchanged over the air interface between the satellite terminal and the Hub

station. This is done in order to adapt a suitable transmission protocol used for satellite

communications via the DVB-RCS link, while maintaining backward compatibility with

standard TCP variants and the Space Communications Protocol Specifications- Transport

Protocol (SCPS-TP) [SBB06].

7.1 XPLIT-RCS scenario

The XPLIT-RCS architecture is developed based on a collaborative design between the

PEP and the RCST terminal. In particular, both elements are set up inside the Customer

Premises Equipment (CPE), which is allocated at the terrestrial segment. This is done in

order to allow satellite operators to easily adopt the proposed architecture and algorithms

with low deployment cost.

The topology defined for the development of the XPLIT-RCS architecture design is

shown in Fig. 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Topology for the XPLIT-RCS architecture
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This topology considers two GEO satellite equipments in the Ka band (30/20 GHz),

working in a transparent multi-beam architecture. Here, two remote sources send data to

a destination allocated at the Internet side by means of the return satellite channel. For

clarity purposes, the DVB-S2 forward links are also depicted on Fig. 7.1.

In the subscriber-side, each RCST is defined as a mandatory element for managing the

satellite Mac/Phy layers. Similarly, the PEP feeder, represented by a CPE-PEP box, is

defined to manage and control the parameters to efficiently manage the TCP transmission

at the return link.

The RCST is responsible for sending the data to the Hub by means of the DVB-RCS

return satellite channel. Each data transmission preformed by the RCST is controlled by

the NCC, with the support of the BoD mechanism based on the the DAMA protocol, to

share the radio spectrum among the remote users.

Here, the NCC plays a key role for the operational and managements tasks performed

by the satellite operator, which allows to manage the functional parameters to establish

priority levels and traffic rates according to the defined Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Such specifications, are set up each time a RCST terminal is logged into the Hub for

guaranteeing the different traffic classes over the return link.

Moreover, the assignment of resources to each satellite terminal is dynamically con-

trolled by the NCC. This is done based on the capacity requests made to the NCC and the

boundary values negotiated during the connection establishment. These assignments are

conditioned by the availability of resources at the return channel. On Fig. 7.1, the trans-

mitted data arrives at the Hub which is responsible for managing the TCP connections

using the PEP sink, while routing the data through the Internet cloud to the destination

terminal.

7.2 XPLIT-RCS architecture functional blocks

The XPLIT-RCS architecture design is depicted on Fig. 7.2. As it is shown, incoming

flows are received by the PEP feeder to be forwarded through the RCST to the destination

host.

In particular, this PEP uses TCP feeders to allow interoperability among standard

TCP versions and the XPLIT-TCP protocol (described in subsection 6.3). The physical

connection between the RCST and the PEP is performed by means of a Local Area

Network (LAN).

With the aim of guaranteeing the Interactive Satellite Network (ISN) operation, the

satellite resources utilization is managed using Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) schemes

between the RCST and the NCC. These BoD functions are allocated at the Satellite

Media Access Control (SMAC) layer, as it is shown on Fig 7.2.

The BoD scheme considers a set of MAC protocols and algorithms that allow each

RCST requests the NCC to provide the satellite resources, every time the transport of

traffic is needed. Here, the use of DAMA techniques are adopted to improve the utilization

of satellite resources when different traffic classes are present.
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Figure 7.2: XPLIT-RCS architecture design

Inside the RCST (at the SMAC layer), the QoS blocks and their functionalities are

defined, as a part of the proposed cross-layer design (see Fig 7.2). At the SI layer, the

packet classifier, the QoS manager, the set of DiffServ queues and the IP scheduler are set

up. At the SD layer, the DAMA buffers are allocated considering three queues supporting

different DAMA assignment types. Here, packets wait to be forwarded to the destination

host using the MAC scheduler.

Without lost of generality, at the SI layers, the set of DiffServ traffic classes have been

reduced to three which are related to the EF, AF and BE DiffServ traffic classes. Similarly,

at the SMAC layer, three physical queues are set up, which are associated with the RCA,

RBDC and VBDC capacity types.

It is worth mentioning that the XPLIT-RCS architecture design complies with the

ETSI-BSM-QoS functional architecture supported by the standards ETSI TS 102 157

[ETS03] and ETSI TS 102 462 [10205].

7.2.1 The QoS mapping design

In order to match the DiffServ forwarding requirements at the SI layers, the QoS traffic

classes are appropriately mapped into the DAMA capacity types supported by the MAC

scheduler.
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The QoS mapping between DiffServ classes and DVB-RCS capacity assignments types

are defined following the guidelines provided in [M M08] and [Sat08]. In general higher

priority service classes are associated with guaranteed capacity such as the CRA or RBDC

types, while lower priority capacity are predominately given by the BE capacity such as

the VBDC and FCA types.

In particular, the design of the XPLIT-RCS architecture considers the QoS require-

ments (delay characteristics) in order to define the mapping of the MAC capacity assign-

ment into the DiffServ capacity types. Therefore, the EF traffic class is mapped into the

CRA capacity assignment, the AF traffic class is mapped into the RBDC capacity type

and the BE traffic class is mapped into the VBDC capacity type. The QoS Mapping

between the DiffServ traffic classes and the DAMA capacity assignments, considering the

delay constraint characteristics are specified on Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: QoS Mapping between DiffServ traffic classes and DAMA capacity assignments

IP App Acceptable Delay DiffServ class DAMA type

VoIP 300 ms EF CRA
HTTP or Video server 850 ms AF RBDC

FTP server not controlled BE VBDC

7.2.2 The queue design

The design showed on Fig 7.2 depicts the QoS buffers and the DAMA buffers separately,

which are allocated at the SI and the SMAC layers respectively. Nevertheless, in most of

the cases, the CPE is configured considering joint queues, allowing to have one queue for

each traffic class.

In this context, to fully exploit the satellite link [LM97], [MSMO97] at the return

channel, the buffer sizes are set up considering:

• That the first packet in the system (considering that it is empty) takes 2×RTTmin

to be confirmed at the sender side by receiving its corresponding ACK message. This

value includes the time a DAMA capacity assignment takes place (which is set to

1 × RTTmin), given that the first packet requires to be assigned with the capacity

provided by the NCC. Here, RTTmin represents the two-way propagation delay or

minimum Round Trip Time (set to 560 ms in the GEO satellite scenario).

• Therefore, to keep the transmission of packets constantly during this period of time

(2 × RTTmin), it is necessary to guarantee a minimum load given by Loadmin =

2×BDP . Here, BDP represents the satellite Bandwidth Delay Product.

• In this way, the minimum TCP cwnd should reach the maximum load, set to 2 ×
Loadmin = 4 × BDP . This is done in order to guarantee the continuity of the

transmission, being able to detect a packet lost, as thus reducing its cwnd value to

the half (Loadmin).
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• As a result, the minimum XPLIT buffer size (Bmini) for each traffic class is set to:

Bmini = 3× µi ·RTTmin = 3×BDP (7.1)

Here, Bmini represents the minimum buffer size (defined in packets) and µi represents

the rates for each traffic class i.

In order to measure the buffer occupancy (βi) level for each traffic class, the XPLIT-

RCS design considers two queue occupancy values. The former is measured at the SMAC

layer while the later is assessed at the SI layer (see Fig. 7.2). Therefore, total buffer

occupancy (βi) at the CPE equipment for each traffic class i is defined as follows:

βi = β′
i + β′′

j (7.2)

Here it is worth mentioning that the element called QoS manager (at the RCST)

monitors the occupancy of the different queues β′
i and β′′

j (see Fig 7.2) in order to know

the total occupancy of the system.

7.2.3 The cross-layer design

The XPLIT-RCS architecture considers a cross-layer design to share information between

the RCST and the PEP in order to improve TCP performance over the return satellite

channel.

In particular, the transport protocol used to send data through the return channel,

is the XPLIT-TCP variant [AMDMn+12], which was previously specified on Section 6.3.

This protocol requires two main cross-layer parameters set up at each RCST: the buffer

occupancy and the service rate (βi and µi), as it is shown in Fig. 7.2.

Here, every time the RCST receives the resource allocation (service rate (µi for each

DAMA capacity type) by means of a TBTP message from the NCC, the service rate (µi)

is assessed at the IP scheduler from the the SI layer. Both parameters (µi and βi) are

forwarded to the PEP feeder using a cross-layer mechanism. Here, the transport layer is

responsible for receiving the cross-layer parameters which are used to modify and adjust

the cwnd values accordingly for each TCP transmission. The cross-layer design and the

exchange of the parameters βi and µi are also shown on Fig 7.2.

Following the forward channel design (Section 6.3), XPLIT-TCP uses two control

loops to manage the congestion changes in the satellite system. The first control loop uses

periodic polling of the cross-layer information µi and βi to regulate the slow dynamics

of the system (i.e. new TCP connections) and a second control loop to manage the fast

and sudden dynamics which are mainly due to changes of available bandwidth assignment

performed by the NCC and the DAMA scheme.

Similar to the XPLIT-FWD architecture design (Section 6.2.1), the use of SNMP

protocol is adopted to provide signaling between the PEP and the RCST. This is done,

using the XPLIT Manager and the XPLIT Agent modules, as it is observed on Fig 7.2.
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In particular, the XPLIT manager (allocated at the PEP) initiates the XPLIT-TCP

feeders and manages them during the connection duration. The XPLIT manager is able

to know the DAMA capacity assignments measured at each time, while adjusting the

cwnd window size for each active XPLIT-TCP connection. This is done, considering the

service rate and buffer occupancy values (µi and βi) reported by each RCST. Here, it is

worth mentioning that the sharing of resources among XPLIT connections is performed

considering the fair distribution of satellite resources.

On the other hand, each RCST uses the XPLIT agent to manage the cross-layer

information parameters reported from the IP scheduler (µi) and the selected queues (β′
i

and β′′
j ). In this way, the service rate µi is computed by the IP scheduler, which controls

the number of packets for each traffic class. The service rate µi considers the capacity

assigned by the NCC. This value is reported by the MAC scheduler using a second cross-

layer mechanism defined between the SMAC layer and the SI layer (see Fig 7.2).

The cross-layer parameters are stored in the XPLIT MIB (Management Information

Base), which are fed back to the XPLIT manager by means of the SNMP primitives.

It is worth mentioning that in [RMAMD+13] and [RMMDA+09], the complete design

of the XPLIT-RCS architecture is developed, together with an extensive performance

evaluation of the XPLIT-TCP variant.

7.3 XPLIT-RCS performance evaluation

In this subsection, the performance evaluation for XPLIT RCS architecture is carry out

using the NS-2 simulation tool version 2.29. Here, the XPLIT-RCS architecture is simu-

lated following the topology defined in Fig. 7.1. It considers two remote sources, sending

two flows (each one) to a destination allocated at the Internet side by means of the return

GEO satellite link.

Importantly, the presented simulation scenario only considers the evaluation of the

VBDC traffic type. This is done to evaluate the XPLIT-TCP variant working in a con-

trolled environment, in which the dynamic assignment of satellite resources are imple-

mented, including the effects that the DAMA techniques introduce, such as variable RTTs

and bandwidth variations. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the present analysis

could be extended to manage others DAMA capacity types such as the RBDC type.

The main objective to perform the proposed simulation tests is to compare the XPLIT-

TCP variant against a baseline Sack TCP, when working in a DVB-RCS environment with

the adoption of the DAMA techniques. The presented simulation results are developed

considering three tests:

• Short-lived connections in which a short file is sent over a single RCST.

• Long-lived connections in which a long file is forwarded over a single RCST.

• Fairness Analysis in which either two or four files are sent using two RCSTs termi-

nals.
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The transfer sizes for Short-lived and Long-lived connections are shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Transfer sizes for Short-lived and Long-lived connections

Label Short-lived conn. Long-lived conn.

file size 1024 bytes 100 Kbytes

Finally, the performance metrics used to evaluate the XPLIT-RCS architecture are:

goodput, queue occupancy, and fairness (described in section 4.2.3). The TCP attributes

such as cwnd, ACKs, RTT and responsiveness are also evaluated. It is worth mentioning

that the goodput values calculated during the simulation tests are set considering the

approximation cwnd/RTT . This is done to add simplicity in the analysis of the obtained

results.

7.3.1 Satellite network settings

The satellite return channel capacity Crcst representing the bottleneck link, is set con-

sidering a reduced and limited capacity up to 256 Kbps. The TCP variant defined to

transport the VBDC capacity type is the baseline Sack TCP [BAFW03], in comparison

with the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant. Here both TCP variants consider a buffer size

set to 3 BDP (see analysis presented in Section 7.2.2) this is done in order to compare

them in similar conditions.

In addition, the TCP Linux version [DP06] is adopted for simulation purposes, which

includes the Sack TCP variant among others. Here, several modules programed in TCL

were added to perform the XPLIT-RCS functionalities while simulating the DAMA ca-

pacity assignment and the XPLIT-TCP protocol.

The DVB-RCS satellite network settings throughout the simulation are configured as

it is defined in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Simulation system parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

RTTmin 520 ms BDP (pkts) 11
RCSTs number 2 Flows x RCST (maximum) 2
Traffic type VBDC MF-TDMA frame length 6.625 ms
MF-TDMA super frame length 26.5 ms Assignment cycle time 63 ms
Time slot x Frame 32 IP MTU size 1500 bytes
Frames x Super Frame 4 Capacity per slot 16 Kbps
RCST log on capacity 32 Kbps XPLIT Buffer ref 3BDP/2
RCST capacity (Crcst) 256 Kbps Queue size (pkts) 33 (3BDP)
PER 10−4
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7.3.2 Simulation results: Short-lived connections

In this test, a scenario in which a single RCST terminal sends a small file (1024 bytes)

through the DVB-RCS link is evaluated. The simulation results of goodput and queue

occupancy (short-lived connections) for the transmission of a single VBDC flow are shown

on Fig. 7.3. Here, the comparison is performed using either XPLIT-TCP or Sack TCP.
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Figure 7.3: Simulation results: Short-lived connection XPLIT vs. Sack (Goodput and Queue
occupancy)

As it is observed on Fig. 7.3 (upper graph), using the Sack TCP variant, the goodput

level severely fluctuates. Particularly, at the 11-seconds time-point, the VBDC capacity

type is able to reach a peak value up to 510 Kbps of goodput. After this point the goodput

gets a quasi-constant behavior, being able to reach the assigned RCST capacity set to 256

Kbps. However, at the 24 seconds time-point (also repeated at the 64 seconds time-point),

the goodput level drops down the half of the assigned RCST capacity (128 Kbps). This is

mainly because the Sack TCP variant is not able to transmit the amount of packets that

are filling the queue. Hence, the queue occupancy is overloaded, as it is see in the lower

graph, reaching its limit value (set to 33 packets). This situation generates a reduction in

the congestion window at these time-points, leading to an increase of the system latency.

In contrast to these results, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant, the VBDC

capacity type is able to provide a more constant goodput behavior compared to the previ-
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ous case, being able to properly use the DAMA BW assignment (set to 256 Kbps). Here,

a goodput level up to 256 Kbps is reached during all the simulation (see upper graph). In

addition, the queue occupancy is reduced compared with Sack TCP, being able to reach 16

packets constantly. This is a suitable result when working with DAMA DVB-RCS satellite

systems, as it is possible to control the satellite system load, while using efficiently the

capacity assigned by the NCC.

It is worth mentioning that the XPLIT-TCP responsiveness (measured during the

initial TCP phases) reaches the stable value up to 256 Kbps after 5.58 seconds (see Fig.

7.3 upper graph). In contrast to Sack TCP that reaches the same steady state phase after

11 seconds.

In order to complement the first set of tests using only one VBDC flow, Fig 7.4 and

Fig 7.5 show the simulation results of cwnd, ack received packets and the RTT values,

when evaluating the XPLIT-RCS architecture jointly with the XPLIT-TCP variant in

comparison with Sack TCP.

Particularly, Fig. 7.4 (upper graph) illustrates the congestion window (cwnd) evolution

considering one flow using either Sack TCP or XPLIT TCP. Here, when using Sack TCP,
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Figure 7.4: Simulation results XPLIT vs Sack (cwnd and received ack packets)

it is possible to note that the curve has a plateau between 12 and 24 seconds time-points

reaching cwnd values around 42 packets. After this point, the cwnd drops down to the
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half of its value, which is mainly because the last packet loss event has occurred. Here,

Sack TCP starts the fast retransmit and fast recovery phases aiming to fill into the limit

the queues again. However, at the 64 seconds time-point the cwnd value drops again.

In contrast to these results, when XPLIT-TCP is used, the cwnd curve remains con-

stant, as it is shown on Fig. 7.4 (upper graph). As a result, the cwnd level reaches 30

packets on average during all the simulation.

On the other hand, Fig. 7.4 (lower graph) illustrates the total received VBDC ACK

packets. As it is shown, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP, the maximum number of

received ACK packets (approx. 1480) are correctly received at the 69 seconds time-point.

Hence, the XPLIT-TCP is able to transmit a complete short file (1024 Kbps) during 69

seconds. However, when using the Sack TCP variant, the same number of received ACK

packets (approx. 1480) are reached at the 79 seconds time-point. This measured time is

greater compared to the results obtained with XPLIT-TCP which is reduced by 12.66%.

As a natural consequence, the less the period of time in which the VBDC packets are

received, the faster the TCP transmission is ended. The transfer time for short-lived

connections are shown in Table 7.6.

Table 7.4: Transfer time for short-lived connections.

Transfer Std TCP XPLIT %
size (bytes) Splitting arch. improv.

Small 1024 79 s 69 s 12.66

In particular, at the 24 and 64 seconds time-points, the fast retransmit and fast recovery

phases for the Sack TCP variant take place. These are represented as an abrupt change

in the number of received ACK packets, as it is shown on Fig. 7.4 (lower graph).

Finally, the simulation results concerning the round trip time (RTT) values are shown

on Fig. 7.5.

These values are measured considering the mean packets that are received during the

simulation time. As it is shown, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant, constant

RTT values up to 1.3 seconds are presented. However, when using the Sack TCP variant,

the RTT values are increased reaching peak values up to 2.08 seconds. This measured

RTT value is greater compared to the results obtained with XPLIT-TCP.

7.3.3 Simulation results: Long-lived connections

In this test, a scenario in which a single RCST terminal sends a long file (100 Kbytes)

through the DVB-RCS link is evaluated. The simulation results of goodput and queue

occupancy for long-lived connections are shown in Fig. 7.6. These results are performed

when evaluating the XPLIT-TCP variant in comparison with Sack TCP.

As it is observed on Fig. 7.6 (upper graph), using the Sack TCP variant, the goodput

level severely fluctuates. Although it remains constant during several periods of time
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Figure 7.5: Simulation results XPLIT vs Sack (RTT values)

(being able to reach the assigned RCST capacity set to 256 Kbps), in specific time-points

(24, 56, 105, 145, and 187) several goodput reductions are experienced (128 Kbps). As it

is observed in the lower graph, the queue occupancy shows the typical sawtooth behavior,

being able to fill the queues up to its maximum value (33 packets) This situation generates

a reduction in the congestion window at these time-points, leading to an increase of the

system latency.

In contrast to these results, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant, the VBDC

capacity type is able to provide a more constant goodput behavior compared to the previ-

ous case, in which none drops are experienced (being able to reach 256 Kbps constantly).

As a result, the XPLIT-TCP goodput is a able to properly use the DAMA BW assignment

(set to 256 Kbps). In addition, the queue occupancy is reduced compared with Sack TCP,

being able to reach 16 packets constantly. This is a suitable result when working with

DAMA DVB-RCS satellite systems.

In order to complement the long-lived tests, Fig 7.7 shows the simulation results of

cwnd and the ack received packets, when evaluating the XPLIT-RCS architecture jointly

with the XPLIT-TCP variant in comparison with Sack TCP.

On Fig 7.7 upper graph, when using Sack TCP, it is possible to see the typical Sack

TCP sawtooth behavior during all the simulation. In contrast to these results, when
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Figure 7.6: Simulation results: Long-lived connection - XPLIT vs. Sack (Goodput and
Queue occupancy)

XPLIT-TCP is used, the cwnd curve remains constant, as it is shown on Fig. 7.7 (upper

graph). As a result, the cwnd level reaches 30 packets on average during all the simulation.

On the other hand, Fig. 7.4 (lower graph) illustrates the total received VBDC ACK

packets. Here, the similar behaviour analized for short-lived connection is shown (see

section 7.3.2). However, the XPLIT-TCP is able to transmit a complete long file (100

Kbps) during 210 seconds. Contrary to Sack TCP variant, which is able to transmit a

complete long file at the 270 seconds time-point. This measured time is greater compared

to the results obtained with XPLIT-TCP which is reduced by 2.2%.

The transfer time for long-lived connections are shown in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: Transfer time for long-lived connections.

Transfer Std TCP XPLIT %
size (bytes) Splitting arch. improv.

long file 100 Kbps 3348 s 3274 s 2.2
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Figure 7.7: Simulation results: Long-lived connection - XPLIT vs Sack (cwnd and received
ack packets)

7.3.4 Fairness results

The second experiment is proposed in order to evaluate the fairness level reached by

each TCP variant in the proposed scenario. Here, a RCST terminal shares the available

bandwidth between two TCP flows using either XPLIT-TCP or Sack TCP. The file size

is set to 3072 bytes. The DAMA bandwidth assignment is set to 256 Kbps for the single

RCST.

The simulation results of goodput and queue occupancy for the VBDC capacity type

are shown on Fig. 7.8.

Here, the DAMA bandwidth assignment set to 256 Kbps is also depicted for the single

RCST. As it is observed on Fig. 7.8 (lower graph), using the Sack TCP variant, the good-

put level for both TCP flows severely fluctuates. As a result, both flows show unacceptable

fairness level, in which the flow 2 uses more bandwidth, while penalizing flow 1. Similarly,

the queue occupancy is shown on Fig. 7.9, as it is observed when using Sack TCP variant

the queue occupancy is overloaded, reaching its limit value (set to 33 packets). Here, the

typical sawtooth behavior is also shown representing the speed in which the buffer occu-

pancy is filled with packets. However, after several lost of packets, the queue occupancy

level is fallen sharply.
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Figure 7.8: Simulation results (two flows) XPLIT vs Sack (Goodput)

In contrast to these results, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant (see Fig.

7.8 -upper graph), both VBDC flows provide a quasi-constant goodput level, being able

to fairly share the available bandwidth, while matching the DAMA BW assignment curve.

Here, a goodput level up to 125 Kbps is reached during all the simulation. In addition,

the queue occupancy is reduced compared with Sack TCP, being able to reach up to 17

packets on average constantly. This is a suitable result when working with DAMA DVB-

RCS satellite systems, as it is possible to optimized the satellite system load, while fairly

share the available resources.

Finally, the last experiment is proposed in order to analyze the XPLIT-TCP behavior

when several TCP flows share the available bandwidth. Here, two RCST terminals send

two TCP flows simultaneously. The file size is set to 3072 bytes and the DAMA bandwidth

assignment is set to 256 Kbps for the single RCST.

The simulation results of goodput and queue occupancy for the four VBDC flows (using

XPLIT TCP) are shown on Fig. 7.10.

It considers that the RCST1 requests the capacity assignment at 2 second time-point,

while the RCST2 requests its capacity at 18 seconds time-point.

As it is observed, when using the proposed XPLIT-TCP variant, the four VBDC

flows provide quasi-constant goodput behavior, being able to fairly share the available
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Figure 7.9: Simulation results (two flows) XPLIT vs Sack (Queue occupancy)

Table 7.6: Transfer time for the first TCP connection (four flows).

Transfer Std TCP XPLIT %
size (bytes) Splitting arch. improv.

file 3072 299.99 s 150 s 50.1

bandwidth among flows, while matching the DAMA BW assignment curve (see Fig. 7.10

upper graph). Here, constant goodput levels up to 62 Kbps are reached during all the

simulation. In addition, the queue occupancy for both RCSTs are constant, being able to

reach up to 17 packets. This is a suitable result when working with DAMA DVB-RCS

satellite systems, as it is possible to perfectly match the satellite system load, while being

able to fairly share the available resources.

In contrast to these results Fig. 7.11 (upper graph) shows the simulation results of

goodput and queue occupancy for the four VBDC flows (using Sack TCP). As it is observed

the four flows are severely penalized, being unable to reach an acceptable goodput level.

As a result, the flows are constantly competing for the satellite system resources showing

an unacceptable fairness level. The transmission duration is longer compared with XPLIT
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Figure 7.10: Simulation results (four flows) only XPLIT TCP (Goodput and Queue occu-
pancy)

TCP. Similarly, the queue occupancy is shown on Fig. 7.11 (lower graph), as it is observed

when using Sack TCP variant the queue occupancy is overloaded, reaching its limit value

which is set to 33 packets. Here, the typical sawtooth behavior is shown again. However,

it is worth mentioning that it is possible to reach the convergence among flows when

evaluating the proposed scenario in the the long term simulation, as it is shown on Fig.

7.12.

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the design of the XPLIT-RCS architecture, developed for the return

satellite channel, has been presented. It has been designed to provide QoS guarantees

over the DVB-RCS/ETSI-BSM QoS satellite systems considering the use of cross-layer

techniques together with the implementation of PEPs. The propose architecture also

adopts the XPLIT-TCP variant (specified for the forward channel), which has been proven

to provide enhanced results when working with the DAMA capacity assignments.

The XPLIT-RCS architecture complies with design goals also defined for the DVB-S2

forward channel, as these are: the source and destination hosts are able to use standard
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Figure 7.11: Simulation results (four flows) only Sack TCP (Goodput and Queue occupancy)

TCP, low cost of deployment, low signaling overhead (guaranteeing a minimum signaling

delay), low implementation complexity (reduced processing time with high scalability), full

satellite network exploitation, minimum user response time and fair resource allocation

among competing TCP flows. These goals have been quantitatively evaluated by means

of simulation. This has been performed using the NS-2 tool in which an implementation

of the TCL code has been added for simulating the XPLIT-RCS architecture.

In this context, the XPLIT-RCS architecture can be considered a complete knowledge

design, as it is possible to control the dynamics of the system, while achieving high system

efficiency, enhancing QoS guarantees and providing acceptable fairness level. Moreover, it

has been identified that both parameters: the buffer occupancy and the service rate (βi and

µi) are the only required cross-layer parameters to provide optimized congestion control

functions.

As it has been demonstrated in the performance evaluation section, using XPLIT-TCP

the transfer times for short-lived connections are reduced, reaching 12.66 % of improve-

ment. In addition, the TCP responsiveness is enhanced when several flows are working

together. Using XPLIT-TCP its is possible to reduce the convergence time for several

flows compared to Sack TCP in which the convergence time is long slow. Finally, the
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XPLIT-TCP variant is able to fairly share the DAMA bandwidth allocation with none

congestion losses, while having a constant bounded delay per each DAMA queue.
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Unified architecture: QoS provisioning over

DVB-S2/RCS BSM satellite systems

Nowadays, satellite systems are key elements that enable the provisioning of Internet ser-

vices over mobile users. Moreover, due to its wide footprint such systems enable connecting

distant places where copper/optical infrastructures are not existed, being able to reach a

larger proportion of users. Currently, using satellite systems it is possible to reach around

50 % of the world population, however, the target has been estimated to reach up to 90

% by 2020 [ETC+11].

In this way, the main challenge presented in this thesis, which has been focused on the

provisioning of QoS guarantees over DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems, is still holds as an

important issue that future satellite system designs must consider.

In this chapter, a unified architecture to provide QoS guarantees based on cross-layer

design is presented. It takes into account the algorithms and mechanisms proposed by

the QoSatArt and XPLIT architectures in order to enhance the interactions among layers

forming the ETSI-BSM-QoS protocol stack, while looking for the optimization the satellite

system resources.

The main objective of the unified architecture is to provide a reference design in which

both architectures (QoSatArt and XPLIT) work jointly to enhance the provisioning of

QoS guarantees over satellite systems.

The unified design considers as a central element, the XL-Manager module (proposed

in the QoSatArt architecture Section 3.3), in order to manage and orchestrate the cross-

layer interactions among layers. Additionally, the architecture adopts the cross-layer in-

teractions described in the previous chapters. Firstly, it considers the interaction between

the physical layer and the network layer to guarantee the QoS requirements established

in the SLA while considering the physical layer adaptability due to the presence of rain

events. Secondly, it considers the cross-layer interaction between the network layer and

the transport layer, to enhance data transmission based on the TCP protocol.

123
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The final contribution of the presented thesis is focused on specifying a complete

architecture design developed for the forward and the return channels, based on the DVB-

S2/RCS standard and the ETSI-BSM-QoS protocol stack.

8.1 Scenario for the unified architecture

The scenario for developing the unified architecture is shown on Fig. 8.1. It considers

two satellites working in the Ka frequency band (30/20 GHz), in a transparent multi-

beam architecture. Here, both GEO satellite systems are used separately for providing

interactive services using the DVB-S2 forward channel and the DVB-RCS return channel.

In the proposed scenario several remote sources, with different QoS flows, send interactive

data to a destination allocated at the Internet side.

RemoteSite

MANET

DVB-S2

DVB-RCS

Regional

Hospital

QoS

Hub

TCP/ IP

BE

AF

EF

RemoteSite

WIFI

VoIP source

Host
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Host

FTP source

Host

Network

Control

Center

Capacity

Assignment

Figure 8.1: Scenario for the Unified architecture

In particular, two emergency remote users (a residential client and a mobile vehicle)

require accessing critical applications and data allocated at the regional hospital to provide

the first medical aid during an emergency situation (i.e. earthquake, tsunami, etc.), where

the satellite system is the only technology that remains available.

In the terrestrial segment, each Return Channel Satellite Terminal (RCST) works to-

gether with a PEP which is responsible for managing TCP connections. Each data trans-

mission preformed by the RCST is controlled by the Network Control Center (NCC) to pro-

vide interactive applications among users. The NCC allows the support of a Bandwidth-

on-demand (BoD) mechanism based on the DAMA protocol, to share the radio spectrum
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among remote users. The DAMA mechanism provides the capacity assignments requested

by each RCST to guarantee the bandwidth availability for the required applications.

On the other hand, the Hub (allocated at the infrastructure site) is defined as the

central element for managing the DVB-S2 forward channel connections. On Fig. 8.1,

three sources, with different QoS levels, send data to several destination RCSTs by means

of the broadcast DVB-S2 GEO satellite channel.

For the provisioning of QoS guarantees, both elements, the Hub and the RCST adopt

the ETSI-BSM-QoS architecture based on the DiffServ framework. One of the main goals

of having a unified architecture is to guarantee different QoS levels for IP traffic over

the DVB-S2/RCS channel, considering the fact that the available bandwidth present in

the satellite system is constantly changing due to atmospheric impairments such as rain

events. Moreover, it is necessary to consider the effects of adopting transport protocols

such as the TCP protocol.

In the proposed unified architecture, the main functional blocks are developed at the

terrestrial segment. This is done in order to allow satellite operators to easily adopt the

proposed architecture with low deployment cost. In Addition, the proposed architecture

allows the satellite operator to manage the functional parameters to establish priority

levels and traffic rates according to the defined Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

8.2 Design specifications for the unified architecture

In order to define the essential requirements for the unified architecture, it is important

to consider the advantages that both architectures (QoSatArt and XPLIT) are able to

provide separately. Therefore, the design goals that each architecture is able to reached

are summarized on Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: QoSatArt and XPLIT architecture summary

Design goals QoSatArt XPLIT Unified architecture

a) SI-centric approach yes yes yes
b) QoS provisioning yes yes yes

c) Adaptive physical layer support yes no yes
d) Reduced deployment costs yes yes yes

e) Using the current infrastructure yes yes yes
f) Low signaling overhead yes yes yes

g) Low implementation complexity yes yes yes
h) User-response time low low low

i) Satellite network exploitation full full full
j) Using any TCP variant no yes yes

k) Fairness yes yes yes
l) Friendliness yes no yes

As it is shown, the right column of Table 8.1 summarize the design specifications that

the unified architecture must be able to provide. These are described as follows:
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a) Architecture design focussed on SI layers. The unified architecture considers a

design focused on the SI layers (called SI-centric approach) following guidelines defined

in the ETSI-BSM framework. Here, the XL-Manager module is defined as a central

element, in order to manage and orchestrate the cross-layer interactions among layers.

Using this approach, it is possible to empower the management and control functions

performed at the upper layers [M M08], while isolating the SD layers to include different

physical layer supports.

b) QoS provisioning. For the provisioning of QoS guarantees the design of the unified

architecture is based on the ETSI-BSM-QoS [10205] standards including several func-

tional blocks to manage the QoS provisioning. In particular, the DiffServ framework

is used to guarantee different QoS levels for IP traffic over the DVB-S2/RCS channels.

c) Adaptive physical layer support. The design of the unified architecture consider

that the satellite system is affected by atmospheric conditions such as rain events,

which reduce the bandwidth availability. Therefore, the adoption of algorithms and

cross-layer techniques to guarantee the QoS requirements established in the SLA are

specified as mandatory.

d) Reduced deployment costs. The unified architecture is designed considering the

adoption of algorithms and mechanism working at the terrestrial segment (the Hub

and the RCSTs). This is done in order to allow satellite operators to easily adopt the

proposed architecture with low deployment costs, while exploiting the DVB-S2/RCS

network currently assets.

e) Exploitation of the current operator infrastructure. Given that in current

infrastructures, most of the RCST terminals work jointly with a PEP element (also

called CPEs). The unified architecture is defined considering a PEP element allocate

at the Hub, as a mandatory element required to manage DVB-S2 forward connections.

Nevertheless, the PEP element allocated at each RCST, is defined to be an optional

element. As a result, the unified architecture is designed for single-users or SoHo (Small

office/Home office) networks, as it is not necessary to introduce new elements in the

end-user subscriber equipment.

f) Low signaling overhead and minimum signaling delay. One of the most im-

portant issues when working with GEO satellite systems is to prevent signaling traffic

passing across the satellite link, as this path is considered the bottleneck link, char-

acterized for being a scarce resource. As a result, the unified architecture is designed

considering the exchange of signaling traffic within the LAN network that connects the

PEP element either with the HUB or with the RCST, on the terrestrial segment. In

addition, to reduce signaling overhead the signaling flows are designed considering a

set of aggregated flows based on the DiffServ framework.

g) Low implementation complexity and low processing. The unified architecture is

designed avoiding either per-TCP-flow or per-packet processing, while using algorithms
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and mechanism having low computation requirements. It is based on the DiffServ

architecture which is able to manage aggregated flows.

h) Minimum user-response time. To comply with the Service Level Agreements

(SLAs) it is important to reduce the user-response time. Therefore, the unified archi-

tecture is designed considering the XPLIT-TCP variant [AMDMn+12] as the transport

protocol used to send data through the forward and the return channel. As it was

shown by simulation in Section 7.3.3, this XPLIT-TCP has demonstrated to provide

reduced user-response times.

i) Full satellite network exploitation. The unified architecture is designed focused on

maximizing the TCP throughput and the fairness parameters considering the intrinsic

characteristics present in GEO satellite systems such as losses, bandwidth variations

and long delays. This is done, by adopting the XPLIT-TCP protocol that uses two

control loops to achieve full exploitation of the satellite link.

j) The source and destination hosts are allowed to use standard TCP. The

XPLIT-TCP design is based on the standard TCP specifications, as it implements the

standard TCP headers, the TCP standard flow control (based on a sliding window)

and the TCP standard error control (based on retransmissions and time-outs). As a

result, source and destination hosts are allowed to use either standard TCP variants

or XPLIT-TCP.

k) Fairness and Friendliness among competing TCP flows. The unified architec-

ture is designed considering an algorithm to share the available resources in a fairly

way. This algorithm is able to apply the required policy to share the resources available

among several Diffserv classes. This algorithm works jointly with the IP scheduler to

control the Diffserv queues, providing them with the suitable per DiffServ class band-

width allocation.

8.3 Unified architecture design

Following the design requirements previously defined, Figure 8.2 shows the unified archi-

tecture design developed for the DVB-S2 forward channel.

As it is observed, inside the Hub the mechanism called the XL-Manager, (which has

been proposed in QoSatArt architecture), is considered as central element. This element is

able to manage and orchestrate the cross-layer interactions among layers since it is set at

the SI upper layers. This modular reference architecture allows the enforcement of control

functions performed by the SI layers which can be either modified or updated regardless

of the SD layer technology.

In particular, the cross-layer mechanism defined between the satellite physical layer and

the SI layer to guarantee the QoS requirements established in the SLA is depicted using

red dotted lines on Figure 8.2. One of the main consideration, it is that the satellite system
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Figure 8.2: The unified architecture design for the DVB-S2 forward channel

is affected by rain events and propagation impairments which can reduce the bandwidth

availability.

In this way, the XL-Manager prioritizes the resources for high priority traffic classes,

by considering different weight values which are calculated and sent to the IP scheduler. As

it is observed on Figure 8.2, the XL-Manager module is decoupled from the IP scheduler,

this means that the scheduler complexity is not increased and both modules can work

independently based on their own settings.

On the other hand, the unified architecture considers a second cross-layer mechanism,

which is also coordinated by the XL-Manager. This cross-layer mechanism is set to share

information between the RCST and the PEP in order to improve TCP transmission over

the DVB-S2 forward satellite channel. The signaling interactions are defined between the

SI layer (at the Hub) and the external/transport layer (at the PEP). This interaction

is depicted using purple dotted lines on Fig. 8.2. The physical connection between the

RCST and the PEP is performed by means of a Local Area Network (LAN).

In particular, the transport protocol used to send data through the forward and the

return channel, is the XPLIT-TCP variant [AMDMn+12] in order to enhance data trans-

mission based on the TCP protocol. Here, the PEP uses TCP feeders to allow interop-

erability between standard TCP versions and the XPLIT-TCP protocol. In this way, the
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end-users are directly connected to the PEP to send data through the Hub, by means of

the broadcast DVB-S2 GEO satellite channel.
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Figure 8.3: The unified architecture design for the DVB-RCS return channel

Inside the PEP (see Fig. 8.2), the XPLIT Manager is responsible for adjusting the

cwnd values for each TCP flow. The unified architecture also includes the design of a

signaling mechanism aiming to control the cross-layer parameters between the PEPs and

either the Hub or the RCSTs.

This design requires two main cross-layer parameters set up at the Hub: the buffer

occupancy and the service rate (βi and µi). The buffer occupancy is measured for each

QoS queue while the service rate is assessed at the IP scheduler, both of them set at the

the SI layer (see Fig. 8.2). Both parameters (βi and µi) are forwarded to the PEP element

using a cross-layer mechanism. Here, the transport layer is responsible for receiving the

cross-layer parameters which are used to modify and adjust the cwnd values accordingly

for each TCP flow. The cross-layer design and the exchange of the parameters βi and µi

are also shown on Fig. 8.2.

Similarly, the unified architecture design developed for the DVB-RCS return channel is

depicted on Fig. 8.3. As it is shown on Fig. 8.3, incoming flows are received by the PEP to

be forwarded through the RCST to the destination host by means of the DVB-RCS return
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satellite channel. As it is observed, the architecture developed for the DVB-RCS return

satellite channel has been provided with the same modules previously described. However,

it includes the modules associated with the NCC to allow the support of a Bandwidth-

on-demand (BoD) mechanism based on the DAMA protocol. The DAMA mechanism

provides the capacity assignments requested by each RCST to guarantee the bandwidth

availability for the required applications.

Finally, the E2E unified architecture design developed for both the DVB-S2/RCS for-

ward and return channel is depicted on Fig. 8.4.

8.4 Conclusions

In this chapter the unified architecture design has been proposed. It considers the advan-

tages that the XPLIT together with QoSatArt architectures can provide to enhance TCP

transmissions while guaranteeing the predefined QoS specifications. The unified architec-

ture considers the cross-layer design developed for XPLIT to share information between

the RCST and the PEP. This improves the TCP transmission over the forward and the

return satellite channel. Moreover, it considers the cross-layer design developed for the

QoSatArt to enhance QoS provisioning considering the bandwidth availability present at

the satellite physical layer.
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CHAPTER 9

Overall conclusions

The presented thesis has been focused on researching about the interactions occurring

among layers in order to design and evaluate a complete architecture for providing QoS

guarantees over DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems.

In this thesis several contributions based on cross-layer design to enhance the provi-

sioning of QoS guarantees over Broadband Satellite systems have been presented. The

proposed design considers the drawbacks posed by GEO satellite systems while imple-

menting cross-layer techniques to enhance QoS provisioning.

In particular, the contributions have been designed following the specifications defined

in the ETSI-BSM-QoS framework [10205]. In addition, the advantages that the SI-centric

design can provide are analyzed. As it can enhance the management functions performed

at the satellite upper layers [M M08], while isolating the satellite lower layers to include

different physical layer supports.

Hence, it can be concluded that the main goal of this PhD thesis, focused on improv-

ing BSM satellite systems with the support of QoS guarantees by means of cross-layer

techniques, has been successfully reached. In this way, the methodology defined to reach

this goal is probably the most important result that has been obtained during the devel-

opment of this PhD thesis. Moreover, the architecture design and the simulation results

to enhance the QoS provisioning over satellite systems have also been a valuable outcome.

The initial analysis has been focused on studying the cross-layer interactions among

layers forming the ETSI-BSM protocol stack. It includes the state-of-the-art study, that

analyzes the interactions among layers. Secondly, to identify the possible ways to enhance

QoS provisioning, two main architectures have been proposed: QoSatArt and XPLIT.

These designs take into account the drawbacks posed by GEO satellite systems while

looking for the optimization of the satellite system resources. Finally, the implementation

and evaluation of the proposed architectures using the NS-2 simulation tool have been

performed. This has been done to demonstrate the advantages that the proposed solutions

can provide to enhance satellite communications with QoS support.

Figure 9.1 shows the main contributions developed in this PhD Thesis for the XPLIT

and QoSatArt architectures. Here, the adoption of cross-layer techniques is also depicted in

133
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order to show schematically the main characteristics present in the design of the proposed

architectures.
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Figure 9.1: Thesis contributions

The first contribution, analyzes the interaction between the SD lower layers and the

SI network layer. Here, the QoSatArt architecture has been designed to provide QoS

guarantees considering the physical layer adaptability. It includes the performance analysis

of several standard TCP variants aiming to find the most suitable TCP variant that

enhances TCP transmission over the proposed architecture.

The second contribution, studies the relationship between the SI network layer and

the transport layer to enforce QoS provisioning across the upper layers of the ETSI-

BSM protocol stack. Here, the XPLIT architecture has been proposed to enhance TCP

transmission and provide them with QoS guarantees. The XPLIT architecture is developed

for the forward and the return channels, together with a modified TCP variant called

XPLIT-TCP used to enhance TCP transmissions.

9.1 Conclusions for QoSatArt architecture

As it has been mentioned before, the QoSatArt architecture has been proposed to provide

QoS guarantees for IP traffic over the DVB-S2 satellite channel. It includes a cross-

layer optimization between the physical layer and the network layer to guarantee the QoS

requirements established in the SLA. Here, the main design consideration is the adoption of

a centralize mechanism called the XL-Manager, which is defined to manage and orchestrate

the cross-layer interactions among layers as it is set up at the SI upper layers. In addition,

the design considers that the satellite system is affected by atmospheric events, such as

rain, which reduce the bandwidth availability.
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Moreover, as it is observed on Fig. 9.1, the architecture includes the design of the

Active Queue Management (AQM) system to minimize the delay values experienced at

the Application layer for delay sensitive traffic. Here, a complete QoS design inside the

gateway has been detailed, in which the RQM mechanism is proposed to enhance the

goodput for the EF and AF traffic classes.

In addition, a cross-layer IP scheduler has been proposed to guarantee the high pri-

ority traffic classes regardless of the channel condition affected by rain events. The avail-

able bandwidth is determined considering the ACM adaptation behaviour reported by

each RCST terminal. Here, a characterization of the link bandwidth variations has been

performed using a sinusoidal approximation to determine the intensity of the rain event

affecting the bandwidth availability.

The algorithm for calculating the weighted values to provide QoS guarantees proposes

a modification based on the PDS model which includes an exponential function to as-

sociate the QoS requirements for each traffic class with the satellite link capacity. The

QoSatArt architecture proposes a complete design defined at the terrestrial segment (ei-

ther at the gateway or at the Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)) in order to provide

low complexity on its implementation and seamlessly inter-operate with terrestrial IP

networks.

The key results obtained when evaluating the QoSatArt architecture show that it is

possible to keep control of the satellite system load while guaranteeing QoS levels for the

high priority traffic classes even though bandwidth variations due to rain events are expe-

rienced. The simulation results also demonstrate that with the adoption of the proposed

RQM mechanism, the user’s QoE is improved while keeping bounded the delay and jitter

values for high priority traffic classes. In particular an AF goodput enhancement of 33%

(on average) is reached. Moreover, with the evaluation of the cross-layer IP scheduler, the

high priority traffic class is always guaranteed regardless of the channel conditions affected

by rain events.

Here, the most important aspect in the QoSatArt it is that the proposed architecture

has been designed to guarantee the QoS requirements for specific traffic flows using a single

parameter: the bandwidth availability. This parameter is set at the physical layer (con-

sidering ACM adaptation) and sent to the IP scheduler taking advantage of the proposed

cross-layer optimization.

Finally as a final contribution within the context of QoSatArt, an analysis of several

TCP variants has been performed (see Figure 9.1). Here, CUBIC TCP, Hybla TCP and

Sack TCP are the selected TCP variants to carry out the performance evaluation.

The TCP analysis has been performed using metrics such as goodput, queue occupancy,

delay and jitter values in order to analyze the friendliness and fairness behavior of the

interaction of the selected TCP variants.

The simulation results have shown that Hybla TCP provides an aggressive behavior

which adversely affects the overall satellite performance. This is mainly caused because of

the implementation of the RQM mechanism that enables the allocation of a considerable

amount of out-of-profile packets in the BE queue. On the other hand, Sack TCP shows
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good fairness and friendliness level, as it is able to fairly share the bandwidth when constant

link capacity is available. CUBIC TCP is able to provide a stable goodput level for the AF

traffic class while keeping the queue occupancy at lower levels when a DVB-S2 satellite

system experiences bandwidth reductions.

Therefore, it can be concluded that when the proposed QoSatArt works together with

the adoption of the CUBIC TCP variant, it is possible to obtain an enhanced TCP perfor-

mance when the satellite link experiences severe bandwidth reductions due to the presence

of rain events while guaranteeing the required QoS specifications defined on the whole E2E

path.

9.2 Conclusions for XPLIT architecture

The second contribution of this thesis has been focused on developing an architecture,

based on cross-layer design, to enhance the performance of the TCP protocol over the

satellite segment. As it is seen on Fig. 9.1, the XPLIT architecture has been proposed to

enhance TCP transmission with QoS for DVB-S2/RCS satellite systems.

This architecture considers the challenges posed by GEO satellite systems (i.e. delay,

losses and bandwidth variations) while proposing several mechanisms based on cross-layer

design to enhance the performance of the TCP protocol.

The architecture proposes the use of Performance Enhanced Proxies (PEPs) which

breaks the End-to-End semantic of TCP connections. However, XPLIT architecture con-

siders a cross-layer design between the network layer and the transport layer to enhance

data transmission. It includes the design of a signaling mechanism aiming to control the

cross-layer parameters between the PEPs and either the Hub or the RCSTs. The design is

developed for the forward and the return channels, which are based on the DVB-S2/RCS

standards. It considers the Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) mechanism to dynamically as-

sign the system resources. The XPLIT architecture has been designed to provide QoS

guarantees over the DVB-S2/RCS based on the ETSI-BSM QoS architecture for satellite

systems.

The proposed architecture also adopts the XPLIT-TCP variant to provide enhanced

results when working with the DAMA capacity assignments. Moreover, it has been iden-

tified that both parameters: the buffer occupancy and the service rate (βi and µi) are the

only required cross-layer parameters to provide optimized congestion control functions.

The XPLIT-TCP variant is able to fairly share the DAMA bandwidth allocation al-

lowing reduced transfer times for short and long-lived connections. In addition, the TCP

responsiveness for the return link is enhanced when several flows are working together.

Using XPLIT-TCP its is possible to reduce the convergence time for several flows com-

pared to Sack TCP. Finally, the XPLIT-TCP variant is able to fairly share the DAMA

bandwidth allocation with none congestion losses, while having a constant bounded delay

per each DAMA queue.

In this context, the XPLIT architecture can be seen as a design able to have the

complete knowledge of the system characteristics, as it is possible to control the dynam-
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ics of the system, while achieving high system efficiency, enhancing QoS guarantees and

providing acceptable fairness levels.

9.3 Final conclusions

As final contribution, an unified architecture to provide QoS guarantees based on cross-

layer design has been proposed. It takes into account the algorithms and mechanisms

proposed by the QoSatArt and XPLIT architectures in order to enhance the interactions

among layers forming the ETSI-BSM-QoS protocol stack, while looking for the optimiza-

tion the satellite system resources.

The unified design considers as a central element, the XL-Manager module in order

to manage and orchestrate the cross-layer interactions among layers. Additionally, the

architecture adopts the cross-layer interactions in order to comply with the following

design requirements:

The unified framework is designed considering a SI-centric approach, in order to pro-

vide QoS guarantees, by taking into account the Adaptive physical layer characteristics

present on GEO satellite systems. The architecture is designed to Reduce the deployment

costs, which can be implemented by satellite operators in their current infrastructures.

Moreover, the design allows Low signaling overhead and Low implementation complex-

ity. Here, the minimum User-response time is guaranteed while achieving full satellite

network exploitation. Finally, the design allows the use of any TCP variant in order to

guaranteeing Fairness and Friendliness among TCP flows.

These goals have been separately evaluated by means of simulation for QoSatArt and

XPLIT architectures.

9.4 Future prospects

As final note, it is worth mentioning some futures research areas directly related to the

work presented in the presented thesis. Firstly, the Unified architecture to provide QoS

guarantees could be simulated and evaluated using either a simulating or an emulating

platform. Moreover, the implementation of the proposed Unified architecture working over

a real DVB-RCS satellite receptor equipment will be a valuable future work. The support

of QoS provisioning over heterogeneous networks considering standards such as DVB-RCS

+ M and DVB-NG including the adoption of cross-layer techniques remains as important

topic for the future.
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